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SIXPENCE

OCCUPATIONS OF FACTORIES AND
WORKERS CONTROL NOW, TO
SMASH THE POLICY. OF WAGE F·REEZE
AND UNEMPLOYMENT
In spite of the passivity of the trade union bosses, the conciliatory attitide of
the Communist Party and the lack of a centre, with the programme fOr workers
power, the workers r~solutely struggle against the policies of British capitalism and
its servants the Labour government. There are constant strikes and mobilisations,
the most important being still within the car factories, especially at Vauxhalls
where the workers simply disregarded the management demand for overtime, and
went home. Similarly at Rootes (Coventry) the workers have forced tthe management
10 abandon-for the time being at \ any rate its attempts to impose a complete control
over the rhthym of work. All these battles are inc~)Uslusive but they show quite
clearly that despite all the misleadership and passivity of all the traditional leaderships. including those in the shop stewards committee, the workers continue to resist
and not always unsuccessfully the policies of the government and the employers. And
in the course of these persistant struggles, the struggle for a DeW leadership and a

ence of the Labour Party in face of
motions which rejected defence and
economic policy, he intends to govern and
that means, as he has quite clearly said,
and the needs of the war economy dictate, there can be no relaxation in the
control of wages. The TUC wishes to
operate its own policy because the TUC
bureaucrats realise that their days are indeed numbered when not only do the
workers ignore them but even the
Government wishes to deprive them of
their bargaining function. Nothing more
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fact that the relations between the Unions
and the Labour Government ha.ve never
been worse shows the continuous paralysis of capitalism because Labour bureaucraey no longer is able to play its former
role of balancer between the masses and
the 'bourgeoisie. Capitalism can offer
nothing in the way ot!' reforms and hence
the social 'basis for reformism is eroded
away. The two classes, wolters, capitalists face each other with no real intermediary. All delusions are over. The
State stands openly for the exploiters
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in: Vauxhalls have. shown that in an indired form dualpower:;;is;:.pJ'~~tJy;;~~; ... ;.Ol'~tic!sm.O:~· Gp.vell:ln;l.~rpolict; htl
; s9Ciat democratssu
demands that the wprkers centralise their strength around the progFanim~ to'
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.,ropriate capitalism in order to resolve dual power in their favour.
CAPITALISM IS STAGNATING THROUGHOUT EUROPE
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The working class shows its confidence
in the uninterrupted succession of strikes
and in its total refusal to accept the line
of the government which its votes put into
power. And this feeling of confidence is
shown by the readiness of sectors of the
workers to break from the Labour Party.
The seamells union have spoken of the
need to abandon the payment of the political levy, five small textile unions have
contracted out and Grimsby fishermen have
followed suit. All this shows increasingly
the fragmentation of the base of the Labour Party. Vanguard sectors have shown
no fear in breaking. All this reflects only
the tip of the iceberg, that is an enormous
disatisfaction with the policy of the government and the search for new' solutions to
the problems of the woIting class. All
those imbeciles who think the Labour
Party is Gods gift to the working class
are hopelessly confounded by the process
and moan at the workers for abandoning
what is in effect a capitalist party. We are
seeing the beginning of a process which is
going to reduce the authority of capitalism and imperialism to zero.
Kosygins visit reflected the appreciation
by the bureaucracy that British imperialism was very weak and needed sustaining
at all costs. It was a criminal blow against
the British masses but its intention which
was to shore up British imperialism has
faiied. No injection can revive this dying
man, not even the aid of that corpse to
be, the soviet bureaucracy. The confusion
and disarray in the Tory Party is sufficient
testimony to the plight of British imperialism. At one time the Tory Party was the

expression of all the arrogant authority
of a powerful exploiter class, now it is nO
less the representative of a predator fuling
class but it can no longer command authority and is in a pitiful state of ceaseless
party .disagreement. They are all finished
and they sense this, whilst the British
masses although they· may not understand
the precise course Of events feel in themselves a strength sustained in part by all
the events in the world, China etc which
are reducing imperialism and capitalism to
perpetual defeat
The hopeless confusion and lack of perspective continues to show itself in the Labour Party. Here the left MPs protest
against the American policy in Vietnam iii
increasing numbers, and Wilson, defending
the interests of British imperialism, of monopoly capitalism can offer no other perspective but continUed support of the Americans. The degree of opposition to his poliCy is no indication of the fighting spirit of
these MPs who are professional bourgeois
politicians but such opposition is a distant
echo Olf the powerful rejection by the masses
of this line ani such an opposition further
undermines· the authority of imperialism.
The opposition to Wilsons line over the
Common Market again has no direct signifiance for the struggles of the workers,
but it shows that a whole sector of LP
pro capitalist politicians see no perspective
in the ultra capitalist policy of Wilson.
The Douglas Jays of course have similarly
no perspectiVe but the disag-ceements show
that British capitalism· has no certain
future and nothing goes right for it.
But as Wilson said at the last confer-

Arrests of Spanish Trotskyists
On the 30th January 5 student militants of the Spanish section were arrested
and are now in prison. Also the artist F. Cuadrado has been arrested again.
Campaign for their release!
Send as money urgently needed for their defence.

Until recently it could be argued, not
very successfully, but it could be argued
that the economic structure of capitalism
was so strong it could satisfy the needs
of the masses. But this is manifestly no
longer the case. Factories close down,
pools of permanent unemployment appear
and where unemployment is already severe it becomes worse as in Ulster. There
is no dynamism in investment. Military
expenditure increases. And in face of

this, sectors of the Detit bourgeoisie that
is the teachers actually make claims for.
a 30% wage increase. Furthermore, the
economic stagnation of capitalism becom~
es clearer allover Europe. Swedish unemployment goes up by 45% and
German unemployment goes over the half
million mark. Ultimately all this means
the rich get richer and the poor poorer.

CONTINUED ON· PAGE 4

The police try to intimidate
the Italian Trotskyists
We publish this information .from
the recent issue of Lotta Operaia
Reply to the repressive action
against the party by intensifying mil·
itant activity.
On the moming of 24 January
at about 12 midday, the pollee entered the home of the Editor of "Lotta
Operaia" Piero Leone under the
pretext of seeking for "arms, munitions and other explosive material."
The search carried out by three
agents in the service of the political
police of Rome lasted for over an
hour' without finding "arms, munit·
ions, or any other explosive material."
We appeal to the proletarian reo
volutionary vanguard to protest
against these police methods of a
fascist character.
The action of the police in Rome
takes place within the framework
of the repressive action which capito
alism and American imperialism is
conducting throughout the world
against the IV International and
which has shown itself in Guatemala, Urnguay, Brazil, Argentine,
Spain, Peru, Bolivia and most reo

cently particularly against the Mexican section of the IV International,
already reported in the newspaper.
And on the other hand this is part
of the repressive action which the
Italian bourgeoisie has been conducting for some months against the
revolutionary vanguard as the events
in Trieste and Genoa demonstrate.
The objective of the Ital:an bourge.
oisie is .to repress, intimidate, terrorise the revolutionary vanguard.
The Italian section of the IV In·
ternational, as the whole of the In·
ternational will not allow itself to be
intimidated by these police act:ons
and launches an appeal to its own
militants and to ail the proletarian
vanguard, that all the resolutions
of the party are' rapidly applied,
that the sale of Lotta Operaia and
of the Marxist Revjew is trebled,
that recruiting to the party is accelerated with audaclty, that they in·
tensify their action in the development of the revolutionary tendency in
Italy with the objective of the overthrow of capitalism and the establ·
ishment of the workers and peasants
government.
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The visit of I(osyg\in is a counter
revolutionary manoeuver aimed at
sustaining British Imperialism
The diplomacy of the soviet bureaucracy is now aimed primarily at European objectives. It has become clear that
the .Vietnam crisis has severely limited
any horse dealing with American Imperialism. The co-operation with American
Imperialism is conducted indirectly, that
is by the attempted "isolation" of China
in the World Communist Movement and
by the refusal to intervene massively in
Vietnam. On the other hand two factors
impel the soviet bureaucracy to take an
interest in a European diplomacy. In the
first place it is essential that it takes some
diplomatic steps to shore up or pretend
to shore up the collapsed policy of peaceful co-eXistence, and alliance with de
Gaulle is one way of doing this. But the
wave of mobilisations of the European
prolietariat in Europe provides yet another important motive to intervene and
sustain E,uropean Capitalism.
At the very time that de Gaulles prestige is falling among the petit bourgeoisie and the French proletariat is beginning to mobilise with factory occupations etc., Kosyguin visits de Gaulle to
propose ridiculous notions about "European co-operation" etc., as though the irreconcileable antagonism of workers stat.~ a,n<! capitalist sta,tes did not exist. On
top of this Podgorny rushes off to Italy
to shake hands with President Saragat
and the Pope. At the very time again
that Italian Capitalism is in crisis, social,
political ·and economic, the soviet bureaucracy ignoring the struggles of the Italian
masses, speaks to the Papacy as though
it were an institution which carries great
weight in the world and could actually
remedy the .situation in Vietnam.
And now Kosyguin has come to Great

Britain, at the time when the Wilson
government is trying to intimidate the
unions and the factory committees as the
inevitable result. of . following a line of
preparing the counter revolutionary war
against the workers states. The line of
Kosyguin is counter revolutionary. It is
an attempt to use the prestige oil the
workers states as a support for British
Imperialism. The soviet government ignores the struggle of the British masses
against Capitalism, on the contrary it
subordinates revolutionary policy to the
line of commercial transactions with
British Imperialism. When British Imperialism is in acute economic difficulties,
the soviet ,bureaucracy attempts to offer
a market and KosYiguin actually speaks
of planning such a trade arrangement
over a considemble period of time. He
follows the same line as he has followed
with Renault and Fiat-only even more
indulgent to capitalist interests.
And at the same moment he puts forward· the cretinous idea, with some force,
that the Soviet Union is perturbed at the
reappearance of German neo Nazism,
again as though this opened yet a new
chapter in the ability of Capitalism to
survive .The soviet ,bureaucracy thus givesa totally false view of the historic
situation. The neo fascist forces which
have appeared in Germany can never obtain a mass basis in this stage of history
when the world revolution is in constant
ascendancy and the petit bourgeoisie sees
the workers states and the world' revolution constantly advancing and the
forces of Imperialism in constant retreat.
The emergence of neo Nazism certainly
means that the German bourgeoisie realises that the parliamentary game is Iie~r-

ly over and that in future the forces of
repression will be necessary to hold back
the inevitable advance of the proletariat.
But that is quite different from saying
that the forces of fascism are strong in
Germany. It is the centralised force of
the proletariat that is strong, not the
forces of Germ.an capitalism, which as
the entry of. the Social Democracy into
the government shows, is very weak.
Kosyguins speech gives a totally false
perspective and is designed to deceive the
petit bouvgeoisie. It is as though he were
saying British, French Imperialism and
the Soviet Union must take measures together against this German menace !! And
all this results in giving European Capitalism and in this case British Imperialism
in particular an appearance of historic
importance which it does not possess. It
is a disgusting manoeuver, a vile /betrayal
of the European Proletariat.
Be does not raise the perspective of
a united socialist Germany, but on the
contrary wishes to maintain the gross
and highly artificial situation of a divided Germany. He wants a pre capitalist
solution! It is madness, such a notion.
It is utterly stupid and counter revolutionary. It is an historic necessity for the
German masses to be united in one
socialist Germany and to be united now
with the present day struggles of the
European masses to overthrow Capitalism. The existence olf a wod;ers state in
East Germany is objectively an enormous
support for the masses of Western
Germany, but Kosyguin and Ulbricht issue no revolutionary appeals for reunification. conduct everything on the basis of
maintaining the division of Germany and
politically repres~ the workers of East
Germany.

Thus we see dearly that the visit of
Kosygin was designed to give the authority of a workers state to British Imperiailsm. It was intended to be part of the:
utterly utopian schemes for a European
alliance system to compete with Yankee
Imp~~ialism! It is utter stupidity. Even
so Kosyguin whatever his delusions could
not conceal the impasse over Vietnam
or the fact that the interest of the Soviet
Union and China cannot allow an
armed conflict between them. And the
warmth of the reception he received from
the British masses was not for his policy,
but for him as reprt)sentative of the
workers states.
The soviet bureaucracy, like Imperiah
ism is in hopeless situation. The myth
that the western Imperialists put around
that the soviet bureaucracy is "liberal"
minded against the "illiberal" Chinese is
contradicted by the new repressive laws
in the USSR against strikes, meetings etc.
The Imperialists paint a rosy picture
about the "changes" in the Soviet Union
and the Ibureaucracy talks about the
great influence "Britain" (ie the Imperialists) can have in the world. The two
types of scoundrels endeavor to make believe they are angels of light.
Whatever the manoeuvers against them
the· struggle oJ' the European masses
against
Imperialism
will
continue.
Kosyguins sepulchral countenance is merely an advance warning that the. bureaucracy already feels itself about to be delivered to the undertakers. We can upon
the vanguard militants to discuss the
significance of .Kosyguins visit and to reply to it, with ,the programme for workers power and the linking of the struggles
of the 'British V\orkers with those of the
rest ·of the European workers.

The car workers must act as the vanguard of the
work log
class by forming a combined Shop Stewards
·
Committee for the whole industry
The workers in the Motor Indnstry conttinue to be in the vanguard of the workers
struggle in this country. The car womrs
have shown themselves detennined to resist the attempts of the motor companies
to increase the rate of exploitation. The
British car manufacturers are greatly
effected by an ever decreasing market, intense inter-capitalist competition and, with
the rapid development of monopoly are
attempting more ruthless rationalisation of
the production process. And the Soviet
bureaucracy seeks to sustain this vulnerable and strategic industry, by projected
contracts with Leyland Mt. Co. and Britisb Motor Holdings (BMB).
However, the attempts by the Rootes
company - recently taken over by Chrysler of American - to bring in 'scientific
methods' of prodnction at ttbe Ryton, Coventry, assembly plant was met by an immediate strike by the workers. The lessons
of Ford and Vauxhall have been learnt
by the workers in the car industry and
they are determined to resist the 'measured
day-work' method of payment. This method
means the introduction of an hourly rate
and leaves the speed of production completely in the hands of the management.
It was this method «;If super exploitation
nsed by the American management of
Vauxballs which caused the immense explosion of anger and frustration from
workers at Luton last year, during whicb
the demand fo·r the nationalisation of Vauxhalls was put forward.
At the moment tbe workers at Vauxballs
are in action against the managements
attempts to produce car bodies on the

night-shift in order to keep the flow of
production running at the bigltest possible
speed during the day-shift. To combat this
workers have been leaving tbe factory an
hour early each day and, in this way, the
entire production of tbe nigltt-shift has
been negated. The Vauxhall workers had
gained the reputation of being the most
'well beha,ved' in the industry, but this reputation has been completely shattered in
the last few months. As one shop steward
put it, it would be no suprise to see a repeat of the "October risings" at VauxbaBs
in the near future,
The Rootes workers returned to work,
after a six-day strike, having gained a
partial victory. The concession given by
Rootes management was a 'mutual' agreement on track speeds and labour loading,
or, in other words, an agreement on the
speed of production and tbe number of
workers employed on the assembly tracks.
This means tbat tbe workers have gained
some control of the actual running of the
factory. However, the whole question of
'measured day-work' as opposed to the
present 'piece-work' is still very much an
open one. In spite of tbe fact that the
workers at Rootes have recently suffered
a defeat, wben they were unable to prevent many workers from being sacked, they
still continue to be extremely militant. The
workers at Rootes, and this is generally
tme of the whole industry, lack a real
programme of demands and, it is essential
that the demand that all profits of automationl should' go directly ·to the workers is put
forward. The defence of the old 'piecework' system of payment is not good
enough! It is true, of course, that at

one time these rates represented gains by
sections of workers, but, at the same time,
it was also a method used by capitalism
to create divisions among workers. At this
stage iIi the struggle, when capitalism itself is intent on finishing with the 'piecework' system, it is necessary for workers
.to demand a bigh level of wages and control of the speed of production. At this
stage of bistory ~ith the increasing advent
of automation and the. weakness of the
aristocracy of labour the maximum demand
all the profits of automation to the workers
can be put forward with greater success
than before.
The struggle of the car workers also
lacks an organising centre and this leaves
variolJs actions of workers isolated in one
factory, or even in just one section of a
particular factory. Capitalism takes ad\.
vantage of this weakness ·and, of course,
of the conciliatory nature of the trade
union bureaucrats. This can be seen in the
case of tbe BMC workers at Cowley who
were suspended for \ one day by the management after returuing to work from a
strike. BMC feel strong enough to do this
kind of thing only because they are dealing
with a comparatively small section of
workers. However, a leaflet has been distributed by sbop stewards at Cowley which
states that 'tough action by the BMC
management against 'unofficial' strikers will
inevitably mean tough action by union
members.
The workers in the motor industry do
not lack militancy, in fact, they are involved in a constant series of action on a
. whole range of basic demands. But, militancy is not enougb! Tbe organising of a

workers centre in the industry based on a
anti-capitalist programme of demands,
nationalisation under workers control and
witbout compensation
equal pay for
men, women and youths .engaged on the
same work- a 35 hour week etc., is essent·
ial. The nationalisation under workers
control is an obvious demand at this stage
in tbe development of the workers struggle
in the motor industry. Workers at 'Rootes'
bave gained a partial control of production, Vauxhall workers have decided that
production will stop at 4 pm instead: of
5 pm eacb day by walking out of tbe
factory at 4 pm, internal transport drivers
at Pressed-stee): Fisher, Coventry and at
Austin Birmingham have refused to allow
the management to decide how their labour
is to be used by refusing to accept
'mobility' within the works. This is tbe
process! This is tbe process that demands
complete workers control!
The bur,eaucratic leadersbip of the
trade unions' have lost wbat little authority
they once had over the workers and, while
tbey talk of voluntary wage restraint, a
group of workers at the Birmingham
Aluminium Company stage a tbree week
strike on a demand for a 12!% wage increase and gain complete victory.
A combined committee in the industry,
based on tbe existing sbop stewards committees, would give the necessary leadership for the imposition of a workers programmll of demands and of complete workers control over tbe whole industry. This
is the task of the workers in the motor
industry now and in doing tbis. tbey will
give a leadersbip for all industrial workers in Britain.

Demand the release of the 24 Mexican Trotskyists
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PROLETARIAN DEMOCRACY, SOVIETS AND THE
UNCONDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE WORLD
opROLETARIAN REVOLUTION WILL FINISH THE
'MONSTERS' 'AND 'CAP-ITALISTS'IN THE
POLITICAL REVOLUTION IN CHINA
J. POSADAS
The appeal of Mao Tse Tung for the independent intervention of the Chin.
ese army as a centre of pressure and of political and social authority in the "Cultural Revolution" the Chinese words for the political revolution, expresses the
uncertainty and the hesitations of the, tendency which is leading the 'cultural revolution', the absence of a programme, and the intention to restrain the development of a wing more to left. He should have mobilised the proletariat, the peasants, the students, to call meetings, and assemblies on the basis of concrete
slogans ,definite slogans: proletarian democracy, right to discuss, right to resolve
the problems in assemblies, revocability of elected representatives, equal wages,
soviets. It is not possible to hold demonstrations without their being based
upon and tending to advance revolutionary objectives and slogans. It is the proletariat, the peasants, the students who must be mobilised with these slogans. And the
mobilisations of the army must be submitted to this movement because jf they
are not the army tends to surpass the- class organisations, the proletarian organisations, through its weight and force.
THE ARMY DOES NOT FEEL THE STRENGTH OF THE WORKERS, THE
PEASANTS AND THE STUDENTS. IT IS AN APPARATUS
structure, a social force which feels capThe independent mobilisation of. the
army is erroneous, it is a conciliatory step
able of demanding it.
Why is it not demanded in Cuba? If
and it is an attempt to conciliate, because
it wants to restrain the forces which are
it is demanded in China, it is because the
tending to elevate the political revolution,
conditions are already there. Because of
that is the proletariat, the students, and
this it is going to influence the rest of
the peasants. All mobilisations without
the world revolution.
slogans are lost in the void. The proletThe mobilisation of the army does not
arian mobiliSltions are important but
have a reactionary character, but is a
substitute for the mobilisation of the maswithout slogans they are lost in the void
because what unites, attracts, elevates ses. They are mobilising the army with
the intention of apparently restraining the
and decides the struggles are the slogans.
right wing, against those who want to
The slogans are part of the programme.
maintain the difference in wages, the
And the slogans must be: ,proletarian
democracy, the right to elect, to 'discuss, 'peasant privileges, the privileges of the
to decide; the revocability of, elected reworkers aristocracy and of the administrpresentatives, equal wages, workers cOn- ators. They are trying to contain these
trol; organisation of communes and
sectors but at the same time they seek to.
soviets, unity of the struggle to expell
contain also the workers of Shanghai, who
,imperialism anq the direct intervention
have reached ~e highest ,level singing the
'Intemationale' '1 and dEmanding' equal
in Vietnam to do this. These are some
'of the slogans.
wages, and these are the norms which
are influencing the political revolutiolto
And the utilisation of all apparatuses
But the leadership conciliates, it is not
comes very close to conservatism and
conciliation. On the other hand the utilreactionary, but it seeks to conciliate.
isation of the force of the apparatus of
The army can mobilise itself as soldthe army submitted to the workers trade
iers, as members of the soviet, or of the
union organisations, to the Soviets, is cortrade unions, not as the army, not as a
structure because then it weighes as an
rect. Then the apparatus obeys the pressure, the influence and the determination
apparatus. We are against this. We reiof the masses and not the decision of the
terate that the administrative apparatus
apparatus, which by its very nature whatof the army, as of any other apparatus
ever the apparatus, is further from the
the party included, does' not receive the
masses and does not feel as the masses,
direct influences Of the class struggle,
is less aware of the advance of the reexcept through the party. And the ap·
volution Or how the masses feel in their
paratus is a long way from this. In as
place of work, in their discussions, in
much as it does not live a full political
. life, of soviets, of councils, of demontheir trade union work.
When the leadership of the 'Cultural
strations, of organisations, it is a long
Revolution' resorts to mobilising the army,
way from the influences of the revolutit is because it is frightened of mobilision. <It acts as a static and conservative
apparatus.
ing the masses. It does no,t have a programme, nor an ordered or coherent,
It is not the army which has the most
policy. It strikes at the right wing. Toadvanced social and political ideas. The
gether 'with these workers who are deworkers have the most advanced ideas
manding equal wages, the elimination of
because they influence society by their
the differences in wages between adweight in society. Because of this, the
intervention of the army, even without
ministrators and workers,' demanding workers democracy, this is the means by
being reactionary, tends to restrain the
which to mobilise the army. In itself it
process. And does not impeU the most
is not incorrect to mobilise the army, the
progressive aspect leading towards soviets
incorrect thing is that they don't mobilise
in China, which is the workers of
the masses. Thus in order to 'carry out
Shanghai who have formed factory coma correct policy,o they should not mobilmittees, removing and eliminating the
administrators. It is this which is going
ise the army independently of the mas'
es, because this is to make the army preto have an immense influence.
This shows the confusion aud the invail over the masses. They should mobildecision of the leadership which directs
ise the soldiers through committees of
this process. It still is not organised, and
workers, peasants and soldiers. This is
its desire to contain the left wing is ex·
another slogan, but the mobilisation of
the' army, of the soldiers, must. still be
pressed through its defence of itself by
the army. Because of this the attack on
as members of the soviets, which mobilise themselves in defence of a policy. But the Trotskyists without labelling them
counter-revolutionaries, is an attack in
what policy? It has to be the policy proorder to restrain, to block, and to separposed by this group of workers of
ate themselves from us. And this shows
Shanghai; equality of wageso It is a verithe great progress of the· revolution. Betable political revolution! Equality of
fore they presented Trotskyists as enemies,
wages is the political revolution. One
as adventurers, while on the other hand
cannot demand equality of wages if there
now they keep at a distance from them,
is not an advanced social consciousness
which is to say that the Trotskyists have
and level of security. When they dean influence and, weight to prevent them
mand this, it is because there exist alfrom killing them or accusing them of
ready the conditions for it.
being counter revolutionary agents, they
If the demand for equal wages is made,
have a force and weight because already
it is because already there is a social

the revolution is mounting and already
important layers of the population, of
workers, peasants, students, professors
are taking this road. It is necessary to
mobilise assemblies of workers, demonstrat;ons, meetings, which agitate on the
programme of the political revolution:
equal wages, proletarian democracy and
IN

soviets. Resolutions from the soviels are
the most fertile, most stable and most
powerful means, because the soviet influences through ils social weight, not as
an apparatus but through its social weight
because they weigh, dominate the economy and they attract the peasantry. Inevitably it is going to go along this road.

CHINA THERE IS NO CHAOS BECAUSE THE MASSES WANT TO
ELEVATE THE REVOLUTION

The forces which are pushing this proAlready the forces of the revolution
are on the march, there is no chaos.
cess forward are not theirs. It is much
deeper than this. It was the workers of
Everythin;g is on the march and the process is harmonious. There is no chaos.
Shanghai who decided, who made these
historic acts for human progress: "Out
Chaos occurs if the masses did not have
social obejctives. This is the sole conwith the inequalities of wages! Out with
dition for chaoso There is chaos in capthe administrators.! We will administrate",
and "Long live the International", singitalism because it does not "-now how to
obtain, how to impose its statbility, and
ing the International.
from this comes the chaos. For example
what Imperialism is doing in Vietnam is
The mobilisation of ,the army tries to
chaos. On the other hand in China there
put pressure with an inferior social force
is no chaos, because the masses want to
to contain the \masses. It is not against
elevate the revolution. The actions are
the masses but' it wants to restrain them.
unequal, of different levels and grades, It has no objectives. They run an enorm.
but the objective is common. All the
ous risk that from the right, the COnactions, the sense 'of the movement is to
ciliators and from among themselves, a
elevate the revolution, because of this
new conciliatory and conservative tend·
they pOse equality of wages and out with
ency will emerge. The process must not
the administrators They are not 'W'eakbe cut short when those who are pushing
ening production, they are raising it. And
it forward want to go further than the
also they are going to win over the army.
wishes of thisleaderhip. Among the
Chaos only results when there is a con- fundamental slogans which are going to
tradictionand an antagonism between on emerge immediately and extend themselvthe one hand the action and the move- es are ~he soviets; The workers of
ment, and ,. on the other hand, the object- Shanghai who have formula·ted such
ives. This is chaos. But when the. action, Slogans: '~ng IiYe e'lualio/0f wages,.
as that of the masses who want to impel
proletarnm democracy, out with the ad~
the revolution, and the objective are both
ministrators, revocability of elected reprenecessary in order to progress, then there
sentatives" do it with a fo;rceand cert~in
is no chaos.
ty, with conviction and certainty; beCause
The forms which the struggle takes
they feel that the whole of the popUlation
are different but the objective advances.
is with them, they feel that they have
A conscious ,objective cannot produce authority. This is the expression of the
chaos, and the masses have a conscious obrevolutionary left, which is not Trotskyjective. They are already succeeding beist. It is the conscious tendency 'Which
cause they are elevating the action of the
wants to push forward the revolution.iThe
revolution to the level which they impose;
leadership tries to contain the \ Trotskyequality of wages, out with the administrists so that we do not become .the conators, revocability of elected representat- scious organising centre of this.
ives, proletarian democracy. Where is the
This leadership of Mao Tse Tung and
chaos? Capitalism seees chaos because Lin ,Piao is of the left, it is not a centrist
the proces is going against it. There is -one, it is superior to the centrism of Fide!
no chaos. There is an immense elevation
Castro. It is left of centre because they
of the revolution; immense. This is the have invited the intervention of the workstaege of transition where, at the same ers and the masseso The resolution of the
time they restrain the conservative wing,
16 points of the Central Committee of
a struiggle and diSCUSSion exists between
the 8th of August 1966, is where Lin
those sectors of the left which want to
Piao and Mao Tse Tung call. for the
advance, between the sectors who want to
masses to intervene. Because of this we
restrain the sCOPe of the revolution, and
say that this leadership is not alOlainstthis
the sector which wants to, go further., process. It does not feel sure of itself.
This is the struggle which exists.
The problem is to make this team feel
The leadership of Mao Tse Tung and
sure. They are adopting a flexible attitude
Lin Piao do not reject the process but do
towards the Trotskyists. They draw back
not ,feel it with :force and confidence. from them but quietly without 'making
Because of this they appeal to the army.
them parade, as they have done with those
They feel the influence of the left. We
who they accuse of being of the right.
repeat, when the workers of Shanghai carrying placards of. accusation. Moresing the International, it just does not
over, they do not want to make much
happen hy chance at this moment. They fuss, so that people do not learn very
are expressing a common sentiment of
much about who the Trotskyists are.
all the masses of China. If not, where
does the force come from of the workers
The masses are living all this process.
who say: "out with the inequality of In one way or another they are discussing
wages". It is not the product of one or
it, and they have it in front of them,
two factories. It is the sentiment and
they apply it, they try to generalise it in
certainty of what they can achieve. And
the limited way possible for them. When
the present leadership of the Chinese re- they find tbe field to develop they erupt
volution (whether it is Lin Piao, Mao
with tremendous force. They are doing
Tse Tung is not precisely clear) is
this in China. Because of this it is importnot remote from this.
The· leaderant that this Belgian paper of Grippa, of
ship is not bad but it does not feel
the pro-Chinese tendency says: ''long live
certain. tt sees Vietnam, the Soviet Union
the Soviets. of "Vorkers, Peasants, soldiers,
and the nuclear war. And it does not
students of China". And it says this befeel certain. It is not against the process
cause the Soviets are already in the spirit
but it does not feel sure of itself to realand the will of the Chinese masses, and
ly advanceo Because of this it tries to
the workers council of Shanghai are the
contain the left, among them the trotskybeginning of their concrete organisation.
istso On the other hand to the others, the
right, it delivers hard blows. But it strikJ. POSADAS
es on both sides.
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Only the programme for workers power
will solve the problem of poverty
The slogan which Frank Cousins is rais·
ing at the moment for a £15 a week naConal minimum wage is obviously in reply to
to pressure from the base of the T.G.W.U.
of which he is the leader. This union represents over a million of the poorer paid
workers of this country; and it is these
workers who are most affected by the wage
freeze. Frank Cousins proposes to get the
tI5 a week minimum wage by talks between the trade unions, the C.B.I. and the
government. This is sheer waste of breath.
With the government operating a wage
freeze with no end in sight, they would be
the last to agree to a £15 minimum wage.
The only way the working class in this
country will gain any concessions from the
rul:ng classes and their prop the Labour

OUR PROGRAMME

Government is by militant actions, strikes, by as much as 15% and no attempt bas
works to rule, occupations of mines and 'been made by the gevernment to stop this.
factories etc. Nothing will be gained by
, At the same time that figures are being
Cousins proposed talks.
published on pOol' nutrition of children,
We are now in a period of 'severe moves are being made within the governrestraint' when wages are completely fro- ment to justify a rise in the price of school
zen and yet the cost of living is rising by meals and to reintroduce a charge for
about 3-4% a year. In July wheilthe school m~lk. The school dinners-although
'freeze' will have been effective for a year invariably poor--provides thousands of
the purchasing power of wages will be children with a main meal of the day yet
almost 1/- in the pound less than a already some children from poor families
year ago.
don't have this because their families can't
There are 10! million people in Britain afford it. To raise the price further and
earning £10 a week or less, a large per· to charge for the now free school milk
centage of. these are women who are one wouid simply be to deprive more children
of the most explo:ted groups of workers of a basic d1et. The school meal and free
in the country, often' doing the same job milk are two conquests> of the working
as men but receiving only a propomon of ' class and two basic' essentials for school
their wages. Apart from these, 15% of male chlldren of the working class and poor
adult workers earn less than £13 a week petit bourgeois and must be maintained
and a further 23% earn between £13 to as a social service. Teachers and students
£16 a week. There are in Great Britain lDust demonstrate and hold meetings putting
between 7 to 8' million people living at forward these demands and at the same
poverty level, - using the 'official' descript. time linking them to demands for aU round
ion of poverty as being a National improvements in the education system.
Assistance leve.1 of income or less-. But
~part from children, the next section
there are thousands of other families living of the community. which suffers in the so
in conditions of poverty just above this called 'amuent society' are old age penlevel which is defined by the N.A.B., (an sioners, who have to struggle to exist on
institution of, capitalism)-and which there- their meagre pensions-which lose value
fore 'Iooeps the official description of pov- every month because of the rise in the
cost of Uving--or go begging to the National
erty level at rock bottom.
In thousa..,ds of families there is a high Assistance Board for a few extra. shillings
percentage of diet deficiencies of both a week. Many old age pensioners die each
protein and calcium two most important year simply because they cannot alford to
constituents of childrens diets. Thus in a keep warm in the winter, and many are
recent government paper, it was stated admitted to fiospitals suffering from mal·
that 1 in 10 of the entire population of nutrition. These pensioners have spent
Great Britain was suffering from maluut· their lives working for capitalism. Under
ritian and that 1 in '7 adolescents between capitalism as soon as you reach 65 you
15 and 20, children who grew up in the are finished, put on the scrap heap. Under
so called 'affluent 50's and 60's', either socialism there will not be this great gulf
had ricketS or had suffered from a defi· between the working population and those
ciency of Vitamin D at some stage of of the populati.on who are retired. Everytheir lives. It· is also shown that the· gap one will be integrated . into the organisation
between' the poor and th~ rest of the and admiuistratton of society•.
Poverty in this country is not only
community is widening mainly for three
reasons, because average earnings in many shown in the individual families, bnt it is
low paid industries rose less between 1960 startlingly evident in all the social services.
and 1966 than the general average, be- For example there are hundreds of out of
cause the value of the family allowance date schools. Overcrowding is common in
bas fallen (e.g. for a family with 4 chil. most of them, and there was the example
dren allowances in 1956 were equal to of one school where as many as 58 child\.
12% of average earnings but in 1966 this ren were crowded into one class. Recently
bad fallen to 6%) and social security ben- children were kept away from a schoo)
efits have not risen. And now wages are because rats frequented it, and another
frozen while prices continue to rise, and has had to be closed because it presented
despite the name 'Prices' and. 'Incomes' the too great a risk of fire. In Luton 5 year
government is obviously not as interested olds could not start school because there
in the 'Prices' as the 'Incomes'. Not only were not enough places or teachers for
food prices rise but many councils have them. All this in one of the most 'advanced'
put up rents for council houses and ftats capitalist countries.

1. A 35 hour week in all industries.
Z. Three weeks paid holiday in all illdustl'ies, leading to 4 weeks paid holiday.
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment ofa basic minimum living wage. All wages to rise with the
(lost of living. Commissions of workers
and housewives to decide the contents
of the cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
Ailln'entices dOing the work of an adult
wOl'ker to be paid as such.
5. Pl'ofits of automation to go to the
workers in the form of higher, wages
and shorter hours.
6, Pensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living.
Lowering of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
1. Compulsory day release for all workers. for industrial training and further
education.
S. Students to be maintained on the
wage of the average worker, which
will increase with the cost of living•.
9. Expropriation ,of royal palaces, luxury properties and ,unoccupied· dwelHngs to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
to protect against landlords' thugs.
eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have ,the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, leading to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work or given full maintenance.
11. Nationalisatsion of all key industries without compensation including
banks, insurance, steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, . chemicals, motor manufacturers and road transport services,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
(Continued from page 1)
Nationalisation of big wholesale and
But however strong and more centralretail enterprises.
13. Workers control of all industries. . Used grow the monopolies, the social
No commercial secrets. Workers com- strength of capitalism declines so that
mittees to examine the accounts of all
it -becomes more and more obvious "we
industries,
.
14. Expropl'iation of the wealthy far- are many, they are few". In this process
mers. Large farms must be brought the petit bourgeoisie more .and more
into state ownership, and small farms identifies its struggles with the proletarfedel'ated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricul- iat. This has shown itself with the Radictural workers who would organise al Student Alliance, in the student movedirect marketing of produce and cut ment and hence the violently hostile atout middle men.
tit~d~ of the student bureaucrats in· the
15. Industrial unions on a militant
NUS who realise that a new and dangeranti-capitalist programme.
16. F01'mation of factory committees on ous force has appeared which can mo,bileach job and workers councils in each ise students on an anti capitalist struggle;.
locality on an anti-capitalist programThe British masses with every day that
me.
passes
are less and less isolated from
18. For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist pro- the world revolution. We urge the vangramme.
guard to pay particular attention to the
19. Struggle against Imperialism! De- events in Spain. The struggles in Spain
fence of t he colonial revnlution by
every means including strikes, boycott today are one of the finest examples of
and sabotal!e. and the despatch of the effective working of a united front
at'ws to colonial workers.
of workers and students on an anti
20. Withdrawal f rom all Imperialist capitalist programme. They influence and
a1lil)nces, such as NATO. CENTO,
SEATO. etc., directed against the wor- support each other continuously, Only by
kel's states and tbe colonla.1 revolution. a total involvement of the students in the
Alliance and solidarity with the wor- proletarian struggle will it be possible
kers states and the colonial revolution for the students to remove the incubus
against Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their of capitalism, the principle obstacle to
a real education.
means of supply
21. For the United Socialist states of
Whatever postures the Trade Union
Europe as part of a world front of bureaucracy take in relation to the
socialist states.
Governments policy and whatever forms
22. For a workers government.

EDITORIAL
of opposition the left MPs may develop,

basically the workers have to fight their
own battles because none of the existing
leaderships have a real programme or
seriously intend to mobilise the masses.
Cousins prefers diplomacy, after the
workers have already fought and wonas in British Aluminium. He has refused
to wage a really serious struggle for the
busmen. The workers· must follow a
policy of factory occupations as the
Argentinian, Spanish and recently French
workers have done. And they must impose workers control over the whole process of production, rhythm of work and
including control of the quality of
goods. The emp!cyers are trying to follow a policy of imposing new forms of
measured day rate as against the older
piece rates. It is ridiculous to defend the
latter, it is necessary to impose wage
rates and conditions decided by workers
with the object of all the profits of
automat;on to the workers, all the profits
of rationalisation to the workers. The
employers are not strong. They hide behind the Government to repress and dismiss workers. We appeal for the maximum mobilisation of the factory committees around the anti capitalist programme, with the object of preparing factory
occupations and using such occupations
to appeal to the rest of the working class

J

In housing the couutry is in an equally
bankrupt situation. There is overcrowdina
in all the large cities in Britain which are
gold mines for any potential 'Rachmans'
who can cram 6 or more families into
one insanitary crnmbling house. Thousands
of people live in slum conditions-eacll
year the number of slum dwellings becomes
greater. Over the past couple of years the
bun ding of private houses has steadily in·
creased at the expense of council houses,
and the waiting list for council houses gets
longer and longer, (and now the government makes things easier for the priv·
ate builder). For those who are literally
homeless, the out-look is sheer hell, with
either the prospect of the children being
taken into care and the parents finding a
room, or the mother and children remain·
ing together in a hostel and the father
visiting at certain hours! Families liVinl
in council house~ or flats are relatively
fortunate in this period of the collapse of
cap!tal:sm, because on the whole these
are kept in reasonable order by the co~
dis, although in some parts of the country
these too border on slums. Many poor
families especially immigrant families who
bave not been, in the country long enougll
to qualify for a council house have to live
in inhuman conditIons, in old houses fan.
ing to pieces, ceilings falling in and paper
pealing off walls because of the damp,
Often they are charged £5 a week for one
room and a shared toilet. The following
is an extract from 'the National Plan'
"There are over 3 million homes without
either a W.e. cold water tap, hot water
supply or a bath. There are today 3 millioB
houses'which ought to have been replaced,"
So Mr. Cousins we support your demand
for £15 a week minimum wage, but it is
not sufficient, it shOlild be at least £20.
How can a worker pay rent and support
a family on £15 a week, they can exist
yes, but live no! It must be £20 a week,
and must rise with the cost of living. Pensions must be the average w.orkers wage ani
must also rise with the cost of living. Fam.
i1y allowances should be increased by 100%
so that they once again represent a reason.
able proportion of the income. These demands will never be achieved by taiks, but
only by the working class fighting in every
possible way for a decent wage.
FOR THE NATIONALISATION OF
ALL MAJOR INDUSTRIES THE BA..'NKS
AND INSURANCE COMPANIES UN·
DER WORKERS CONTROL AND WImOUT COMPENSATION.
Only this will achieve decent condit·
ions for the working class.
to support them by strike action with the
object of co-ordi:Q.ating actions with the
perspective 01£ a general strike as in 1926,
but with a clear programme of nationalisations under workers control, an wag'es to rise with the cost of living, equal
pay for women etc. And we urge the
vanguard to press for complete withdrawal from the political levy to the Labour
Party by the union branches, putting forward the need for a new revolutionary
party and a new European workers
centre to co-ordinate the demands of all
the Euroepan woIters with the perspective of the United Socialist States of
Europe.
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Demand ihe release of the Spanish Trotskyists
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we are nothing.
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ore everything
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Only the independent organisation of the
•
workers can combat the repressive
measures of the Government
The fact that the TUC was obliged to hold a 'Conference,to discuass a possible alternative to the Government's Prices and Incomes Policy, and the latest uproars in the
House of Commons, are two symptoms of the crisis of capitalism in thi'i"country. This
together with the fact that tl\.e economy is practically stagnant, output has actually fallen
over the last six months, unemployment is still rising, and that despite the "'Prices" and
Incomes policy, the cost of living still continues to rise at about 3 per cent to 4 per cent-a
year, gives a clear indication of the enfeebled state of capitalism.
This Conference held by the TUC was a
farce. The Trade Union leaders feel their
positions being eroded away; from above by
the government wbo ignore their role as
negotiator-with tbe PIB, tbis part of the
bureaucrat's job has been snatched away,and from below they see the development of
the unofficial committees as a direct threat
to their positions. As we have said before
90 per cent of the strikes in the country are
unofficial, the remaining 10 per cent which
are eventualy· made official usually begin
as unofficial and are only made official by
the unions in order to stop them spreading,
and this in itself shows the anti-working
class nature of the TU leaders. George
Woodcock proposed that each autumn the
TUC·would issue a report on the economic
situation in the country and this report
would apparently give' the Executive Committee of the TUC a basis on which to
decide which sectors of which industries
·could receive a rise and how much this rise
would be. (How superfluous can you get?)
The majority of the TV bosses voted for this
buffoonery, but a significant minority not
only do not want the government's Prices

and Incomes Policy (P.I.P.) but do not want
the TUC's proposed PIP either. Considering
the totally bureaucratic nature of the unions,
this shows the pressure against the Incomes
Policy, from the rank and file.
The TU leaderships constantly feel the
pressure from the workers at the base and
they are forced to manoeuver to maintain
some influence. We see Cousins leave the
Labour Government and put forward the
slogan of £15 a week minimum wage. He
has done nothing to achieve this, but nevertheless he had to put it forward. And at the
TUC Conference Hogarth the leader of the
National Union of Seamen made the most
militant speecb since before the seamens
strike began last year saying that the strike
had only been adjourned for a year and not
called off, and that if the seamen didn't get
their 40 hour week by Jnly then the strike
would' be resumed. Hogarth is warning
Wilson and at the same time endeavours to
maintain the control over the union by
assuming a militant role. But the seamen
were sold out once and they will not be sold
out again.

The Labour Left must break and
form a new Socialist Party
In the Parliamentary Labour Party the

government ministers have received more
heckling and opposition from their own
back benchers than from the Tory party
(whose polic;:ies in fact they are carrying
out). In the debate on decimalisation of
the pound-unimportant in itself--Crossman was booed by the Labour back benchers
while they cheered Heath! All of which
shows the total incoherence and decadence
of parliament On the Defence Bill when
the government again announced it was to
spend £2,000 million on defence, 63 Labour
members abstained. This is the biggest
number so far to abstain and caused a
vicious attack to be made on them by
Wilson. He attacked them ruthlessly saying
they represented nothing but themselves
as individuals, and were not a united left
wing or. a potential new left wing party,
he went so far as to threaten that if they
carried on abstaining he would disolve
parliament and call a new election with
.. loyal members." Wilson knows his opposition. But he expresses in part a fear of
the consequences of their continued opposition. His speech was marked by a dictatorial arrogance but also by insecurity. And
the fact that these members do abstain is in
itself a distinct echo of the masses. Although
we do not place our faith in these left MP's
but in the masses we nevertheless say to
them, break from the Labour Party on a
programme of mobilising the masses aroun,d
a serious anti-capitalism programme.

The other capitalist parties-Tories and
Liberals--continue to show their hopeless
bankruptcy. Capitalism is totally dependent
on Wilson's government. The speech which
Lord Thompson made in Australia when he
said that although he was a Tory he fully
supported the Labour Government and what
it was doing, and that it was running the
country in the only possible way, and he
wished more newspapers would support it,
shows clearly that the bourgeoisie fully
supports Wilson. He is after all one of their
last hopes.
Faced with the pro-capitalist policies of
the Labour government, and the TU leaders
supporting some form of wages policy and
the inability of the left MP's to oppose in
more than words, it is clear that the only
way the workers can advance towards social~
ism is by means of thir own unofficial
organisations. The unofficial committees
are the only organisations of the working
class that in this period correspond directly
to. the needs of the workers. The workers
at BAC were a good example of this when
they went on unofficial strike for two weeks
demanding an 11 per cent pay rise; after
two weeks, the union was forced to make
this strike official and the workers went on
to get their full 11 per cent rise, whereas if
they had waited for the' Union to call a
strike they would still be waiting now. This
is of course an isolated incident but it
proves that what concessions are ma<;fe to

gained by the actions of the workers themselves. And such concessions are quickly
eroded by rising prices.
All over Europe the pattern is the same
with unemployment rising, and the various
governments coming out with more and
more anti-working class policies. The
period when capitalism could make major
concessions to the working class is gone, and
all over Europe the workers can see that
the only way to achieve anything in this
period of the utter collapse of capitalism is
use their own working class methods of

struggle. So we see in Spain which was for
many years after the civil war apparently
socially stable, the workers constantly
striking from. Seville in the south to the
Asturias in the North. In France we see the
fragmentation of the bourgeoisie shown by
the intervention of four bourgeoisie parties,
while the French C.P. (who under the
pressure of the working class are from time
to time forced to call short general strikes)
support a conciliatory line with de Gaulle,
but all the time there are enormous strikes
Continued on page 2

J. Sartre and Simone de Beanvoir demand
the release of the Mexican Trotskyists
Copy of the telegram sent by Jean Paul
Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, 26
January, 1967 to Diaz Ordaz, President
of the Mexican Republic.
"Informed arrest 24 Trotskyist militants, tortured, We strongly protest, demand respect democratic rights and
release."
This telegram is enormously important. It is the first time that intellectuals
like Sartre and Beauvoir have demanded
freedom for our comrades as Trotskyists. It reflects the immense influence of
the Chiuese revolution which reaches
everywhere and all. the social sectors and
it is a sign of the authority of the In·

ternational over very extensive layers of
intellectuals, artists, writers, scientists in
France and throughout the world. This
opens the way together with the declar·:
at/on of Cardenas and of Russell to ex~
tend and impel enormously the world
campaign for the liberation of our comrades. It is necessary to bombard the
Mexican government, and the embasies
with notes, letters, telegrams from trade
unions,
university,
student,
artistic,
scientific, literary groups organising telephone appeals to the Mexican embassies
throughout the world demanding the
freedom of our comrades.
(EXTRACT OF LETTER FROM THE IS.)

Jailed TrotsI~yists demand
freedom for Hugo Blanco
We also publish a most important letter from our Trotskyist comrades arrest.
ed in Mexico demanding the release of
Hugo Blanco. It shows enormous spirit
and confidence, a feeling of victory, a
complete lack of concern with the con.
ditions of their own imprisonment. What
is also extremely important is that this
letter is a united front between the
Trotskyists in gaol and the comrades of
the MRP (Popular Revolutionary Movement), left sector of the Castro movement. The letter is published in No 161
in the first fortnight, January 1967 issue
of the left review "Politica" (of a Castroist tendency).
(Extract of letter from the I.S.)
Letter of the comrades arrested in
Mexico demanding the release of Hugo
Blanco.
The arrested political revolutionaries
in the Prison, Crujias "M2" and "I"
denounce the intention of the Pernvian
government to shoot the peasant leader
Hugo Blanco and the arrested comrades;
as part of the repressive plan of imperial.
ism and the Latin American bourgeoisie
against the revolutionary movements of
the exploited peoples of the whole continent. The counter revolutionary repres-

sion in Mexico and our imprisonment is
part of the repressions and political assassinations in Venezuela, Guatemala,
Colombia, Brazil, Argentine and other
countries. All repressions fail and will
fail in their ability to contain the strug.
gles of the exploited masses against imperialism and capitalism.
We demand the immediate release of
Hugo Blanco, Pedro Candela, Hector
Bejar and other guerrillas, workers and
peasants arrested in Peru and' we appeal
to the democratic and revolutionary forces to' denounce and repudiate the ''legal''
assassination of Hugo Blanco to Whom
we express our solidarity.
crujia I
Bonifacio 'Perez
Hernandez,
Carlos,
Aguilera Delgadillo, Fausto Davila Solis,
Filiberto Balm Pereyra,
Gumersindo
Gomez Cuevas
(From the crujia "M2")
Adolfo Gilly, Oscar Fernandez Bruno.
Genaro .Jongtitud Lara, Gonzalo Santillan
Esquivel, Isaial Rojas Delgado, Jose
Navarro Lopez, Miguel Cruz Ruiz,
GiIdardo Islas Carranza, Ramon Vargas,
Oliverio Juan
Perez Galicia, Rolfs
Meiners Huebner, Raul Ugalde Alvarez,
Tito Armando Dominguez Lara; Leocadia
Zapata M.
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SPAIN
On the road to the new
Spanish revolution
Despite the brutal intimidation of the
Franco regime, a continuous and success·
ful mobilisation of the· Spanish masses,
students and workers takes place. It is
necessary that the worker and student
vanguard in Great Britain and the rest of
Europe take particular notice of these
mobilisations because in fact they anticipate larger mass mobilisations not only
of the Spanish but of all the European
mass~s. It is a struggle' not just against
"Franco" but against capitalism. The
events in Spain show conclusively that
the basic democratic liberties of the masses can only be defended with the programme for workers power. There is no
such thing as a "liberal" or "third" path
for Spain which is the line of the Communist Party•••
The workers are continuously demonstrating and struggling against the police.
Thousands of workers from the Barreiros
car factory in Madrid marched recently
to the Atocha railway station as part of
their protest demonstration in favour of
free trade unions. Workers stoned one of
tbe fllctf)ries, Workers and armed civil

guards met in violent conflict outside the
Perkins Hispania diesel motor factory.
And in the Asturias thousands of miners
are involved; in continuous strike action.
Sim:larly the students have been in
continuous dispute with the police in
Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia, leading
to arrests and suspension of students. Just
as the workers have organised their own
clandestine organisations to ignore the official fascist unions, so the students have
ignored the official fascist student unions
and instead of confining their criticisms
to demands for modest reforms in the
university structure, they have linked
their struggles with the workers and their
union FUDE have put forward a revolut·
ionary programme involving demands
such as the total abolition of any form of
private education) teachers and students
control of the universities, and of the curriculums, full support for the struggles
of the Spanish masses against the Franco
regime, participation of the students in
support of strikes, elimination of the big
monoPol:es and big capitalist estates, for
a workers and peasants state.

Arrest of Spanish Trotskyists
On the 30th of January several militants and sympathisers of the 'Partido Obrero
Revolucionario (Trotskista) the Spanish section of the IV International, of the FUDE
(Spanish Democratic University Federation); of the Marxist Leninist ICommunist Party
(proJChinese) were. arrested and kept at the police station for 6 days. On the 8th
February, the judge ~f the Tribunal of Public Order of Madrid rejected the demands to!
free them on bail, and decreed the opening of the tria! and transferred them to the'
prison of CarbancheUe where they are held at present:
The accusation against the militants of the 'PORe!') was tbat they played "the;
principal role of instigator of the events which broke out on the 27th January at the
University City and the ATOCHA in Madrid," which were reported in the Spanisb
press. The arrested militants are; Maximo Loaizu Feruandez "organiser of several
unauthorised assemblies," Jose Maria Borras "also a delegate of the FUDE and one
of those who violently burst into the office of the Dean· of the Faculty of Political
Science," Rafael Morales "under delegate of the autonomous syndicate of the Faculty
of 'Political Sciences, which as is known is not recognised by the academic authorities,"
Isidro Bravo"." secretary of the FUDE" and Francisco Valasquez Lopez bakery
worker who had been arrested and sentenced in 1964 for belonging to the 'POR(T).
We have also learned that the painter Francisco Cuadrado from Seville, already
arrested and sentenced in 1964 as a member of the POR(T) has heen arrested again.
On tbe 30th of January during a search in the course of which the Dotice found
(among other papers) the clandestine organ of the POR(T) edited in S;ain "Lucha
Obrera" the police announced that the student Rafael Guijarro Moreno had committed
suicide by throwing himself out of the window of a sixth floor flat. All the prisoners
have been violently beaten, and the death of Guijarro shows that this repression does
not stop· before such crimes.
It is necessary to act quickly in the international campaign of protest, and foor
finaucial solidarity to pay for their defence.
We appeal to all the working class to the students and intellectuals to send protests
to the Spanish Embassy, demanding tbe release of the comrades, and to send us money
for the organisation of the defence.

•
Trotskyism is intervening In
News of tbe workers movement from Spain the French elections
Apart from the fairly well publicised
demonstrations in Madrid, Barcelona etc,
there are constant mobilisatsions of the
workers in many parts of Spain. We
publish a few examples below from
information direct from Spain. In Seville
on the 31 Jau. there was a meeting of 2000
engineer;ng workers. Aferwards they went
on a .demonstration to the trade union
headquarters where the police intervened
and dispersed t hem by force. On the
pretext.of this, demonstr,ation ,theyjdetained .
various workers and others and fined
them 5,000 pesetas each. Among' them
were student lellders. On the 1st Feb. in
solidarity with the comrades of Huelva
and also· for their own demands, the workers of the Termoca centre of Guadaida
occupied the factory and refused to leave.
Afterwards they demonstrated in the dty.
In Burgos on the 31 Jan., 2000 workers
demonstrated before the trade union headquarters during the stay in the latter of
the mlnister of labour, Lopez Bravo.

Editorial
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in the factories in Lyons, in the north, and
frequent occupations of shipyards in the
south of France. In Italy we see the collaborations of the Christian Democrats and
the Socialists of Nenni vainly trying to block
the Italian working class who make constanf strikes, with the petit bourgeoisie and
do not allow capitalism to stablise itself.
As was shown in the TUC Conference
the role of the TU leaders in this stage of
history is to block by all possible means the
struggles of the working class; for example
the building workers who have been on
strike at the Barbican site in London for the
past 19 weeks 'have been pleaded with by
the leaders of the AUBTW to return to
work! And it is clear that the only way for
the working class to defend its position and
standard of living in these conditions is to
fight with their own factory committees~ It
is necessary to build up the uuofficial com·
mittees and to link them from factory, to
factory, and from industry to industry, and
from country to country and to build up a
new Workers European Trade Union Centre
for the problems facing the British working
class are not unique to Britain but are com·
mon aU over Europe. In this period when
the bourgeoisie are getting more vicious and
cannot possibly make any more concessions
to .the working class, the workers must organise independently to avoid repressive
measures by the ruling class, and they must
go forward with factory occupations, workers defence committees, all wages to rise
with the cost of living, nationalisations
under workers control, for democratic trade
unions, with the right of recall and no
official to have more than the average wage.

Several casualties resulted.
Asturias. After an impressive demonstration on the 23 Jan. in which almost
10,000 miners assembled, it seemed that
everything had returned to normal. But
before the recent developments, particularly in Madrid, all the mining communities
weut on strike. One of the newspapers
said that tbey were on strike "responding to
slogans which have not been indentified."
And among many other newspapers it has
been said that the strike is 1l0t simply a
labour struggle since there is no wage
demand. They particularly emphasise that
the strike is not concerued with wage demands, but has a political character, They
say that there is a great difference from
the strike of 1962, where they asked for
a number of wage demands, now they
appear as a reply to all the problems of
the proletariat in Spa:n, as an act of solidarity with tbe arrested workers. This
.great strike of the Asturian proletariat has
been accompanied and supported by demonstrations every day iu aU the main
miners centres, particularly in Mieres
where the civil guard organised special
detachments and patrolled the streets armed to the teeth. The tension was enormous,
given the fact that it is known that the
miners are armed and ready. There were
various incidents and many were arrested,
although we do not know exactly ~ow
many nor what level the demonstration
reached. Thousands of miners demonstrated every day in Mieres in solidarity with
all those recently arrested, in solidarity
with all the strikers and with aU the Span~
ish proletariat.

In the elections shortly to take place
in France, the proletarian masses are
electorally disarmed 'by the policy of the
French Communist Party, That organisation has entered into a form of lelectoral
pact with the Federation of the Socialist
Left and offers no revolutionary alternative to the Gaullist candidates. Kosyguins
visit was part of the same double game,
The visit was aimed, as we have explained previously, at buttressing the prestige
.of de :Gaulle ,in front of the pe~it bourge-,
ois masses, sectors which feel increasingly alienated from the policy of monopoly
capital .and are logically drawn to the
side of the proletariat. The French Communist Party "attacks" the government of
de· Gaulle but in a purely academic non
revolutionary manner.
Waldecil. Rochet pointed out in his
electoral address that although industrial
productivity had risen by 60% the purchasing power of the masses had remained more or less stationary. He pointed
out the extreme segregation in education
ie the exclusion of workers from education, and the fact that the latest French
economic plan accepted a high level o'f
permanent. unemployment What he did
not explain was how it was French· capit"
alism had been enabled to do this in
face of a strong Communist Party. It is
true Rochet presented a programme of
nationalisations with "trade union" parti-

cipation to ensure a democratic functioning. It was necessary to wrest the state
from the monopolies! Again he failed'
to observe that trade union officials are
quite pleased to be integrated with the'
running of industry so long as the workers have no real control and in any case·
how do you wrest power from the monopplies and the state save by the preparation of the revolutionary insurrection?
Rachets speech is a monstrous smokescreen f'1'f the ,utter bankruptqy and ,criminal counter revolutionary policy of the,
French Communist Party.
The recent congress of the FCP did
not reflect a preoccupation of the leadership of the Communist Party. with a
militant line reflecting the great strike
actions of the French masses but rather
with a line violently hostile to the line~
of the political revolution in China.
Whilst French workers occupy an aircraft
factory in the Bordeaux region, the
French CP is allied with French parties
in the electoral campaign which accept
the Ene of the "Western" powers alliance
against the workers states:
It is in these circumstances that the
comrades of the French section of the
IV International are intervening with a
ca·ndidate in Saint Deuis to act as an
encouragement to the French masses to
centralise their struggles around the anti
capitalist, anti imperialist programme.

The alliance between the French Commuuist Party and the Police against the Trotskyists, against the propagation of revolutionary ideas is brought out very clearly in

in the communique issued by the POR(T)
the French section of the IV International
after the attack on them by the CP in St.
Denis, whicb we publish below.

...

Communique
Nationalisations
in Tanzania
Under the I,)ressure of the world revo·
lution and particularly the events in China,
Nyerere, President of Tanzania has put
forward new proposals which 'indicate the
advance of Tanzania towards a workers
state. A few weeks ago Nyerere revealed
the contents of a declaration drawn up by
the Tanganyika African Nat!onal Union
executive, wllich said that. land, minerals,
trade, industry and agriculture, oil, electricity and financial institutions should be
"in the hands of tile people" through coopertives or the state. In the next week
banks, insurance, many industrial enterprises, and import and export companies
were nationalised; but this is only part of
the way towards a genuine workers state,
the independent organisation and interventIon of the workers and peasants is still
absent. Now Nyerere says that the process
Continued on page 5

On Sunday the 26th of February communists attacked the trotskyist candidates in
St. Denis (2nd constituency) and the distributors of their propaganda. The police
St.
Denis have arrested Marie Anne Roc 'Hcongar, Daniel Ischer and seven' otber militants.
On Sunday morning the 26th of February at 10.45 at the market at St. Denis, a group
of distributors of Trotskyist electoral propagana and the paper "Lutte Communist" were
violently attacked by some members of the communist party at whose bead Marcelin
Berthelot supplementary candidate of this party in St. Denis, was to. be found. Some
papers and leaflets were torn up, different trotskyist militants were brutally attacked,
thrown to the ground and beaten.
The police, in large numbers, did not intervene against the communist party attackers
but agaiust the trotskyists witb the direct collaboration of tbe members of the CP whO'
even weut as far as putting the trotskyist distributors into the police cars stationed there ..
Then nine people arrested were trotskyist militants, people of the population who had come'
to' their aid, Marie Anne Roc 'Hcongar candidate and Daniel Ischer supplementary
candiate.
We denounce these attacks perpetrated against democratic rights. We denounce this
collusion of the police with the French CP against our candidates. It is necessary to
make 'known that several days agO' some leaflets of the FCP and some articles of the
paper "St. Denis Republicain," organ of the FCP O'f St. Denis accused our candidates
of being payed by the police department and by the Chinese Embassy, Printed stickers
have been stuck O'n the electoral posters of the Revolutionary Communist Party (Trotskyist)
witb the legend "candidate of the police department."
Tbese Stalinist methods, which are rejected and condemned by the population, are
permitted and covered up by the authorities, the police, and the mayor who up till now haye
not taken any measures against these violations of the recognised rights of the candidates
and democratic rights.
Paris 26th February, 1967
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Organise the advance of the masses
throughout the world with the programme
of the Socialist Revolution and the Mass
Communist International
J. POSABAS
This fOrolS the editorial to the first issue of the European Marxist Review.
The fundamental characteristics of this stage of history are the concentration
of the process of the world revolution. the centralisation of the revolutionary will
of the masses towards anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist objectives; the ever
greater crisis .of capitalism-social and economic crisis. The social crisis in the
principle capitalist countries of the world. is determined by the struggle of the
workers and of the petit-bourgeoisie, their uninterrupted struggle for wage increases, for political liberties, for nationalisations and for anti-capitalist measures,
and for measures which defeat the attempt of capitalism to place upon the backs
of the masses all the cost of the preparation of the nuclear war; and there is
economic crisis in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. There
is not one of these countries which is not burdened with unemployment. high
cost of Hving, inflation, increase in the cost of living. There are enormous and
constant struggles, mobilisations of the masses. These are the consequences of
the ~world development of capitalism. What characterises this phase of history
is the will of the masses to advance in their struggles to overthrow capitalism
and construct socialism. And the most notable and characteristic aspect of this
process is the combativity of the masses of Asia, Africa, and Latin America,
of the proletarian masses in Europe and the development of the political revolution in the workers states. There is a concentrated process in which the various
sectors inter-influence each other mutually and the directing line--it does not have
a conscious objective but has a direction-is the attempt to advance; and it
advances despite the absence of a centralised and conscious leadership towards
anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist objectives.
This is the essential course of history.
And this course' advances in an empirical
manner, without a conscious leadership,
without a programme, without a leadership
which directs and organises, which is able
to utilise and which can base itself on the
world crisis of capitalism, on economic and
social crisis, on the crisis of the leaderships
of the workers states, on the crisis of all the
communist and socialist parties, the crisis
of China. This uninterrupted crisis, in its
entirety, whether in capitalism or in the
workers states, and in the communist parties,
shows that we are dose to great historical
events which are crystallised in two ways:
imperialism which is preparing for the nuclear world war, and the organisation and
world development of the revolution which
is advancing in an irresistible manner. Of
these two lines, the one which shows with
all its power that it will conquer, is the
line of the world revolution. It is imperialism which is on the defensive, it is not the
force which is attacking, it is imperialism
which seeks to defend itself from the world
revolution and which does not have the
,force to smash the world revolution.
What characterises this essential phase
of history, in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America and ,Eumpe, is the unanimous will
of the masses, their mutual compreheusion,
their mutual revolutionary influence, witbout being connected with or directed by a
centre or by parties or united to trade
unions, and witbout a common party or
programme. Throughout the world, the
the masses influence each other reciprocally,
those who achieve a higher level in struggle
tend to· influence, and influence objectively
other masses and other revolutions. This is
the characteristic point 'of this stage of
history. All advance without. a centralised
leadership, without a prepared programme,
and without a prepared leadership; they advance empirically. But it is the enormous
force of the revolution, the enormous weight'
of fourteen' workers states, the enormous
weight of tbe IChinese revolution, which
succeeds in giving stimulus and making the
masses advance uninterruptedly.
In this concentrated and centralised pro<cess sman partial aspects, of the development of the world revolution, show their
maturity and their progress,' such as the
revolutionary ,movement November 13th of
Guatemala. The M.R.13 of Guatemala
began as an empirical guerrilla force, without a programme, without an objective. In
full crisis; it was 'influenced by the IV International and adopted its programme and its
policy. In the process of functioning as a
party, an inevitable crisis developed. But
the inevitable crisis in passing from a guerrilla group to a party, demanded the
superior centralised collective organic conception of the party which the guerrilla
movement did not possess. Before this
happened, the counter revolution hadassas.·
sinated the principle political leade~s of
the M.R.13. The world reaction, the. con-

centration of the world counter-revolution
in one way or another, leaning on the
conservative interest of the communist party
and on the leaderships of the workers states,
succeeded in eliminating the political
leadership and then went over to the offensive to eliminate the influence of the IV
International in the M.R.B. The essential
objective was that of eliminating the programme, the socialist objectives of the revolution, they succeeded in breaking transi~
torily the direct organic influence of th~ IV
International but they did not succeed in
eliminating the essential vital centre of the
process of the Guatemala revolution: the
programme, the policy and the revolutionary
world objectives of the IV International,
which are the programme of the socialist
revolution and of the workers' and peasants
government in Guatemala.
In this small episode can be seen the
enormous force of the revolution; all the
concentration of the conservative and conciliatory forces of the counter revolution
gathered together against the programme of
the permanent revolution have failed. A
little movement such as the M.R.13 has succeeded in. resisting the blows of the con.·
centra ted world forces of the world counter
revolution, the conservative leaderships of
the workers states and the conciliatory and
centrist leaderships of the revolution, of the
workers states such as Cuba. The course
which this process has taken shows the
characteristic of this phase of history. And
. it is this course which decides. Without
a leadership the revolution advances and in
this advance the programme, the objectives
of the revolution, coincide, and their progress coincides with the objectives, with
the programme al)d with the policy of the
IV International, which is the struggle for
the worker and peasant government, the
armed struggle to overthrow capitalism, the
necessity of the world unification of the revolution and of a single world leadership;
the mass communist internationaL
This objective goes forward in an empirical manner, but it advances seeking to
aquire unity and consciousness. The IV
International has a fundamental role to play
in this phase of history. The struggle for
a programme and the, objectives of the IV
International is based on the fact that mlcouscious objectives in history pass through
the stage of becoming conscious. And if
the MR 13 has been able to resist the blows
of the world counter-revolution and persist in the programme of fhe socialist revolution which is the Trotskyist programme,
it is because already there exists a world
base which accepts this programme and will
trausmit it and will prevent any retreat.
At the same time immediately, a year
after the M.R.l3 accepted the programme
of the IV International, Yon Sosa declared
that he would continue to struggle for the
programme of the socialist revolution, for
the "hard" line of Peking and for the
,programme of the IV International; accord-

ing to information from AFP and AP.
This is accompanied by the political crisis
in China. The political crisis in China is a
crisis of growth of the Chanese revolution.
After the empirical policy of "four classes,"
conciliatory with capitalism, the develop.ment of the Chinese revolution can no
longer tolerate the existence within it of
elements of leaderships, of bases which
allow the introduction, the influence or in
one way or another the pressures of ideas,
thoughts, sentiments, objectives of a bourgeois order. This does not occur consciously,
since it does not arise from a programme,
the conscious and objective programme is
not present, and the crisis of the Chinese
communist party in the measure in which
it is not overcome, is limiting the progress
of the world socialist revolution. The development of the Chinese revolution will
reach its peak when it launches itself into
the struggle for the mass communist international based on the programme of the
world socialist revolution. The present
"cultural revolution"-which has originated
in a timid way although its essential objective is that of advancing the world
socialist revolution-when it develops consciously will have enormous repercussions.
Between the Chinese revolution, the M.R.B
of Guatemala, the persistence of the M.R.B
in the struggle for the programme of the
socialist revolution, the political crisis in
Cuba, the crisis in the workers states, the
crisis in the communist parties and the development of tendencies, the groups and sections of the IV International, the enormous
combativity of the European prQktariat:among which is the Spanish proletariat~
all indicates the' enormous concentration of
the will of the masses to struggle for power.
Capitalism has not got the strength to oppose this pressure. The crisis of capitalism
develops constantly and it is a general crisis.
The bourgeoisie of the colonial and semi~
colonial countries, particularly in Latin
America tend to propose measures and programme to seek to save themselves from
the world crisis of capitalism, and runs to
military governments, as in Brazil and the
Argentine to seek to sustain capitalism and
the result is to accelerate the crisis of capitalism, not from the point of view of time
but of depth.
C

The countries of Latin America, Africa
and Asia if capitalism remains for another
10 years, would inevitably enter into an
enormous crisis in confrontation with the
world market. Capitalism is disintegrating
constantly. The European Common Market,
if capitalism existed and remained, if it
happened to exist for a~other decade, would
enter into conflict with· aU the countries of
Latin America. Wheat, coffee, wool, meat,
fruit,. metals are the essential products of
the economy of Latin America.
The
European common market in order to survive has to reduce the import of all the
articles which, it imports at the present
moment. It is doing this and will do it
inevitably more and more profoundly because it is the condition of its existence.
To establish a European Common Market,
which is the association of the principle
centres of the finance monopolies of
Europe, they must reduce imports and seek
substitutes from their own production. The
same is the case for Asia, and Africa. There
is no future for any country of Latin
America from the capitalist point Of view.
Capitalism is preparing for the nuclear
world war, it is conscious of this situation.
The struggle of the masses in Europe, the
strikes of the French and Italian proletariat, the occupation of the University of
Rome on the part of the students (the expulsion of a fascist rector,) is an important
event in the history of the struggle of the
European masses, all this indicates the
fighting spirit of the petit bourgeoisie, which
expresses the fighting spirit of the European
proletariat and in particular of the Italian
proletariat. It is the direct influence of the
great struggle of the Italian masses. The

great strikes ,of the French proletariat, the
strikes of the Belgian proletariat, the strike
of the proletarian women in Belgium, which
we salute with all our revolutionary pride
and emotion, the strikes of the BritiSh proletariat, the victory of the British proletariat
in the elections and in the strikes, all this
indicates a process of concentration, of elevation of the revolutionary struggles of the
European proletariat which has not obtained
greater successes because their leaderships
impede it. But an echo of these great struggles is the crisis of the commnnist parties
of Europe, Asia and Africa of the commu.nist and socialist parties. The crisis of these
parties is the direct echo of these struggles.
The communist and socialist parties base
themselves on a policy of alliance with
capitalism, of~ reforms, of conciliation with
capitalism and capitalism cannot do any~
thing more. It has already exhausted the
possibilities of making concessions, of yield~
ing to the demands and the requests of
the masses, each, demand of /tihe masses;
diminishes the social margin of the existiDee:
of capitalism and there is little remaining
that capitalism can concede. It yields at
the cost of its own social basis for existence
to the petit bourgeoisie and as the world
market is contracting, the possibility of
further concessions is disappearing.
In the United States, the vital centre of
Imperialism, the struggle of the masses
shows that they receive the echo of the world
revolution. With. the lack of a worker's
party, ofa revolutionary workers party, of
workers centres which respond to the interests o( the masses,' the masses of the
United States do not have a centre to receive
the influence of' the world revolution, to
reproduce it, and to develop it in the form
of a class movement. But the student movement, the movements of 1he negroes do not
have a simply student, Ol' negro character.
In :m ever more elevated way. the student
movement and the uegro movement in
their separate struggles show that they are
a direct echo of the world revolution. 'The
North American masses even without a class
party, without mass trade unions and without the possibility for independent action
and independent class Ol'ganisms are repre- .
sented by the negro and student movements,
but also by the great 'strikes which the masses of the United States have made in the
most .recent months in particular in the
transport strike. The continuity of the
strike and the extension of the strike even on
a small scale, shows that the population of
the United States is not concerned with the
interests of American Imperialism, but its
own interests. The appeals of Johnson to
the American people to support the foreign
policy against the supposed commnnist dan.
ger in Vietnam have no interest for the
masses. The masses ma'ke strikes and
struggle for demands which endanger the
whole financial aud military apparatus of
American Imperialism. And this is a1so the
case with the struggles of the negroes and
the students. It means that the masses are
moving under the influence of the revolution
and are not guided by the influence, the
leadership or the political authority of the
American bourgeoisie.
The recent declaration of the airline mechanics of New York who called upon the
central leaders to form a party which would
defend the interests of the working class,.
shows the influence of the world revolution.
And the next unification,.in a short stage,
of the negroes in the Trade Union organisation and the workers party based on the
trade unions, will be the centre of the unification of the white and black workers, in
the struggle for the liberation of the ex,ploited masses of the United· States which is
the true basis for the progress of North
America.
The development of Trotskyism and .of
the IV International is the basis of this
world process. The methods of struggle of
the masses, the programme and the objec-
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tives are the programme and objec.tives of the IV International, of the
permanent revolution towards the socialist
revolution. They are the programmes of
nationalisation, of the expropriation of imperialism and capitalism, workers control,
workers militia, a single class centre, the
anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist world
united front, unconditional support for the
revolution, mass communist international.
United front of the workers states of the
trade unions of the workers states, with the
workers organisations of the capitalist countries; direct intervention of the masses, COI1r
trol of the masses over their leadership,
struggle for nationalisations; struggle of
the students throughout the world with the
fundamental programme based on the antiimperialist and anti-capitalist struggle.
The students of Brazil have decided in a
(:ongress to oppose tbe military government
of Castel Branco, to condenm imperialism
llnd to express solidarity .with Vietnam, to
.demand the withdrawal of troops from
Dominica, agrarian reform, the right to vote,
democratic liberties, independence !Of tbe

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A '35 bour week iu all industries.
2. Three weeks paid. holiday iu all in.,dustries, leading to 4 weeks paid holl,day.
:3. AnaIl-rouud 30% increase in wa:es.
Establisbment of a basic minimum livlug wage. All wages to rise with the
,cost of liviug. Commissions of workers
:and housewives to 'decide the couteuts
ill the cost of living index.
t. Equal pay for meu and women.
Allprentices doing the work of an aduU
worker to be paid. as such.
S. Pl'ofits of automation to go to the
wOl'!terS in the form of higher wages
and shorter hours.
6. Pensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living.
Lowcl'ing of the age of retiremeut to
60 for men and 55 for women.
7. Compulsory day release for all workers for industrial training and further
education.
S. Students to be maintaiued ou the
wage of the average worker, which
will increase with the cost of liviug.
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury· properties and unoccupied dwellings t6 meet the housiug shortage.
Establishmeut of defence committees
to protect against landlords' thugS.
eviction by bailiffs and harrassmeut by
police. Organisatious of tenants committees to have the right to aS$ess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, leading tonatioualisation under workers
management. A sliding s~ale of hours
and reductious in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
Jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers uow unemployed to be found
work or given full maiuteuance.
11. NationaIisatsiou of all key industries without compensatiou iucludiug
banks, insurance, steel, engineeriug,
shipbuildiug, chemicals, motor manufacturers and road transport services,
arms aud the building aud building
supply iudustries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
control.
12. State mouopoly of foreign trade.
Nationalisation of big who\esale and
retail enterprises.
13. Workers control of aU industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committees to examiue the accounts of aU
industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
. federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricultural workers 'who would orgauise
direct marketiug of produce and cut
out middle men.
15. Industrial unions ou a militant
antt-capitalist programme.
16. Formation of factory committees ou
each job and workers councils in each
locality on au .anti-capitalist programme.
18. For a single Europeau Trad.e Uniou
centre ou au anti-Imperialist programme.
19. Struggle against Imperialism! Defence of t he colouial revolution by
every means including strikes, boycott
and sabotage. and the despatch of
arms to colouial workers.
ZOo Withdrawal f rom aU Imperialist
alliances, such as NATO, CENTO,
SEATO. etc., directed agaiust the workers states and the colonial revolution.
AUlanee and SOlidarity with the, workers states and the colonial revolution
against Imperialism. Liquidatiou of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their
means of supply
.
21. For the United Socialist states of
Europe as part of a world front of
socialist states.

22. For a workers government.

trade union organisations, which are points
wbich answer the interests of the struggle
against capitalism and not to the particular
interests of the student sections.
The '.' Cultur~l Revolution" in China has
been undertaken not in order to change the
methods and curriculum of study but the
conception of studies. It is not designed to
elect this or that director, but to determine
the general orientation, a revolutionary
teaching on whose basis, they pose the objective of the struggle against capitalism on
a world scale, the development of socialist
sentiments. This is the political revolution,
Chinese comrades!
In the Soviet Union, the struggle among
the bureaucratic layers, the military stratum,
the administrators, the technocrats, the
party functionaries is intensified. If this is
not T(1flected in the recent meeting of the
Central Committee, with the re-election of
Kosygin, this is simply· because of a temporary agreement. In the communist parties
the crisis is more and more profound, whether in Italy, France, Belgium or Latin
America. The crisis of the Communist Party
of Chile and of the Cuban Communist Party
show this.
The crisis between the Chilian Commu.nist Party and the Socialist Party, the crisis
between the Chilian Communist Party and
Fidel Castro indicate the enormous pressure
of the revolution. They indicate that the
Cuban revolution in order. to advance needs
to discover positions, conclusions, which
go against· the conciliatory policy and the
peaceful co-existence of the communist parties. The centrist policy of Fidel Castro
combines the denunciation of the Trotskyists, calumnies against the Trotskyists (which
served the purpose of the Communist Party
of Guatemala who handed them over to the
police) with a difi'er(1ntiation from the Communist Pl!.rties.
Despite the fact that
Guevara may have been assassinated, they
have not been able to suppress the Guevarist tendency which indicates the development of the revolutionary tendency in Cuba.
If Castro attacks the Communist Party, it is
because the Trotskyist tendency is develop"
ing or a tendency close to Trotskyism.
Hence the present centrist attitude going
towards the left of Fidel Castor.
The development of the struggle of the
masses when the masses can impose ,their
initiative is Trotskyist. It is the programme
that we have put forward. They are the
points of this programme.
The recent military coup in the Argentine
has not intimidated the masses. . These have
remained firm and decisive. The Students
of Brazil have confronted the whole military
apparatus of the Brazilian bourgeoisie and
have held a congress against the will, against
the repressions of the military government
which indicates a state of growing revolutionary will. The students of Mexico City
in the recent direct mobilisation at whose
head stood the Trotskyist comrades of the
Mexican section of the IV International,
have changed their University rector, a new
rector was installed and established a new
course of studies with a revolutionary qemocratisation of teaching and this is due to
the revolutionary leadership of the vanguard. They have acted as a revolutionary
vanguard of the exploited Mexican masses
and not as students in defence of this or
that programme of studies. The Mexican
bourgeoisie has imprisoned and tries to put
on trial seven Trotskyists in Mexico: three
Argentinians and four Mexicans. The panic
of Mexican capitalism is enormous. The
Mexican party is small in number but it has
an influence, a perspective and an importance which is very great. They have been
imprisoned and the trial is beiqg prepared
because of the fear of the Mexican bourgeoisie of the force of Trotskyist ideas;
because the revolutionary conditions in
Mexico and Latin America are mature for
the overthrow of capitalism and the establishment of the workers and peasant govern~

ment. The fear of the Mexican bourgeoisie
is a fear of Trotskyist orientation. Not
only of the activity of the Mexican Trotskyists but of the importance and the. force of
the Trotskyist organisation.
In Peru the Peruvian masses, without a
party and without organisation are centralising and mobilising themselves supported
by the students in the struggle for a revolutionary programme. The activity of the
Trotskyists is a centre which influences and .
encourages revolutionary currents. The new
party formed in Peru, The Front of Popular
Forces, has a programme similar to that of
the Trotskyists. The pro"Chinese tendencies,
the tendencies which break with the Communist Party. and the nationalist tendencies
which advance on the road of revolution,
adopt programmes which show extracts
from or points of, or in general line, the
Trotskyist conception of the revolution,
that is: popular militias expropriation of
capitalism and of imperia1ism, armed struggle, struggle for the revolution for workers
and peasants government, united world
front to overthrow capitalism and imperialism.
'
This process shows an enormous progress.
Without a conscious world leadership, with~
out a previous programme the process is
developing with groups and tendencies acquiring consciousness and experience. But
the role of the .IV International is unique.
It has been the only centre which has maintained and maintains this programme of
the world socialist revolution.
Capitalism is preparing for the war. The
nuclear war is its only reply, its only reply
possible in face of the growing development
of the progress of the world revolution.
Vietnam is the evidence for this. In Viet·
nam they are deciding the preparation of
the world war. Imperialism is spending
seventeen thousand million dollars a year
for the war in Vietnam. With half of this
sum they could resolve· the economic problems of Asia, Africa and Latin Americ.a.
With half! But they do not resolve them
and they cannot resolve them. If they do
not do so, it is because they feel that they
cannot do it aud that tbere is no more
bistoric possibility. They can nQ longer
either invest or hope to be able to contain
the proCess of the world revolution by investments. The investments which they make,
they make because tbe capitalist regime
exists by this, continues through the logical
necessity of world capitalism to sustain arid
develop itself, but its investments are not
made in an atmosphere of the persistance,
of the ecoonmic development of capitalism
but in the. perspective of the preparation of
the world war.
The division of world capitafism is greater
than ever: Vietnam shows this. And Vietnam is the vital centre of attention which
stimulates the world revolution, stimulates
the crisis of the Chinese, the crisis of the
Cubans, the crisis of the Communist Parties,
and encourages the masses of the world
to take power. When a small country can be
the centre which stimulates the crisis of
capitalism, the crisis of the communist
party and of the bureaucracy of the Wor..
kers States and gives an impulse to the world
revolution, it is because the conditions are
mature on a world scale. For this reason
Vietnam is the world centre of the revolution, of the preparation of the world war
and final encounter. If a small country can
fulfil this function, it is because the
empirical, disordered and uneven process
of .the world revolution is concentrated
within iL. And in this way all the empirical
and disordered process of the advance of
the world crisis of capitalism, the crisis of
the Communist party and of the advance
if the world revolution is concentrated.
The crisis of capitalism is enormous.
The crisis of French imperialism led by De
Gaulle with American imperialism directed
by Johnson are clear and categorical examples of this. French Imperialism seeks its
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own salvation as an imperialist power and
at the same time the salvation of the interests of world capitalism; but its own defence
means the world weakening of Imperialism.
When French imperialism acts in this way,
it is because its faith in the permanence of
capitalism has vanished. Today there is no
other point of support but centralisation
under the leadership of Yankee Imperialism.
This is the world crisis of capitalism. The
Soviet bureaucracy has had to yield to the
pressure of the world masses, to the masses
of the Soviet Union and it has to interest
itself in Vietnam, much more than it has
wished. It is not able to remain apart as
was its intention, whether on the part of
Khrushchev, Kosygin, and Brezhnev.
The soviet bureaucracy is changing its
line of march. It feels that there no longer
exists the basis for the continuati,on of the
policy of aUiancewith American imperialism. And it is seeking now to substitute
alliance with Yankee imperialism, by
alliance with European 'capitalism. The
bureaucracy is not able
support itself
on the woFld revolution, it is against it,
it has a fear of the world revolution,
it must seek to sustain itself against the
revolution and it must seek alliance
with European capitalism. All the possibilities to continue· alliance with American
imperialism as a centre to .contain the
revolution and to contain the counter
the revolution and to contain the counter
revolutionary action of American Imperialism have already failed ahd it is seeking to
do this through the alliance with European
capitalism. This new leadership is as ephemeral as the other. And this is because the
basis continues to be the same: peaceful
coexistence, alliance with world imperialism
against the alliance with the world revolu.tion. The Sino-Soviet crisis reflects in the
concentrated and centralised form the world
crisis of the illusions about conciliation with
capitalism, on the programme of reformism
and of peaceful coexistence.
The peasant masses of tbe world increase
their participation in the world revolution.
The peasant masses of Asia, Africa and
Latin America increase their participation in
the world revolution and accept the world
revolution. They have broken their isolation.
They live as before in the country, isolated
in miserable conditions of life. But the
progress is (he influence of the world revolution, which manifests itself in the fact that
they have broken their isolation because
they accept· the programme of nationalisations, of collectivisatiou and of socialisation.
Tbe peasant masses of Vietnam who are
ant6ng the most backward iu the world
struggle not for their land but to expel
imperialism and capitalism and to nationalise. This sbows the enormous influence of
tbe 'Chinese revolution in particular and of
the world revolution on the peasant masses.
The world proletariat of the workers
states and of the capitalist countries and of
Africa, Asia and Latin America unify themselves and interinfluence theJUSelves constantly through strnggle, throngh strikes for
wage increases, for political demands and
through supporting the revolution in Asia,
Africa and Latin America but above all in
Vietnam. This is the panorama which exists
at the present moment: ·capitalism is incapable of containing the revolution, there
is the world crisis of the communist parties,
the crisis 01' the socialist parties, of the
leaderships of the workers states, of China,
of the Soviet Union, of Cuba. The enormous step backwards represented by the
economic programme of Yugoslavia has
found its reply in the reaction of the masses, which already anticipates important
mobilisations in defence of nationalised
property and tbe programme of the world
revolution.
In this situation, capitalism sustains itself
not on the basis of its own m,ilitary sodal
and economic forces but on the conciliatory
policy of the communist and socialist parties and on the conciliatory policy of peaceful coexistence with world capitalism pursued by the workers states. But before now
a leadership has had the enormous responsibility of assuming the leadership of the
world revolution. We refer to the communist party and government of China. There
are two centres in this stage of history;
American· imperialism which assumes the
world leadership of the world counter revo<lution, and the Chinese communist party
and government which assumes the responsibility of the struggle for the world revolution. On the Chinese falls the greatest· re-
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sponsibility in this phase of history, in
organising the tasks, the measures, the
struggle for the programme to advance
the world revolution and abbreviate the
stages to the war, diminish the possibility
for greater armaments on the part of Ameri~
can imperialism and world capitalism and
thus diminish the degree of devastation
inflicted on humanity. It is on the Chinese
that this responsibility falls.
The crisis in China, in Cuba and in the
U.S.S.R. in the communist parties, consi<;ts
in the fact that they are discussing the pro, gramme of the world revolution under
Trotskyist influence. Wtihout the material
forces, without the organic numerical force,
without inexhaustible forces, the incessant
activity of the Trotskyists has influenced
and has been one of the essential factors
which has been able to influence the development of groups and tendencies, to mao
ture them, to give them security, to stabilise
their consciousness. The incessant action
of the Trotskyists has been one of the
centres which bas stimulated currents,
revolutionary tendencies in the struggle for
the programme for tbe revolution. Turcios
was invented, by Fidel Castro, and leading
a movement which had small resources attacked the IM.R.13, Yon Sosa and the IV
International as adventurers because they
struggled for the workers and peasant goTernment and the socialist revolution, while
in Guatemala-according to bim-the conditions do not exist and it is madness to
struggle for Socialism in this stage. And
today Turcios according to information
from the world press, declared that he was
ready to enter into the M.R.13. to struggle
for the worker and peasant government. And
Yon Sosa a few days ago also declared to
the world press their rejection of peaceful
coexistence, tliat the Tri-continental Couference in Havana was an intrigue against
the M.R.13, that Fidel Castro would repent
of the errors he had committed and that
he was resolved to continue the programme
of the socialist revolution of the IV International. This has been reported by the
news agencies of the world press.
This shows' the influence of the world
revolution. This influence must not be
undervalued by the government and the
Chinese Communist Party. The small
munber in 'relation to the power of the
communist party of the Soviet Union and
of China does not lessen in any way the
capacity for orientation and or organisation
of the IV International. It is on the' basis
of this confidence that the Chinese must
launch themselves in the struggle to fulfil
the most important tasks of this phase of
history: the mass communist international,
the organisation of the world struggle to'
prepare the way forward in the world nuclear war which imperialism is preparing,
with the programme of the commuriist world
revolution, with· the mass communist international. AU the conditions are mature in
the world. It is necessary to be preoccupied
with rejecting and attacking violently all the
currents, tendencies and leaderships which
confine the workers movement to the electoral struggle, to the struggle for demands
and democratic reforms etc. The capitalist
system can no longer yield any reform, it is
incapable. It is preparing ·for the final
settlement of accounts for the nuclear world
war. The dreams with which the communist
parties seek to deceive the masses are the
best advantage which capitalism received
from the communist parties, from the so·
cialist parties and from the leadership of
the workers. state, that is the policy which
these parties put forward of reforms of
capitalism, electoral campaigns seeking by
means of parliament, solutions which can
contain the revolutionary struggle of the
working class. Between all these leaderships
and the working class, there are contradictions and enormous differences. While the
masses struggle objectively for power and
seek in every great struggle to take power,
to occupy factories, to take hostages, to
generalise their struggles, to unify themselves with other factories and other coun.tries, the leaderships seek to lead the struggle of the masses to express themselves
simply in parliament. It is necessary to reject, condemn and throw out all these
leaderships, and on the other hand to appeal
to the world struggle, organising it with the
programme of the socialist revolution.
Capitalism is continuing to exist tllfough
the aid of the communist and socialist parties under the Jeaderships of the workers
states. It is necessary to appeal to the
masses to mobilise themselves. Between

these leaderships and the masses there is a
world of difference. It is necessary to appeal
to the tendencies; to the currents of the communist and socialist parties, in their daily
struggle for the programme of the socialist
revolution. This can lead to their expulsion; It is necessary to confront this, because tomorrow they '\ViIl organised miLlions and mUlions. Jt is necessary to agitate
to show that a centre exists and a revolutionary programme so that in the next
struggle of the masses, this can be a centre
of unification, so that the line which the
communist party proposes does not lead to
paralysis and passivity but on the contrary
so that the struggle of millions and millions
of the masses progress. There is no other
way.
The essential task of this phase of history
is the organisation of the revolutionary
leadership of the masses of the world, it is
the most important task" the most progressive and culturally the most advanced.
This is the culture of which the masses have
need, this is the progress of which they
have need, because it elevates their consciousness and organises them for the struggle for the workers and peasants government. It is necessary to unify the transitional demands of each country, factory
occupations and functioning under workers
control, sliding scale of hours without loss
of salary, basic minimum wage, and sliding
scale of wages, workers control, factory
committees, militia in defence of the masses;
a single centre for workers in each country
with an anti-imperialist programme, for the
unconditional defence of the masses of
Vietnam in the struggle against American
Imperialism; united world front of the trade
unions, with an anti-imperialist and anti~
capitalist programme, for the giving of the
land to the peasants, for the formation of
committees of peasants, workers and soldiers. It is necessary to appeal to the
soldiers to organise themselves in every
country and to respond to the interests of
the exploited masses of every country, to
disobey the appeals, and orders of their
military leaders, and to follow the resolution of the party of the trade unions which
appeal for the struggle to overthrow imperialism and capitalism.
This is the phase of history in which we
live. It is necessary that the Chinese assume this responsibility. Imperialism is
seeking time, it is the bureaucracy of the
Soviet Union of the communist and socialist
parties which gives time to capitalism.
The conditions are mature for the mass
communist international. It is the most
important task of history, it is necessary to
unite the struggle in every country for the
transitional demands of each country which
is the struggle for the world anti-imperialist
united front, in practice the struggle for
the world anti.-capitalist united front. The
Chinese must launch themselves into the
preventative war. The preventative war is
not the launching of the nuClear war in
abstraction. It means supporting Vietnam
unconditionally, even if this results in war.
l! is necessary to appeal to the masses of the
world to support Vietnam unconditionally.
It is necessary to respond to the appeal of
the trade unions of Vietnam, publicising this
throughout the world and sending men, arms
and aircraft, aU the means of struggle and
of defence which exist. It is necessary to
appeal to the Soviet masses to force the
leadership of the Soviet workers state to intervene in Vietnam now. Imperialism is
preparing' for war, seeking to gain advantages, from its initiatives, relying upon the
fear and the policy of peaceful co-existence
of the bureaucracy of the workers states.
The strategy of the preventative war means
that the initiative is not left in the hands
of imperialism. It is necessary to do this
now, because the intervention in North
Vietnam will find an echo in the masses of
the capitalist countries, who will see that
the workers states intervene for the development of the socialist revolution. This is
the sense of the preventative 'war.
It is necessary to make this appeal now.
Vietnam represents the world nuclear war.
imperialism has no other way out; it cannot conciliate, it cannot make concessions.
Its weakness is enormous. The masses of
the world must feel that the masses of the
workers states do not permit nor ever will
permit a retreat by any workers state in
front of imperialism. The masses of the
world, of the workers states, are surprised
and ask with amazement, with indignation
and with fury, why the Chine<Je, the Soviets,
the ICubans, and the other workers states
allow imperialism to massacre the masses of

Vietnam while they are disposed to throw
out imperialism. They have no fear of
nuclear .war. ICapitalism produces enormous
deaths and disasters without the nuclear
war, with the war which in fact they are
waging now in Africa, Asia, and in Vietnam.
This is the enormous responsibility which
faUs upon the Chinese. . It is necessary to
appeal for a world unification, for the
struggle for the anti-imperialism world
united front. Ont with imperialism from
Vietnam! This must be the central slogan
of this phase of history, because" Out with
imperialism from Vietnam" means the development of the world revolution and to do
this meaus to appeal to the masses everywhere in the world to struggle in every
conntry for the programme for the socialist
revolution.
Together with the conditional assistance to Vietnam, it is necessary to send
troops and arms, to appeal to the masses of
the world to overthrow imperialism and
capitalism. This is the preventative war.
And this must be done now before it is too
late. The masses of the world are doing
this and are ready to increase this action.
They have decision. Their leaderships are
afraid, they do not have confidence in the
process of history. The masses have confidence because they are making history.
They do not feel themselves to be intimidated, or chained to the present. They feel
that they are working and struggling for a
future free from repression of every sort.
It is the apparatuses that are afraid. This
is the present phase of history.
With this publication the European Marx~
ist Review makes an appeal to all the revolutionary leaderships, ,movements of all the
groups and revolutionary tendencies of the
world to propose the necessity for the formation of the mass communist internaltional, to the groups and tendencies which
in the communist parties struggle for the
programme of the socialist revolution to
make publications, to organise themselves
in factions and tendencies and to struggle
around them for the programme of the
socialist revolution so that if they are
expelled, the programme, the objective
struggle for the socialist revolution can be
the centre which to-morrow centralises the
unification of the groups and tendencies of
the communist parties and gives to the
masses of the communist parties who wish
to struggle for socialism, a centre of political unification. It is necessary to do this

now, to wait until tomorrow will give many
advantages to imperialism and tothebureaucracy of the workers states.
This is the most important task of this .
phase of history. The masses are disposed
to strJ.lggle ~ to overthrow imperialism and
capitalism. It is the leaderships who oppose them. The most important task is the
organisation of the new leadership, this
demands a certain time, a certain experience
and a certain organisation. The groups and
tendencies who wish to struggle for power
must do this now, they must not be intimi.·
dated. The masses who throughout the
world have demonstrated decision and combativity are everywhere prepared for socialism. It is necessary that the groups and
tendencies of the communist and socialist
parties and of the workers states, put forward the right of socialist democracy and
organise revolutionary tendencies which
struggle openly for the revolutionary programme.
In the workers states there already exist
signs of the revolutionary crisis which is
developing. The demonstrations in favour
of Vietnam, tho poetry of Yevtushenko
with its criticism of the bnreaucracy are
indirect evidence of the depth of the crisis
produced by the pressure of the Soviet,
Yugoslav, Polish masses etc. The demolJstration of the old Bolsheviks in Moscow?
opposing themselves to any rehabilitation of'
Stalin and the success of these demonstrations even if they cannot succeed completely
have an effect and exert a pressure to pre. vent the rehabilitation of Stalin.
Tbis is the present sitnation in the world~
The struggle for the transitional demands
must base themselves on the conditions of
each country but they must unite themselves
with a programme for the world unification
of the struggles for the single world centre,
the single Latin American centre, and world
united front, the mass communist interuational for the struggle of the programme of
the socialist revolution.
Imperialism is preparing for the final encounter. The Chinese who have the
authority and the force must assume the
responsibility for being organisers of this
actiVity. We support and will support ,with
all our force, unconditionally all this activity which is the most important the most
urgent, and the most precious of all activity
in history.

J. POSADAS
3 August 1961'

TANZANIA: cond. from page two
of nationalisation!> has finished, bnt he
does not have the power to decide this
question. Because of the revolutionary pressnres and the weakness of capitalism Nyerere has made these nationalisations to try
to restrain the 'masses, bnt these actions
will encourage them to go further.
The events in Tanzania show conclusively
that the attempts to block the inftuence
of the revolntion in Zanzibar by incorpor'
at:ng it within Tanzania has failed, not
simply because th~ influence of the Zanzibar revolution and its nationaJisations has
proved stronger than the reactionary forces in Tanganyika hut becanse the world
revolution and the process of the revolution
in China constantly advances •

But to' build a socialist democracy in
Tanzan;a to build a genuine workers state
unmarred by bureaucratic deformities requires the intervention of the worker and
peasant masses in the form of soviets and
communes.
We call upon the Cbinese comrades in
particular to call for the intervention of·
the masses in Tanzania on a programme
of a workers democracy, nationalisat~ons
nnder workers control, without compensat.;
ion, right of. political tendency on the basis
of .the acceptance of a workers state, full
aid. and support for the revolutionary
guerrilla movements throughout Africa,
support for the United Socialist States of
Africa.

WORlD TROTSKYIST PRISS
ALGERIA: Revolution Socialiste, organ of
Fourth
International
Group
the
r
(Trotskyist). Clandestine.
ARGENTINA: V oz Proletaria,. organ of
the Workers' Party. (Trotskyist). Clandestine.
BEI,GIUM: La Lutte Ouvriere, organ of
the Revolutionary Workers' Party
(Trotskyist).
Die A rbeidertrijd, organ in Flemish
of the Belgian Section, C. Polet B.P. 73.
Charleroi, Sud. Belgium.
BOLIVIA: Lucha Obrera, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Partv (Trotskyist). Amadeo Vargas Ace, CasiUa
de Correo 644, Oruro, Bolivia. .
BRAZIL: Frente 0 peraria, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). Clandestine.
CHILE: Lucha Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
J. Segundo Caceres, Casilla 7048,
Santiago, Chile.
CUBA: V oz Proletaria, organ of the Revo,Jutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
Monte No. 12, Esq., Zulueta Ap. 11,
Piso 2, ,Ra llana,
ITALY: Lotta Operaia, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist.
Casella Postale 5059, Roma Ostiense.

FRANCE: Lutte Communiste, organ of
the Revolutionary Communist Party
(Trotskyist). Roc'hcongar, 21 avenue
du President Wilson, La Plaine Saint
Denis, Paris.
MEXIC::0: Voz Obrera, organ of the RevolutIOnary Workers' Party (Trotyskyist.
Apdo Postal 7-1039, Admon No.7,
Mexico D.F.
PERU: Voz Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist) ..
Apartado 5044, C. Central Lima.
SPAIN.: Lucha Obrera, organ of the RevolutIOnary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
URUGUAY: Fnmte Obrero, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). General Flores 2515, Montevideo.
INTERNATIONAL: Cuarta lnternacional,
organ of the International Executive
Committee of the IVth International.
Revista Marxista Latino Americana
org~n of the Latin American Bureau. '
Casilla Correo 1204. Correo Central,
Montevideo, Uruguay.
Rivista Marxista EuYopea, organ (in
Italian) of the Fmopc'lo Burean of the
International Secretariat.
P. Leone,
CasellaPostale 5059. Roma Ostiense.
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Full support for the
Roberts-Arundel strike
The workers in this country, unable, as
they are, to express themselv~s fully, to
carry the struggle against capitalism forward
through a centralised organisation, still
continue to struggle within their own particular factories, mines and other industrial
concerns. The immense hatred of capitalism and the frustration fert by the workers
faced with the alliance of trade union
officials and labour government has, in the
past, exploded into violence. This was
seen last year at the Vauxhall works in
Luton and recently at the textile machinery
factory of Roberts-Arundel Ltd., in Stock1port.
At Roberts-Arundel more than a thousand workers demonstrated, in support of
/ the strikers, on the afternoon of February
22nd. These workers came from other
factories and building sites in the area and
at a later demonstration another 1,300 workers marched in solidarity with the RobertsArundel strikers. These demonstrations are
an expression of a real unification of the
workers struggle. In fact many of the demonstrators had lost a half~day's pay by
attending the demonstrations.
. It is obvious that at the February 22nd
demonstration a certain amount of provocation was offered by the police. One union
official said that workers had been pushed
into the factory by police and beaten up
by blacklegs inside the factory. In the fight
which developed between workers and the
police 20 policemen were Injured, including
the chief constable, and extra police had to

be brought in from the surrounding areas.
Windows in the factory were broken and
other damage done. Finally, the local trade
union bureaucrats were called in from Manchester to calm the demonstrating workers.
This is the role of the trade union officials!
As one of them said: "The police telephoned our office and said things were
getting out of hand. We took a loudspeaker
down and appealed to the men to form up
and march away in an orderly manner."
The obvious tendency of this demonstration was for the workers to occupy the factory. This would have been the correct
slogan, but it was not put forward by the
union officials, they use demonstrations and
lobbies as a means of diverting the workers
struggle.
The management of Roberts-Arundel are
intent on smashing the workers organisation
within the factory and, by sacking men and
engaging women at a much lower rate of
pay, raising the level of exploitation. The
only way to combat this is for workers to
occupy the factory and bring it under WOfkers controL Workers in the surrounding
areas should form workers defence com-'
mittees to defend the Roberts-Arundel WOfkers against police terrorism. We appeal to
all workers to support the struggle of the
strikers at Roberts-Arundel by sending
delegates to form a workers defence committee and by sending money to the strike
committee at 125, Wellington Road, Stockport, Cheshire.

The student mODillsatlons
a further blow at capitalist
authority
L -.-

-

The student mobilisations against the
ed Front.
governments proposed increase in the fees
Clearly the level of struggle lacks at
of overseas students, was a novel event
the moment the intensity and force of
the Spanish mobilisations but the process
in the students movement and further
is indentical. The conclusion from these
reflects the growing radicalisation of the
recent mobiliisations of the students is
petit tbourgeoisie in Great Britain. For
years professional careerists in the NUS that the struggles of the students must
ha<ve systematically blocked any attempt at ibe linked with those of the workersmobilisations of British students and have THAT IS THE PRIME TASK OF THE
STUDENTS MOVEMENT. The agitatdone everything in their power to block
ion of the students on the educational
the process of politicisation. Even now
when the pressure of the students has been front has importance and it may yield
overhelming, the NUS leadership only passing victories but it can never be de.
countenanced the strike at the very last cisive in either changing the system of
education Or capitalist society.
moment when it was too late to stop it.
Thus the students in Mexico university
The response to the call for a strike
among the students was quite good but and Rome university caUSed the resignation of the rectors but there is no great
could clearly have been even more powerful if the students organisation was not in evidence that the problems of the system
of education in Mexico or Italy are any
part fettered by the bureaucrats in the
nearer solution. All the real questins of
NUS. The demonstrations showed in general a great spirit of militancy but they
the resources for edUcation, the problems
reflect a situation of far greater signific- of a syllabus to meet the demands of a
workers state can only be seriously apance than simply a mobilisation around
the increase of fees for overseas students.
proached when the capitalist social
BasicaUy the crisis in the students move- system is overthrown. This is not to say
mentarises from a far reaching disatisthat pressure for educational changes
faction with capitalist society, its lack of student and teacher control are not imperspective, its counter revolutionary actportant aspects of the struggle but far
ions llIgainst the world masses. The struggle
more to the point would be the students
of the proletariat influences the student and teachers putting forward the promovement by its constant mobilisation gramme of the united front for workers
against capitalism. The student movement power.
observes the total bankruptcy of the
The Government did not yield over
policy of the Labour. Government, the . the increase in fees for the overseas
hopeless mess in educational policy. There students. They will not yield over anyhas even been talk of loans for students
thing fundamental and this poses the
to pay for their education. Arbitrary dequestion very sharply that the student
cisions are taken in education without
movement must campaign over the whole
any discussion with the students or
range of opposition to the policy of
teacher organisations. At this very moment
British capitalism and imperialism.
the Government ignores completely the
We call upon the vanguard in the
wage increases demanded by the NUT.
Radical Student Alliance to unify the
But the student movement is not only
struggles of teachers and students, to
aware of the crisis of capitalism, it sees
make a United front with aU the differalso the world wide collapse of capital- ent strata of teachers in support of wage
ism. It observes the process in Vietnam
claims and for the elimination of capitalwhich constantly centralises the attention
ist administrative control of education.
of aU the anti capitalist forces on a
But above aU, We call for the systematic
world scale. And nearer home it oband direct support for the struggle of
serves the persistent mobilisations of
the workers against imperialism and for
the spanish students closely linked with
the full range of the anti capitalist prothe struggles of the Spanish proletariat.
gramme, nationalisations under workers
Here can :be seen one of the most not- control, equal pay for women, all wages
able examples of the policy of the Unit- to rise with the cost of living, etc.

The Indian election results
are a heavy blow
at world imperialism
The Indian general election is a heavy
blow at world imperialism aud sbows the
disintegration of the autbority of Indian
bourgeoisie. Congress, tbe party of Indian
capitalism, entered tbe election campaign in
obvious disarray and without the possibility
of producing even the shadow of a programme to attract the Indian petit bourgeoiosie. It was discredited before the
Indian masses -and its organisation was
split in five states. The attempts by tbe
Congress government to use nationalism to
gain some authority before tbe Indian masses bas been a complete failure. The war
with Pakistan and the so-called border
dispute with the Chinese workers state only
served to deepen the crisis of Indian capitalism and to add to tbe burden imposed
on the masses.
The Indian bourgeoisie has no possibility
of solving the inherent contradictions of
capitalism. The impotence of the ruling
class is revealed in a recent statement by
President Radbakrishnan who said that the
incompetence and growing mismanagement
of India's resources could not be forgiven(!)
and that India was unable to meet the food,
and otber needs of its growing population.
The fact tbat a report on Calcutta suggested
that the provisiou of one cold-water tap to
se,rve a hundred people would be an improvement gives some idea of the living
conditions endured by the masses in one of
India's major cities. In tbe state of Bihar
there is an adnal famine l!JJd the situation is
not much better in many otber areas. A
low grain yield is possible at tbis years
barvest and the fact that many are too poor
to pay for tbeir ration of grain means that a
national famine is almost inevitable. At tbe
moment, with tbe failure of distribution,
people simply die in the streets of hunger,
and starvation.
The Indian masses have expressed their
disgust of the corrupt organisation of the
Congress Party by completely rejecting
many leading members of tbe party including the party president Mr. Kamaraj and
S. K.Patil, Mr. Kamaraja, the '''king-maker''
behind botb Nehru and Shastri, was defeated
in Madras by a young student leader. In
Kerala an alliance led by pro-Chinese communists bas left Congress with only 9 seats
out of a possible 133.
The electoral gains by tbe Jan Sangb and
Swatantra Parties (right wing) are symptoms
of the polarisation of the class forces in
India. This polarisation is obscured in part
by the role of the Congress Party whicb still
carried a certain nationalist prestige and the
variety of parties. But the gains by the
" rightists" and "leftists" parties shows
that in eft'ect a form of polarisation is taking
place. Millions of course do not vote which
shows contempt for electoral aims.
The Jast period has been one of continual
strikes by Indian workers, of riots by students, of food riots and of open revolt by
Mizo and Naga tribesmen. The fact that
a law has been passed imposing the death
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for sabotage on the railway is indicative of
a pre-revolutiouary situation.
The disintegration of the bourgeois state
is a pre-requisite for tbe taking of power
by the masses and it is only the lack of a
revolutionary leadership tbathas prevented
a socialist revolution in India before now.
Nowhere is the failure of the leadership of
the Cbinese Workers state to give a revolutionary lead to the masses more obvious
tban in India. In tbe course of the war
between India and Pakistan, the Cbinese
failed to call on tbe workers and peasants
of both countries to take advantage of the
situation and to overthrow their own capitalist classes. Instead tbey, the 'Cbinese,
supported tbe reactionary regime of Ayub
Khan and helped to prop-up tbe Pakistani
bourgeois state. In mucb the same way
during the "border "dispute no appeal was
made to the Indian workers and peasants to
take power. Tbe wbole thing was bandIed
on the level of bourgeois diplomacy.
However, the very existence of the Chi·
nese Workers state stimulates the revolutionary determination of the Indian masses.
Tbe pro-Cbinese communist party gaiued
votes in Kerala, and in the rest of India, not
on its programme, but on the authority of
the Chinese workers state. And this despite
the fact that they were in opportunist alliauces with sectarian Muslims and otber reactionary elements and it must be clearly
stated tbat the unprincipled (popnlar)
alliance in Kerala is a bloc to the revolu>tionary tendeiicies or the IIlaSSes. Tue proChinese have gained but refused to put
before the masses a gennine revolutionary
programme. But the political revolution is
rapidly developing in 'Cbina and tbis development will, shortly, be reflected ill the
foreign policy of tbe Chinese. A revolutionary lead to the masses by the Chinese
wiD have an immense eft'ect on the development of .the revolution in India.
We appeal to the revolutionary tendeucies
within the pro-Cbinese party and outside to
call upon the masses with a clear programme
for the soc,ialist revolution. For committees
of workers and peasants-for the seizure of
tbe land by the peasants and factories by the
workers-for the formation of militia based
on the workers and peasants committees to
defend demonstrators and to seize boarded
food-for the nationalisation of the bankS
and insurance without compensation-for
the nationalisatio~ of all major industries
without compensation and under workerS
control-for a workers and peasants government-for the united Socialist States of
India.
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Full support for
the Adeni Masses

The crisis of British Imperialist strategy
has again been shown o,ver the base at
Aden. Imperialism has already declared
that it is going to leave in the near future.
This has enormously encouraged the
masses of that territory.
The struggle in the Yemen has been
constantly held ba~ not by the strength
of .British irmperialism or by that of the
various royalist forces but by the failure
of the Arab leaderships, to formulate a
full socialist programme. Nasser in his
support for the struggle of the Yemenis
has conducted it within purely military
and nationalistic terms. And this in return refiects the reactionary line of the
Soviet Union which has refused to mobilise the Arab masses around the programme for the United Arab Socialist States.
The Imperialists could be quickly disposed of now if the struggles in Aden were
united with those in the Yemen instead

of leaving the various struggles isolated
and without the full socialist programme.
In this country none of the workers
or;ganisations have ever waged a campaign over Aden. Now the left M.P.s
merely argue for reductions of military
expenditures which are incompatible with
the fundamental defence policies of
British Imperialism ..
The best way the workers in this
country can help the masses of Aden
and the Yemen is by the str·uggle for the
anti capitalist programme in alliance with
the European workers, and affirming in
this way their unity with the trade unions
and masses of the Aden and Yemeni territories.
Published by Revolutionary Workers'
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PREPARE THE UNIFICATION OF
THE WORI{ERS STRUGGLES
IN EUROPE
two years have shown the enormous
strength and confidence of the workers
totally surpassing aU ohstacles. Generalise
these experiences, unify strike action' with
the planning of factory occupations and
wnrkers control. There is no other road

The pressureS! leading to the final encounter between the workers states
.and imperialism mUltiply. U Thant trying to shore Up the policy of peaceful coexistence has to admit that the "pressure of events is remorselessly leading towards
a major war", American' imperiali!>'Dl as shown by the results of the military
conference at Guam plans to extend the war. All the talk about a long war by
the American command in Vietnam shows quite clearly that they will not retire
and the reason that the war has not been extended on a great scale so far is not
because of a willingness to negotiate by imperialism; but is simply due to the fact
that American imperialism wishes to take advantage in part of the right wing in
the Chinese leadership and there is also an opposition led by the Kennedy wing
to the Pentagon, of war now rather than later. The dilemm3 of tactics for imperialism remains but the preparation for' the war inevitably continues. The time to
the launching of the war is abbrevia~d constantly by the facts of political life for
imperialism. Simply by looking at the facts in South East Asia alone it becomes
clear that shortly imperialism will have to extend the war. Even in Indonesia
after the bloodbath of the workerS and peasants, SUharto has to face' the fact
that even in his army at least half are IQyal to Soekarno! The guerrillas advance
more and more in Thailand and also in 1he Philippines. And on top of this the
political revolution in China, although temporarily delayed by the Triple Alliance
of revolutionary cadres, army and party rumbles onwards and is a permanent en·
couragement to the masses of South East Asia and indeed the whole world.
And the reaction of the soviet bureaucracy! Desperately it rushes to facilitate negotiotions with imperialism. Its utterly miserable attitude has been shown
in the recent attacks. on the Chinese 'by
saying that the Chinese persist in encouraging the Vietnamese to resist rather
than to negotiate. And what of the communist parties? We can see all the treasonable behaviour of these peaceful coexist-,
ers with capitalism portrayed clearly in
the line of the CP leadership in France.
The masses there by their centralisation
around the OP have shown that they desire an end to capitalism but Waldeck

Rochet make& it quite clear to the
bourgeoisie that he is intent on a policy
of conciliation or as he says a democratic
constitutional policy. While the vanguard
of the French workers enter upon factory
occupations and strike action, surpassing
the plans of the leadership, Rochet assures French capitalism "we will help. you,
we do not want the revolution". A much
smaller example of the conciliation practiced by the CP could be seen in the CND
demonstrations during Easter where the
OF went along with middle class pacificism and begs for peace from capitalism
on bended knee.

GENERALISE THE EXPERIENCE OF TIlE WORKERS STRUGGLES
In Great Britain sectors of the workers'
despite the total a;bsence of a; firm authoritative leadership with a clear programme
in the factory committees constantly intervene and undermine the stability of
capitalist society. The split between the
s,pirit of the workers and the passive role
01' the trade union leadership ;was never
more clearly seen than in the events 01
the Roberts Arundel Strike. There the
trade union officials were more or less
spectators of the woIt.ers struggles with
the police and refused to put forward the
demands for taking the factory over. The
firm is apparently pulling out-it should
be occupied by the workers and run by
them. The experience of this struggle
should be generalised over the whole
country because it is a prelude in its
unification of the various groups of N.
Western workers, and the high level of
combativity, to a greater mobilisation of
large sectors of the working class in the
next stage. It is particularly necessary
to generalise this struggle 1iecause it
arose directly from the arbitrary actions
of wholesale unemployment encouraged by
the capitalist policy of the La,bour
Government. The lock out imposed by
the Data employers, the refusal of an jn,creaSe olf wages to the Longbridge drivers
because they refused to be exploited anymore than necessary (super exploitation

means an increase in productiviW), the
demands by the steel employers that productivity agreement is needed not an increase on the bask rates, shows quite
clearly tl\at the employers are taking full
advantage of the total passivity of the
union ·leaderships
It is totally insufficient to organise committees for the defence of trade union
rights and "collective bargaining" divorced from the anti capitalist programme.
The trade union bureaucrats are only interested in a policy of pressure--as is the
Communist Party-which was announced
at the December 3 Conference. Only if
such committees are given a clear programme of minimum and transitional demands will thi': interests of the workers
be defended. The whole field of industry
is dominated by crisis which are going to
augment not decrease-the crisis on the
railways for example has only been postponed, the struggle over bonuses shows
this-and the workers must generalise
their experience, All the major actions of
the last period show the continuous,
growing fighting spirit of the workers and
the trade union apparatuses fall back
continuously in face of the process. We
appeal to all the unofficial committees of
the workers to develop their own publications and unified committees to discuss
and generalise their experiences. The last

to ,beat capitalism. Arguments, "pressures"
meetings of Government bureaucrats with
union bosses are pure eyewash. .. Only a
policy of mobilising the workers strength
will settle anything.

DEVELOP THE ANTI-CAPITALIST CURRENT
All the process towards passing beyond
economic demands has shown itself most
clearly in the students movement. There
the plush bureaucrats of the NUS at their
recent conference have been forced to attack violently the growing tendency among
students to call for a clear political line
in the s,tudents movement so that students
can express their views on Vietnam,
Rhodesia etc. The NUS leadership can
momentarily block the pressures of the
student vanguard much as the rotting
trade union leaderships can block the

AMONG

THE

STUDENTS

workers, but the historic initiative does not
lie with them because the dynamism of
the workers struggles in this country, the
constant effect of the world revolution and
the constant diminishing of capitalist
authority matures and stimulates the
student vanguard. It is necessary for the
student vanguard to give a political programme to their struggles, to identify
them with the wor~ing class, to intervene
educationally but also in all. the problems
of the masses, to develop their own pu.blications generalising their experiences.

ACCELERATE TIlE UNIFICATION OF WORKERS STRUGGLES IN EUROPE
Spain and Italy remain two of the most
dynamic centres in Europe as regards the
mobilisation of the worker masses but
more and more the tendency develops towards mobillsations of a higher level aD
over Europe. Tlms in France a major
conflict has developed at St. Nazaire.
Here a9 at the BerUet factories, the employers have indulged themselves in a
lock out and the CommJlnist Party despite
aU its massive electoral strength can only
stand by. Lock outs, the policy of the
hard line demands tbe workers policy of
the hard line. The unification of the
workers struggles in Europe is made
particularly difficult by the absence of
workers centres but inevitably the logic
of the situation will develop workers
centres to coordinate the struggles of the
European masses. The metal workers

unions attached to the ICFTU of the common market countries are entering Olt
talks with one of the big market monopolies. Philips of Einhoven who as a super
industrial giant has been rationalis~g production, putting workers on part time' etc.
This is possibly part of an attempt by the
union bureaucracies in the common market to attempt to influence the big monopolies, to mOdify their policies. We put
no confidence in such trade union leaderships whatsoever but the fact of such a
development, a negotiation crossing the
boundaries of countries is an indication
of the necessities for all the European
workers to work towards a common programme, to generalise their experiences~ to
campaign for the 35 hour week, wages
tied to the increase in the cost of living,
the United Socialist States of Europe.

Intensify the campaign for the
release of the Trotskyists
still in prison
We have received news from Spain that all of our comrades have heen freed
by the Franco regime with the exception of Meximo Loizu Fernandez and Jose
Maria Borras. The release of these comrades by the J;'ranco government is a
great victory for the International because it shows that the Franco regime is
afraid of a public trial of Trotskyists, which would only accelerate the decomposition of the Franco regime. They have nevertheless 'kept two comrades in
prison and no date has been fixed for their trial.
In Mexico there· are still 24 of our c~mrades' in lail. Seven of these and
Adolfo Gilly have now been in prison for 1 year and until now no definite date
has been fixed for their trial.
We appeal to all the readers of our paper to 'intensify aU their activities
for the freeing of our comrades in Mexico, in Spain, in Guatemala, Peru, and
Brazil. This should be done by bl)mbarding the embassies of the various governments with demands for the immediate release of our comrades. We appeal
to factory committees, trade union branches and the student movement to do
everything they can to campaign for the release of our. comrades.
We have received news that two of our comrades have been arrested in
Bolivia as a result of increasing repression of the Barrientos regime; which is
now waging a struggle against guerrilla activity in Bolivia and regards the inter.
vention of Trotskyism in this situation as particularly dangerous. We are
awaiting further information on thesse arrests, but in the meantime we urge all
the workers organisations to send protests to the Bolivian government and the
Bolivian embassy demanding the release of our comrades.
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Vietnam, the' political revolution In China,
the Workers Party based on the Trade
Unions and the struggle for socialism
•
In North America
J. POSADAS·
Fidel Oastroin . . sta.temen t to the American journalist Lee
Loockwood said:
"In the United States there is no cmss struggle." No? and what are
the strikes in the Nnited States? What about the demonstrtltions of the
negroes? What abont the demonstrations of the stndents, 20,000 students
from Berk~y? What is this? It is the class struggle, it is the class struggle
in its: most acnte form. In the United States the centre of worM imperialism,
where there is a standard of living which is the highest in the capitalist
system and where North American capitalism claims desperately that its
fnture depends on its ability to smash Vietnam and China, 20,000 students
delllO<nstmte against the intervention in China and these 20,000 stndents are
expressing the public opinion of millions and millions.It is not just 20,000
people in Berkeley who see the· process, it is the concentration of the unequal and combined process in the United States in! such way that the
proletariat cannot express this strengtb but the teachers and stndents express
it.
Above aU Fidel Catro must understand that the majority of those who are
demonstrating are university teachers and
that they are the intellectual and political
reserve of imperiailsm. And they declare
themselves against imperialism. It is not
simply a mere demonstration, a repudiation; it is the expression of the rejection,
by an advanced stratum of North American society, which has felt the world
. advance of the revolution, acceptSi it and
rejects Yankee imperialism. How 18 it
possi<ble not to feel this? This is a most
high expression of the class struggle.
If the proletariat oil' the United States
has not l1een able to do the same action, it is because the historical conditions have prevented it. It is still subject
to the trade union apparatus, to the lack
of political life. It lacks the means of
'expreision, The students i are not'sub-

ject to the apparatus, as are the workers and are independent in a·· certain
way and can express themselves. But
Fidel Castro knows this and all those
who like him, deride the North Americltn masses, make an unworthy slander
on the North American masses It is unworthy because the students and teach·
ers are not isolated superficial elements
of North American society, they live the
life of North American society. The
North American petit bourgeoisie-the
base of support joined to that of the
bureaucratic apparatus and the North
American workers aristocracY'--intellectualty interested, is observing socially the
constant decrepitude of North American
capitalism. Albove all, after the assassination of Kennedy there is the process
of vertiginol,ls advance in the United
States.

THE ASSASSINATION OF KENNEDY AND THE STRUGGLE
ENCY IN·YANKEE IMPERIALISM
The assassination of Kennedy impelled
a very large stratum of intellectuals to
the realisation of the collapse of yankee
imperialism, a very large stratum of intellectuals. Thcse people did not react
. from their own deductions, each in his
own house; the social force which impells them is not the result is never the
result-never throughout human history-of an individual decision. It can express
itself individually but the force which
impeUs this to show itself is because It
recognises, expresses and is impelled by a
social force superior to it; that is to
say, the public opinion which discusses,
in the factories the workers areas and
the negro areas. They are reflecting the
repudiation of imperialism by a very
large sector, of great social weight, the
petit bour,geoisie, the workers, peasants
and
negroes who are against the
In not associatwar in Vietnam.
ing themselves with the Americans in
Vietnam, they are against the war
and 'receive the influence of the world
revolution. They express in an indirect
form the influence of the world revolution. Against· fascism, Roosevelt was able
to unite all the. American people; why
cannot they do it now? Fidel Castro
ignores this; he must learn to respect
this. Recently the discussion in North
America over the assassination
of
Kennedy ·has extended enormously. And
each time witnesses ll!ppear, coming closer
to saying who it was responsible for his
assassination Now Scotland Yard makes
its appearance. They knew all this before hand, why is it coming out now?
Why are they denouncing the assassination now? It is a way of exerting
pressure-very
powerful
pressure
as
when (Kennedy) was assassinated but in
reverse-to contain a tendency in the
United States which wishes now to extend the war, to extend it, to invade
China. They have just contained the
threat by the denunciation. It is a blackmail in the struggle between the sectors
Olf American Imperialism, nothing more.
They resort to this blackmail to contain
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this sector. Nothing more. Everything
which they are saying now, tJ:1ey already
know. And they are making this blackmail because the Kennedy sector is connccted to one sector of American Imperialism, of the 'big capitalists, and does
not have the same intere&t as the other
sector, of the Pentagon which depends
on nuclear weapons on 'military production, on heavy industry. The big financial circles feel that the stage .of advance and economic equilibrium in the
United States is closing and each time
the pressures towards recession which
leads to crisis are much more frequent.
Those circles which determine the North
American economy-above all petroleum
and steel-the great banks which dominates the United States will be paralysed
if the war stops in Vietnam. Because the
20 thousand million dollars which they
spend in Vietnam are part of the 75
thousand million dollars which these assassins waste on military expenditure.
They would lbe paralysed if this stopped.
And as it is these who dominate, who
determine the economy, because it is
they who invest provide the reinvestments, the stimulants and ,basis of the
economy which governs the rest, they
would be paralysed. Whilst the other
sector ·belongs to the big manufacturing
bourgeoisie, an industrial sector which
dOes not depend directly on the war.
It has a direct interest in the war for
the social reasons of smashing the ma,ses, but it 'has no interest in extending
it now. Its interest is in the market which
does not depend on the war. That is
the difference.
.
When Walter Lipmann says: "It is
necessary to recognise China. It is
necessary to allow it to dominate Asia,
we should withdraw". He is saying, it
is better to accept the leser evil meaning
to recognise that evidently imperialism is
going to lose positions in Asia ·but it
must withdraw to try to gain historic
time. This is their historic indecision,
the historic indecision of capitalism.
When Lipmann proposes a withdrawal,

it is because he feels that American
capitalism does not possess the historic
force to oppose the revolution in Asia,
Mrica, Latin America, and Europe. And
he tries to withdraw and to ,gain historic time. It is the decomposition, the insecurity of capitalism which cannot
centralise its decisions in a united way.
In the differentiation among them,
over positions and strategy, the bases. of
the differentation of economic and social
interests are the differences in the market. All are united in the desire to
smash Vietnam, China and the Soviet
Union also. But as they have distinct interests they try to make use
of distinct historic positions. The rest
depends on the capacity of each one.
All these people who now analyse that
Kennedy was assassinated, why did they
not say so before? Why did they not
raise a campaign before? If it is the
same, it was evident that the assassination of Kennedy was a blow and a repudiatioq . of the authority of Yankee
Imperialism. It was an enormous blow.

We insist that since the assassination
of Kennedy, the stages of advance, of
mobilisations in the repudiation of
,capitalism and the progress of the wings
which condemn the war in Vietnam,
,have been accelerated and abbreviated.
There has been an enormous stimulus
to the intellectuals who were a point of
supporfl for American .capitalism, and
they have advanced to the rejection of
A~erican·. .cap!talis,.:
.
The social superiority of the worker
states is the most powerful instrument
to influence the·· Norh American masses. For this reason the mobilisations of
the masses in China, the councils of
workers and peasants in Shanghai, the

assemblies of workers, soldiers, peasants
and students in Peking, Mukden, and
other cities are exercising an enormous
influence on the North American masses. It is not visible now but they are
penetrating the consciousness' of the
American masse8 and they are teaching
them how to organise.
The masses historically have shown
that they are capahle of assimilating and
receiving the most elevated experiences
of history. For this reason there is a revolution in a country as far away as
Mali---where people have hardly anything
to live upon, apart from the leaves on
the trees-and they take power and establish the collectivisation of agriculture_
And how has this come about? If they
did not follow events they woud not
know what collectivisation was. But they
have been listening to the radio and discussing; the students, the sons of petit
bourgeoisie of the poor peasants, have
seen the revolution advancing in the
world; all this has been concentrated in
this unequal and combined ,process and
has had as a result "collectivisation is
better".
And in the United States' also. The
masses in North America are preparing
for a historical leap, and in the discussion, Yankee imperialism is calculating
this process, to launch the war before the
masses advance. This can be through a
strike, any strik~ and we say it with full
historic responsibility. A particular strike
mdepend,ent
cl\n accelemtea,rQ(:es~
acti()nsby the masses, free from their .own
leaderships; The interiOr weakness of the
North American masses which consists
of the internal absence of a particular
party of independent trade unions is compensated by the enormous influence of the
revolution and now of China.

0' .

THE POLITICAL REVOLUTION IN CmNA WEAKENS CAPITALISM
China is, the world centre which is going to tend to liberate the forces of the
revolution oppressed and repressed by the
nationalist bureaucratic leadership of the
Communist Parties and of the workers
states, and also of American imperialism.
This is the immense factor which China
fulfills of which the Chinese leaders do
not take account. We say with all the
respect which the Chinese revolutionaries
merit, whom we support with all our
revolutionary fraternity, that they do not
take this into account, if they did, they
would seeik support by means of appeals,
resolutions" by means of the independent
mass organisJ;:ns, aimed at a<broad.
In the next stages this process is going
to become ever more dominant. And will
overflow into the United States. The
Americans think that they are aU powerful becau~ they have many nuclear
weapons. And Johnson all the time counts
them to see how many they have and
everytime he goes to sleep he says we
have got all the bombs havn't we? And
they say yes, but the Red Guards have
formed a new commission and he has to
say so much the worst for us. Thi& bomb
is more powerful than ours. And now
it is not the Red Guards but the workers
of Shanghai who propose workers committees.
The revolution does not ask permission to advance
The progress of the
political revolution in China is weakening capitalism. Each advance of the
political revolution weakens capitalism.
The military forces of imperialism increase but the social forces diminish. This
is the fundamental question. Each advance of the political revolution in China
increases the preoccupation of the North
American masses with the world revolution. They mobili~e, push forward, intervene and they are preparing the rising
of the North American masses. The more

progress in the Chinese revolution,the
more it advances the power to stimulate
the revolution in North America. And
although imperialism may intervene, the
progress of the revolution has conquered
sufficient bases already in the United
States and enormous progress. This does
not mean that the development of the
revolution is going to determine imperialism to launch the war immediately. No.
The advance of the revolution can determine the gain of an immense historic
stage. Our difference with the communists
and with the Chinese before and with
Fidel Castro is that they lYelieve that the
advance of the revolution isgoin,g to
paralyse imperialism. We say no. It can
push it back, make it retreat; the revolution advances, !but imperialism equally is
going to launch the war, because they
have no other reply to give, than to 'defend themselves from the process, from
the socialist revolution, than the war. But
it is ,going to occur in the worst conditions for them, not the conditions they
want. The more the revolution advances.
the more it dis organises the forces and
the world capitalist united front, the
more it impells the masses, to intervene:
consequently, the' intervention of the
nuclear war of imperialism takes place
in the weakest conditions for capitalism.
For this. reason the more the political revolution advances in China, and in the
U.S.S.R. and smashes imperialism in
Vietnam, throws it out of Vietnam, which
it can do, the more the revolution advances on a world scale. The communists believe that it is possible to contain
imperialism, the Chinese believe this also.
.funperialism cannot be contained: Vietnam
demonstrates this. But with the advance
of the revolution it can be weakened.
weakened, weakened. It weakens, it constantlyand when the war is launched, ,it
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3.·
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exploit this. Now the revolution can
itself take the initiative: for example by
.appealing to the North American masses
to rise. It is undoub;ted that the appeal
does not mean that the rising takes place
there and then, but an appeal to the
North American masses means already
lhat it is going to effect the North American masses. And the ltPpeal does. not
mean simply a resolution; "revolt". It
means intervening by means of the ex- war. It is the desperation of imperialism
ample of the development of the mobilwhich is going towards the war.
isations of the masses as in China, demonA sector of American imperialism in
strated the ascendancy of the political re- order to control the other sector from
voluLon and to organise as does the IV
escalating the war against China has to·
International.
threaten tha~ it is going to reveal the
All this arrangement that Yankee im- names of the assassiins of Kennedy; when
perialism has made with the soviet it resorts to such blackmail, it is because
bureaucracy not to use outer space has of the contradictions of American imperbeen a lie. And the So'viet Union has a ialism and of world capitalism. American
perfect right to break this 'agreement, to imperialism realises that it is losing the
ignorv it. The Yankees made this agree- control of world capitalism. And its interment because they are in the inferior nal struggles reflect among other things
position. And the soviet bureaucracy sign- the desire to launch the nuclear war" not
ed it with a miserable and treacherous atonly the development of the world retitude, to give security to capitalism that volution but the controL of world capitthey are not going to launch the war.
alism. And the conditions for the launchThe attitude of the soviets is to give ing of the war each time increase more
security to the alliance with capitalism, and more; crisis, revolution, advance ot
whilst the soviets should say: "no, I will the political revolution in China. In Cuba,
utilise all the means in my power in de- development of the world revolution. It
fence of the revolution to impel the re~
is 'undoubted that imperialism cannot
volution". Thus Lenin and Trotsky acted . allow the political revolution in China,
when they wished them to make a com- nor in the Soviet Union nor in Cuba nor
promise not to extend the revolution. And can it support the loss of Vietnam. It
Lenin .and Trotsky said to them: we will
does not mean that automatically impernot extend the revolution, when we 'do not ialism in the development of the politichave the strength. But as soon as we have, al revolution in China is going to unwe are going to extend it." This was the leash the nuclear' war but the nuclear
declaration of( Lenin and Trotsky, on an world war is inevitaJble. Walter Reuther,
sides. They would' never sign an agree- president of the auto workers industry
ment not to extend the revolution. Lenin has res~gned his position in the Directing
said: if we signed it, it would have no Committee of the AFL-CIO in the name
value because the masses would send it of his trade union which is the most imto the devil.
portant trade union in the United States.
The bureaucracy signed this comprom- He accused the leadership of the AFLise with imperialism to .assure world cm of not struggling for the increase of
caiptalism that it was not going to extend wages and of supporting the war in
the revolution, the struggle, that is was Vietnam. Reuther is an old careerist
not going to unleash the war and to give trade union bureaucrat who plays the
security to capitalism in the world capit- role in the North American trade union
alist alIiance,But this' is a blow against movement of the representative. of. capitale
the masses of the world, because it pre- ism before the workers. He has been
sents capitalism as dedicated to the pacific- one of the principle allies, integral allies
ation, to the scientific use, to the human olf the directing strata, of the workers
use of the assa!lsin means of nuclear centres against' the masses. He is a
.arms, and at the same time it directs it- potentate who lives at the expense of
self to the masses of the world showing the workers movement with a salary
its refusal to pelp the revolution. While superior to the presidents and the ministers
the Yanks in Vietnam use everything of the states. This position which Reuter
which they have-already they have in haSt just adopted does not indicate that
Vietnam nuclear weapons to try to con- he works in defence of the anti· capitalist
tain the revolution and invade China- interests of the workers but he feels the
the soviets declare. "iNo we will not utilise increasing discontent among the worker
the arms-which are superior at this stage masses who demand higher wages, demoto the Americans~but we hope that the cratic rights, opposition to the war of
Americans are prepared to discuss with imperialism in Vietnam.
us". That is to say the alliance with
capitalism.
Reuter feels the constant loss of
authority
of Yankee imperialism, the disThe Americans have launched the
astronauts, desperate to try to conquer integration of imperialism and tbe adspace, t& recover or to approximate to vance of tbe world revolution. The
the pr&gress of the soviets. The death of Nortb American masses without a party,
the astronauts shows the empiricism of without organisation or trade union life
Yankee imperialism which seeks at all and class political life, can express themcosts to overcome its technical incapacity selves in every way, even in an indirect
to try to gain time. This indicates that way and a disfigured way. 'Otey manifest
there is a very great acceleration towards their wiD and show that there exists a
the war. Very great. It is necessary to vanguard disposed to. organise itself in
hurry, hurry. This shows that within im- a class form and to' support the world
perialism there is a tendency which is urg- revolution, Vietnam, the workers state,
ent, desperate, because it feels that the above all Cbina.
This declaration of Reuter was made
recession, that tbe crisis, that tbe world
decomposition of capitalism is very ·near. in the full measure of the process of the
And tbat it is losing control of the functi- political revolution in China, but nevertheless in an indirect form reflected the
oning of world capitalism.
This explosion of the cosmonaut ship deep pressure on the North American
shows the weakness, the fear oIf imperial- masses. and a sector of the petit bourgeism seeing the advance of the social, oisie, the students particularly. exercised
political and economic cnS1S and the by the struggle of the negroes and the
frantic efforts, the desire to produce arms elevation of the struggle of the negroes
to equal those of the soviets or to sur- to combine the demand for their depass them, to unleash the war. It is not mocratic social rIghts with the struggle
going to wlVit for superior arms, it is go- for their rights against capitalism.
But Yankee imperialism is preparing
ing to unleash the war under whatever
circumstances, at whatever time. It shows for war. The meeting at Honolulu was
that it is disposed at any time
launch· not to see whetber or not an advance
the war. This can show a competition of three metres. Tbe plan of imperialism
among them because each sector: navy, was mucb greater. Nevertheless they were
aviation, army l),as its own organisation ... contained. Why? What held: them? It is
It can indicate competition among them the enormous pressure also of this in·
and sabotage; but we believe that in depth terior mobilisation and of the negroes.
it is more than this. It is the empiricism Fidel Castro does not refer to the negroof imperialism ,but in this case the empiric- es, he iguores them. The Chinese in part
ism is, determined by its consciousness take account of them but very superfici.
that only a little time remains and it is ally. The mobilisation of the negroes bas
trying at whatever cost to launch the played a. tremendous role. It is enough
<CaI1
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measure the historic conclusionCastro a,bove all should understand this,
tbat tbe division of the races, the persecut1O'n O'f ~he negroes and the submission
0'1' the negrO'es is an objective necessity
of American capitalism.
From the commercial and social point
of view, it would be convenient for
American imperialism to eliminate differ-

entiation lbecause 'it would extend the internal market and gain social authority
before the masses But at the same time
as we are in 1967, to give such equality,
stimulates the struggles of the negroes
'and the negroes, are going to see that its
struggle is not racial but revolves around
its social situation in the economy, in the
class. And they are united to the American proletariat and are going to stimulate
the American proletariat to an uncontainable struggle.. For this reason, Imperialism adopts a contradictory position, attempting to give a solution to the pressure of the sitruggies of the negroes, and
not having the historic strength ,to solve
it. They cannot do so. In the full process why have they not been able to
mobilise the whites against the negroes?
Imperialism has not got the strength to
do it.

l\'EGRO MASSES GAIN CONFIDENCE
The mohilisations of ~he negroes are
a direct indicltion of the world influence
of the revolution. The slogans, the objectiveSl of the mobilisations of the negroes
are elevating themselves. The negroe's
bourgeois and petit ,bourgeois accomodated leaderships who use the struggles of
the poor negrJ masses to, gain a superior
social· position in the heart of North
American ibourgeois class society, are losing strength and authority. This is the
conscious objective of the protest movements directed by the religious leaders,
by l(ing and Co. But the North American
negro masses feel that they are the immensly poor majority, the most enslaved,
those who have the least wages, and feel
that it is not a question of demanding
only the right to vote but the improve~
ment of their concrete and historic conditions of life.
The· world development of the struggles of the masses in Vietnam,' the development of the political revolution in
China, the struggles, of the European proletariat, of the African masses and the
anti imperialist and anti ca.pitalist struggles of Latin America particularly of
Santo Domingo, stimulates them in
fluences them and teaches them the road
to take to fight for their concrete social,
economic, and historic rights. But nevertheless the struggle of the North American masses,. the constant strikes even the
limited sectors OIf the economy, sectors
of relative weight in· the economy, the
mobilisations of the students in Berkeley,
of New York, of Chicago, helps them to
organise their comprehension and political decision that to understand the social
struggle is more profound than that presented by theIr religious and petit bourgeois leaders. To conquer their democratic
rights of racial and social equality, they
bave to fight against capitalism. The world
revolution, the struggle of the masses of
Europe, of Asia, Africa and of Latin
America, the masses of Vietnam and of
China, perform the role of orientator and
political organisers of the negro and exploited masses of the United States and
influences its claSSl unification in the next
period.
American imperialism supports itself,
maintains itself in racial segregation as a
fundamental means to impede the unification of the proletarian class of blacks
and wbites. The· negro proletariat does
not see its white brotbers, the white proletariat defends it, struggles for it as an.
organisation. For this reason a certain
ecbo over the exploited negro masses has
been obtained by tbe organisation and
tbe appeals of the bourgeois and petit
bourgeois religious leaders who circumscribe tbe mobilisations of tbe negroes
with the ,claims for racial rigbts witbin
the capitalist system, although this is impossible to obtain. But already there is
developing within the heart of the negro

proletariat of the radicalised negro petit
bourgeois masses the idea tbat there is·
no partial solution against racial segregation but that it is a class problem, an anti
capitalist problem.
Without a class party, without independant organisms and class organisms
the North American exploited masses caunot weigh, cannot be the centre of the
manifestations of the social discountent
of the workers, of the peasants, nor of
the isolated strikes even important ones.
The proletarian vanguard party marxist
revolutionary party has not been able to
develop. But the declaration of Reuther,
the mobilisations of the negroes and of
the students, of the strikes with a class
direction shows that there is a vanguard
whieh receives the' influence of the revolution and accepts them and in an indirect form interprets the sentiment of
the North American masses_ A very large
sector of the North American masses
which receives the revolutionary struggles
of the masses of the world, expresses the
fact, indicates that the North American
masses aer aware of the struggles of the
world masses in their struggle against
capitalism and against imperialism.
The North American .masses bave· a
standard of life superior to the rest ()if
the masses of the world. The development of American capitalism appears as
the most powerful development of world
capitalism. The capitalist middle class
accomodated to capitalism have an immense weight in the North American
social life. Utilitarianism, base of the
economic development of capitalism of
North American society has an immense
influence. But the crisis developms and
advances in the United States.
In the United States as in the rest of
the capitalist world, the economy develops fundamentally ,based on military
expenditure in ·the production of arms,
nuclear weapons, military and police expenses for police terrorism and repression
against revolutionary movements.
The production and productivity of
American capitalism advances constantly,
above all productivity increases. The production by means of automation and
computers prol1~~sses and increases productivity constantly. But all the increase
in production and productivity is swallowed up, is channeled into and a.bsorbed
by the waste of the prep!\ration of the
atomic war against . the Workers States
and the' world revolution. A fundamental
part is dedicated to the war which imperialism is waging in Vietnam and the preparation of the war with China.
The American masses are prevented
from developing their standard of living.
In historic comparison there is a relative
retreat between the powerful increase of
production, of automation, and productivity, and the living conditions of the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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SPARTACIST AND IMPERIALISM
UNITED AGAINST TROTSKYISM
J. POSABAS JB. 2. 196'?'
INTRODUCTION
(SMALL EX11RAcrS)
Below we present an article about
SPARTACIST. This is a little group of
people in which there are militants who
seek the road to socialism, who are seeking to understand the world revolution
and the struggle for socialism in the
U.S.A. This Sparticist group is not
Trotskyist, it is far from the IV International. Its policy. its interpretation of
events, its lack of any programme of revolutionary policy for the USA and for
the world is far from the IV International nor of Trotskyism. It does not present
itself as such, nor is it guided by the
conceptions of Trotsky, but by a liberal
pragmatism, with radical language· but
whose political positions, whose object·
ive, concrete policy on a world scale is
against the objective course of the d·evelopment of the revolution, fundamentally in two vital centres of interest for
Yankee impedaJism: Cuba and China.
This group does not have any importance
in itself. It is of recent formation, and
by its publications, reflects left liberalism, radical in form, and the· absence of
a revolutionary policy.
This group has just made a public attack on J. Posadas and the IV International. We are not interested nor worl;'ie(\ by their attacks. The capitalist

world press, the Yankee, European and
Latin-American press, dedicates itself to
advertising the danger of the positions
the policY, which the IV International
led by J. Posadas holds; from the "New
York Times", "H Tempo"· of Rome,
"Jaurnal da Tarde" of Brazil, "Universal", "Excelsior", and ;'Novdades~', the
review "Siempre" in Mexico, to the attack by Fidel Castro. The slanders, the
denigrations of the Spartacist group do
not worfY us; it does not have any influence or importance. But even if it is
a small group, the bulletin which they
edit ill English is sent to aU parts of the
world. They also publish in this article
in their bulletin an article describing
Guevara
as
a
counter-revolutionary
bureaucrat, Fidel castro and Guevaro as
counter-revolutionafY
bureaucrats
and
thus call for the overthrow of Fidel
Castro as the fundamental task of the
Cuban masses. In another number, they
presented the process of the political revolution in China as an inter-bureaucratic struggle, as a mere bureaucratic
struggle equal
that in the epoch of
Stalin and they call the masses to overthrow Mao as the principle task.
As these people publish parroted repetitions of the texts of Trotsky, appear to
be . Trotsykiists, and they can appear before th~ English speaking public particularly of the United States, even if their
confusion will be minimnm, they could

to

be confused with Trotskyist positions.
A little time ago, we don't know where
a forged "Voz Proletaria" of Argentina
was published. It presented "Voz ProIetaria" of the Argentine as publishing an
article of the Chinese against Fidel
Castro and calling for the overthrow of
Fidel Castro.
It has the same line as Spartacist. This
falsification has its object to present
Trotskyism allied to counter-revolutionafY positions, to discredit TrQtskyism before the Chinese and Cuban masses.
"Spartacist" follows the same road. It
slanders and denigrates the Trotskyists
and the IV International. It presents
Posadas as a ''Hysterical Guevarist" but
explain nothing to show this. And these
agents . of imperialism lie because they
know that it was Posadas who publically
criticised Gueval;'a and Fidel Castro and
that he carried on the polemic and theoretical struggle to impel the base of
Fidel Castro and he himself in order to
gain them consciously for Marxism. But
without waiting for the reaction for
Fidel Castro, we appeal to the Cuban
masses to fight for soviets, for proletarian democracy, for a socialist moral
stimulus, for the support of the world
socialist revolution. The fundamental problem of the United States is the independent ofganisation of the exploited
masses. It is the constructIon of the revofutionafY ofganism of the base for the

independant and final action of the masses and· of the proletariat so that it can
organise and direct the struggle of the
masses and through its leadership resolve all the problems of capitalist exploitation. Only the fight for workers
and farmers power will resolve the problem of the negroes. But for this the independant class organisation of the proletariat is necessary. The masses are concentrated on the trade unions and this
is the basis for their political organisation, the workers party based on the trade
union. This was the teaching which
Trotsky gave to the American trotskyists
but which they rejected.
This Spartacist group, still born, by
its conclusion in the United States and
partly of the world is a bad apprentice
of marxism. On the contrary it expresses
petulance, contempt and depreciation for
revolutionary organisms and it bases it·
self only on the sovereignty of Yankee
imperialism, on the power of the Yankee
imperialism.
We call the militants of Spartacist interested in developing objectively the
socialist revolution, to fight for the workers party based on the trade unions, to
defend unconditionally the revolution in
China and the development of the political revolution in Cuba and to combat the
arrogant petit bourgeoisie .of the Spartacist, ofganising the movement for the
essential defence of these ideas•

•
Since 1953. we have tried·· to infiuem;e
the . lSpartacist ,group in North America.
This group is the. result of a split in the
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), from
which it organised itself as a group
against the Cuban revolution and against
the course of the political revolution in
China. It did not consider Cuba as a
workers state and considered China as
having a petit bourgeois government and
the process of the political revolution as
a manoeuver of the leadership of Mao
Tse Tung to conceal the economic difficultiefl in China and repeat what Stalin
did in 1936. They looked upon the Mao
Tse Tung tendency as a new version of
Stalinism. They were and are against the
idea that the nuclear war is inevitwble
and that it is necessary to prepare for
the nuclea'r war. They were and are
against the necessity to prepare and
organise for the nuclear war before, during and after the nnclear war to struggle
for power and to develop socialism. They
have not participated and do not participate in the struggles olf the tendencies
in Cu'ba and in China" and in the rest
of the world, the f}truggle to push forward the revolutionary tendencies in the
communist parties and within the wor!>:ers states to propel the revolution.
Their break with the S.W.P. was not
due to their programme or their political
objectives in defence of the revolutionary
positions of this stage of the IV International but for reasons, for struggles of
tendencies, for positions and leaderships
completely remote from all the problems
positions and objectives which this stage
of history requires to struggle for socialism, the essential basis for which is to
understand, and to extend the struggles
olf the masses as they are today whether
in Cuba, China, the Soviet Union, in
,France or .Brazil. And also it is necessary to participate and to inter-vene in
the struggles of the leaderships of all
the communist parties but particularly in
the workers states in China and Cuba
because from them will arise the forces
which impel the political revolution or
that receive the pressure of the masses
to develop some of the necessary tasks
for the development of the political .revolution. Although this leadership lasts
only a little time, it is necessary to understand each periOd and each stage to
intervene and impel the forces which in

each stage. receive ()r are. obliged to receive the pressure of the world revolution
forcing them to struggle.
Without the comprehensiQn of the world
proces$, without the correct interpretation of the characterisation of the workets
states, particularly China, and Cuba, it
is impossible to understand the course,
the periods, the stages to impel the development of the revolution and to know
how to distinguish between the intentions,
.between the forced advance of the leadership Or existing leaderships, to know how
to exploit in depth the particular circum-·
stances and the revolutionary intentions
of the masses to develop the new revolutionary leadership. These people in
Spartacist despise and are not interested
in the revolutionary course of the movement as it is given in Cuba, China and
also in the Soviet Union.
The S.W.P. from 1950 broke with the
IV International with its policy, programme and centralised functioning. Progressively its remoteness from revolutionary ideas was accentuated uritil it abandoned them completely and became a
liberal socialising movement.
The central task for organising the
North American ma~ses for its independant class life, for its struggles for power
as TrotSiky expressed in his time and as
is still necessary, is. summarised in the
THE
WORKERS
PARTY
slogan:
BASED ON THE TRADE UNIONS.
The understanding of the course of the
Chinese revolution today, is the fundamental centre to organise the Trotskyist
party, the Trotskyist organisation in
North America.
To understand in cons,equence the
Cuban revolution, to understand the courSe
of the Chinese revolution, in their
origins and as they are now, to understand the task in North America to
organise the masses is the indisputable
and basic condition for the organisation of the IV International in
North America. Spartacist does, not understand, it is against the conception
which the IV International has over
China" Cuba, over the struggles of the
masses in ,Latin America and over the
Workers party hased on the Trade Unions
in North America.
This group broke from the S.W.P.
without a programme, without a policy,
it had the same line as that of the S.W.P.,

more .to the Jeft, ;but ·the same essential
line as the S.W.P., in the same way ~s it
ignored and undervalued the struggle for
the workers party based on the trade
unions and did not recognise the political
rcvolutiohihChiha ahd Cuba. In their
publications and in their policy and in
their programme the Spartacist group do
not speak in the name of the IV International or calL for the struggle for the
IV International. .They utilise the name
of Trotsky and not that of the IV International. They utilise the abstract
name of Trotskyism but not that of the
IV International. They express thus the
Ifear of confronting and organising the
North American petit bourgeoisie which
is their s.mall 'base of support a:nd their
fear is because they themselves are not
in agreement, do nof understand and feel
the weight of the IV International. For
this reason until recently they were
a,gents representing the Healy group of
England and they left it because Healy
broke with them. The adventuristic
policy of .Healy, the sectarian interests
of Healy cannot sustain prolonged relations with any other group. The relation
between Healy and Spartacist was not
determined by any political 'basis, it is.
sufficient to see their publications, it was
a simple agreement against Cannon. It
expressed no political interest because

there was none, theJ;e is no rev!31ution~ry
political programme or policy ,because
both were against the Chinese revolution,
llIgainst the Cuban revolution, a,gainst the
workers .party based on· the trade unions
in: North America, against the perspective of the inevitable nuclear war ..
We have discussed personally with
these groups ~mowing that their positions
were far from those of the IV International. We considered that it was possible to influence them, we tried to do
sO and we discussed with them twice
afterwards. Gilly di~cussed with them and
recently .another comrade also. Through
direct discussions with them, as through
our documents, the newspapers of the
sections which they know, which they
have
read,
they have heard
our
positions. They know our positions including those on Guevara. We criticise
Guevara, we fought against Guevara to
persuade him, to try to win him over
to our position, to try to influence him
towards the positions of the IV International, hecause we have seen and understood that the Guevarist tendency
was sensitive to revolutionary positions
and effectively it was so. Guevara was
eliminated ,because he was developing
towards understanding the revolutionary
positions of the world socialist revolution,
for this reason they eliminated him.

NATIONALISM, THE GUERRILLAS AND TROTSKYISM
When the 13th November revolutionary
movement was disintegrating, we intervened and succeeded in reorganising it,
impeding its dispersion and organising it
on the basis of the programme of the
socialist revolution which they accepted.
The M.R. 13 movement was with every
guerilla movement a diffuse movement
and we succeeded in gaining part
of its leadership to the, conscious programme of the IV International. In the
declaration of the Sierra de las Minas
of 1965, they accepted the programme
of the socialist revolution and the strug,gle for the worker and peasant government and in the later declaration of
November 1966 in reply to the attack
of Fidel Castro on the M.R. 13 movement, the leadership, the council of the
13 November movement rejected the
attacks of Fidel Castro on the M.R. 13
and on the IV International and declar-

ed its solidarity with the IV Internationaland the acceptance oIf the orientation
of the IV International.
Our o,bjective was to enahle the M.R. 13
to function as a party and they accepted
this and in their public declaration said
so. A period was necessary to develop,
the effective functioning of the party.
We :based ourselves for this task on a
sector of the team of the leadership for
the M.R. 13
against another, direct
agents of the Communist Party and of
Fidel Castro. We won. The assassination
took place in August 1965 of 5 leaders
and afterwards David Aguilar, Eunice
Campiran, Francisco Amado and Chinto
were assasssinated; these four were members of the IV International. Of seven
leaders of the M.R. 13, 5 were members
of the ,IV International. The assassination
of our leaders waS a direct action
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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organised by the Communist Party stimulated by Fidel Castro, directly or indirectly to prevent the M.R. 13 developing as a revolutionary party.
This experience of the M.R.13 was
cut short but it was not lost. The forces
opposed to the development of a socialist revolution in this particular experience were very powerful, they had
material means and concrete means to
repress the historic experience, of the
passage of a guerilla group to the
functioning of a revolutionary party, defending the process of the socialist revolution. The expulsion of two members
of the IV International, the denunciation
against the IV International for the use
of money has no historic importance. As
has been stated in our documents, the
use of money is conditioned by the interests of the world development of revolution, in arranging where it may be
necessary to USe it and also this money
was obtained by the direct action of our
comrades. But even when accusing us
over the use of money, Yon Sosa declared that he was defending the programme of the IV International and
pUiblicly thanked the comrades of the IV
International !'or everything which they
had learned rubout marxism and as a revolutionary leadership.
The programme of the socialist revolution adopted by the M.R. 13 put
forward by our comrades has an immense
influence. A month ago Douglas Bravo
in an interview with a Mexican jonrnalist
wrote in the review "Succesos" that in
Venezuela, it was not possible to apply
the programme of the socialist revolution
of the M.R.13 and of the Trotskyists,
because in Venezuela there are different
conditions from those in Guatemala. A
sector of the Columbian guerrillas has
been gnided by the programme of the
socialist revolntion of the M.R. 13, they
do not understand it all, but they try to
follow the example of the M.R. 13 movement.
As much in North America, as in
Latin America, as in Asia and Africa,
a very great discussion has taken place
around tpe example, gnided by the IV
International, o'fa guerrilla group without a programme and disintegrating,
elevating itself to accept and understand
that there could ~not be a guerrilla group
independent of the party, of the objective, of the programme of the socialist
revolution.
And the programme of the socialist
revolution is 'a force which guides the
action of the party and the gnerrillas
form a, part of the party, not acting as
a force in themselves. It is an experience
for the masses of the world. The organisation of the guerrillas is an inevitable
consequence of the contradiction between
the maturing of the objective conditions
of the s!truggle for power, of the disorganisation, of the crisis of capitalism
and of the bourgeoisie and of the a:bsence
of the revolutionary workers party of
the masses and of the radicalisation of
intellectual
layers,
professional
layers of the petit bourgeoisie influenced by
the world revolution. The guerrillas are
an inevitable result of the process, the
inevita;ble beginnill!g of struggles' which
show revolutionary will and revolutionary decision. It is necessary to base oneself on this revolutionary will, to organise it in the service of the socialist revolution of which the struggle of the
guerrillas forms part.
The revolutionary struggle of the
peasants, petit bourgeois masses and of
the soldiers advances and develops objective historical conditions not dependant on us. In different ways the stimulus
which impels all these movements is the
desire for the change of society. As
there is no objective world centre to
orientate them, they take the deffused
form of guerrillas and a selection is
made among those who wish to overthrow capitalist power and those who
are impelled to struggle but remain within individual discontent. That is the
movement and thus it is necessary to
interven. Thus we intervened with the
M.R. 13 to raise it, to elevate it and to
influence it with the programme of the
socialist revolution, the groups and revolutionary tendencies. For this reason
came the attack of Fidel Castro in the
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we have 14 sections, when the IV International has 14 newspapers Ibrings out
bulletins, the Latin American Marxist
Review, the European Marxist Review,
Tri-Continental Conference because it vides a base and experience which will has comrades arrested and denounced
showed that the IV International was be a guide for the next guerrilla and pu:blically in the bourgeois press for revolutionary activities in Mexico, Cuba,
capable, that we were capable of taking revolutionary movement.
The historic difference of beneficial im- Brazil, Peru, Spain, Argentine, Bolivia,
a revolutionary movement in dissolution
and transforming it into a functioning portance for the action of the IV Inter- GUatemala, when they intervene in electparty.
national which has influenced the M.iR.13 ions in Uruguay, Peru, and France, and
This experience was not completed be- and other Guerrilla groups is that it are publically attacked by Fidel Castro
cause they assassinated the political shows with an outstanding example from as an organisation.
This should impose respect on honest
leadership of this 'movement; a political life itself, that it was possible to develop
leadership which was being in part gain- the activity of the guerrilla group in the r.evolutionaries and this Spartacist group
ed by the IV International but they firm objective of the programme of the knowing all the newspapers and activwere not able to prevent the programme socialist revolution. This can be seen as ies of the IV International speaks of the
of the socialist revolution and the IV In- possible and necessary. With this con' "Posadas group", this is an attempt to
ternatinal influencing the guerrillas and ception we have gained the Guevaris: slander and denigrate and diminish the
revolutionary currents of Asia, Africa tendency. We have influenced while WI: development of the IV International, to
and Latin America and also a section have criticised and we strllggle to elev- ma:ke themselves feel more important.
They do not feel the political revolutof the radicalised petit bouI1geoisie of the ate them to the consciousness of thl!
United States. This is an experience and programme of the socialist revolution of ion in China, in Cuba, and in the world,
and in their consciousness and publicata conquest already realised which pro- this stage.
ions there is neither the language nor
the revolutionary spirit which comes from
THE POLITICAL REVOLUTION IN CHINA AND THE ORGANISATION OF
these movements and for this reason
TROTSKYISM IN THE UNITED STATES
they speak of the 'Posadas group'. On
The 'Cultural revolution' the political gronp shows its rejection of the road the other hand they receive the influence
revolution in China shows objectively of revolutionary organisation of learning of Imperialism, which expresses, itself in
with complete precision that it is not from the experiences of history, learning their arrogant attitude, remote from
possible to be mistaken. The masses from the IV International on the re- reality and ignoring the visible fact of the
intervene giving a progressive revolution- volutionary struggle, on the experiences IV International. This contempt is the
ary road with a concrete programme analysis and conclusions, but they do direct influence of American imperialagainst the administrators; revocability not only resist, they refuse to learn and ism, of the military weight of American
of mandate; democratic elections; equa- now in their recent publications, they imperialism which ma:l:es them feel strong,
lity of wages; workers committees in accuse us of positions which are not powerful and hence they despise the
factories to direct the factories with ours. They conceal our programme, our truth. They do not feel strong with the
equal pay exercising the right of critic- objectives, pervert 'our positions, slander political revolution in China with the
ism; the military leaders are obliged to our comrades, stab them in the back and revolution throughout the world with the
work- as workers; elimination of ad- are incapa'ble of understanding the reIV International, with the 14 sections
ministnlltors and the function of officials volutinary process in Cuba; and in China cif the IV International and for this
does not allow the right to economic, and the significance OIf the M,R. 13 and reason they publish in their newspaper
political and social privileges. And they of the IV International. In their recent of November and December 1966 the
increase production, this is an immense publication this group presents Posadas principle article with the title 'Maoism
conquest of the political revolution. As as an hysterical 'Guevarista' as an ad- runs Amock' (a monstrous attitude). For
great as the conquests of the Russian re- venturer and say that 'Posadas and his this reason the contemptous ,indgement
volution. It is a process, with the structure group' preferred Yon Sosa and his of the Chinese revolution is not an obas outlined. And the team of Mao Tse money and stabbed the Guatemalan
jective judgement. For this reason in
Tung timidly accompanied this process. proletariat in the back; they say that we their newspaper, Vietnam is almostl.l!bOur. struggle i8not against Mao Tse abandoned the organisation and program- gent, and they speak of China, to atta.:ck
Tung hut has the object of impelling me of the revolutionary party, that we the political revolution. In one way or
Mao to go forward and the tendency to enjoy the prospect of the nuclear war another, it is the expression of the inthe left of Mao Tse Tung, which has and that we are a group perverted by the fluence of American imperialism, of the
the leadership. This process is clear and desire for notodty seeking notoriety. arro~ance ,of imperialism ,col11:tJint.':dwith
for this reason the masses of· the wodd These are the concfuslons of this SpaJ:ta~ the inability in these sectors of the radicsupport it, they see it sympathetically be- cist group. This group when they make ilised petit bourgeoisie in North America
cause they see that they are advancing aU these calumnies and denigrations, as to learn 'from the masses of the world.
and that the masses intervene and the Fidel Castro has done, do not do so They laugh at the world experience of
sense, the historic consciousness of the becanse they do not know our positions the masses and among them that of the
masses of the world is not mistaken and and programmes; they know everything IV InternationaL For this reason instead
they desire this. They see that they wish but they deliberately lie, try to conceal of, learning from us, they denigrate us.
to impel progress. The inclination toour positions, our anlaysis, our program- This shows that we are having an inwards left centrism .of Fidel Castro' is me, and our development. They speak flnence on sectors of the petit bourgeclear and decisive. Ho,w lonig he is going 'of the hysterical Guevarista Posadas'
oisie of the North American masses and
to last we do not know 'but the tendency and they do not explain anything. They they are playing the role which Americtowards the le1ft indicates a:n enormous do not analyse anything with this slander, an imperialism needs to oppose· us, from
pressure 'of the revolutionary Guevarist they seek to calumainte and denigrate.
apparent Marxist positions, nsing the
tendency. Our section in Cuba although All these denigrations are the product name of Trotskyism" counterposing the
repressed and with some comrades ar- of a group which feels that we have development of the revolution and imrested developes activity, publishes a authority in their own ranks. This . group
programmatic docnment for the progress speak of 'Posadas and his group' when
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
of the revolution. It is the only workers
state in which the Trots~yists can function
and in semi-clandistinity. This is poss~ble
Ibecause there is a centrist leadership.
The nuclear war. is inevitable, it is
enoulgh to look at the behaviour of Imperialism in Vietnam to realise that it
is inevitable. We tried to convince the
Spartacist group of North America of
Student League of the Peoples Socialist Party,
this. This in our documents personally
Postboks 115
we . have tried to persuade them. In our
Blindern
documents there a:re always analysis and
Oslo 3,
conclusions, They know them.
Norway
.. .spartacist was not and is no t a
Trotskyist group. We hoped to gain
Oslo, Norway April, 3rd. 1967.
To The Minister of Justice
them to Trotskyism. In North America
Fa,lacio de (jobierno
this group had more radicalised positions
than others, in some aspects it has corMadrid.
rect position on the class struggle, but
Yonr Excellency,
not on the revolutionary class struggle
that is to. say how to organise the masThe Student League of the Peoples Socialist Party of Norway (122,000
ses in the mass party based on the trade
votes and 6 per cent of the electorate at the last general elections) have with
unions. They ignore this necessity and
great concern noted the recent arrests of several members and sympathisers! of
historic task proposed by Trotsky. They
the ,Partido Communista Espanola, (Marxista-Leninista), the Democratic Union
compare Mao Tse Tung with Stalinism,
of Spanish Students and the Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista).
they compare the process of the po.litical
We have also noted the subsequent brutal treatment of the prisoners by
revolution in China as a Stalinist need
the police.
to. deceive the masses and 'conceal the
We find this a mockery of the principles of "justice", "defence of the
internal economic crisis'. They ignore
western civilization", "christianity" and other principles you yourself supposed
the process of the political revolution in
to be a representative for.
China, they ignore the historic importWe demand immediate liberty for the arrested comrades.
ance. df the Gnevarist tendency and the
Yours faithfully,
d,ifference :between the Guevarist tendAnton Hellesy
Harold Dahl
ency and ourselves. They conceal this
(Chairman)
(Secretary)
differenciation. All our efforts to try to
gain this group have been in vain, this

Young Norwegian Socialists
demand the release of Trotskyists
pro-Chines and students in Spain
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masses. The Americans feel, follow the
Sitruggle of the masses and their resistance
imperialism and this helps them
to understand the need to oppose Yankee
Imperialism. Even though still today in
the form of a sman worker-student vanguard and in the form of mobilisations,
they are preparing the road for the development
()If
revolutionary struggles
a;gainst imperialism. What makes difficult,
fundamentally, the further advance of the
building of the worker, student intellectual vanguard, who receive the objective
influence of the struggles of the masses of
fhe world, is that at the same time they
see, and feel that the C.ommunist parties,
that the leaderships of Workers states,
The Soviet Union, Poland, Yugoslavia,
and the other workers states are carrying
out a policy of opposition to the revolution,. of agreement with Yankee Imperialism, of pacts and alliances· of every type
with imperialism, while they oppose, do
not appeal to, are not seen to· organise
the activity to oiVerthrow capitalism. This
is the principal support, of the authority
of Yankee imperialism over the masses.

to

L

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A 35 hour week in all industries.
2. Three weeks paid holiday in aU Industries, leading to 4 weeks paid holiday.
3. An aU-round 30% increase in wages.
'Establishment of a basic minimum living wage. All wages to rise with the
·cost of living. Commissions of workers
.and housewives to decide the contents
'of the cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
Apprentices doing the work of an adult
worker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of automation to' go to the
worimrs in the form of higher wages
and shorter hours.
6. Pensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost of living.
Lowering' of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
7. Compulsory day release for all workers for industrial training and further
education.
S. Students to be maintained on the
wage ·of the'average ~rker, which
will increase with the cost of living.
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury properties and uuoccupied dwellings to meet the housiug shortage.
Establishment of defeuce committees
to protect against landlords' thngs,
,eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations. of tenants committees to have the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed under workers management, lea.ding to nationalisation under workers
management. A sliding scale of hours
and reductions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
.jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work or given full maintenance.
11. Nationalisatsion of all key industries without compensation including
banks, insurance, steel, engineering,
,shipbuilding, chemicals, motor manufacturers and road transport services,
arms and the building and building
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade.
NationaIisation of big wholesale and
retail enterprises.
13. Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committees to examine the accounts of aU
industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agricultural workers who would orgauise
direct marketing of prodnce and cut
out middle men.
15. Industrial unions ou a militant
anti-capitalist programme.
16. FOl~mation of factory committees on
each job and workers councils in each
locality on au anti-capitalist programme.
18. For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
19. Struggle ag'ainst Imperialism! Defence of t he colonial revolution by
every means including strikes, boycott
and sabota!!'e. and the despatch of
arms tt) colonial workers.
20. Withdrawal f rom aU Imperialist
aJIhnces, such as NATO, CENTO,
SEATO .etc., directed against the workers states aud the colonial revolution.
Alliance and solidarity with the workers states and the COlonial revolution
against Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris aud rocket bases and their
means of supply
21. For the United Socialist states of
Europe as part of a world front of
socialist states.
22. For a workers government.

to become accentuated. But the specific
independent political organisation of the
class is necessary which allows the van·
guard to organise, to be able to inilunence
and orgauise the masses for the struggle
against American capitalism, preparing it·
self aga:nst the atomic war, defeating
Yankee capitaI:sm to organise the revolutionary fight of the American masses,' and
to construct socialist society.
But meanwhile in this period of transition, a transitional programme is necesThe American masses feel the author- ion, wen with delays and conciliations in sary to organise the daily struggles, the
ity of the 14 Woriers states, . but they
the internal struggle fulfills an unequalled economic and politiCal demands, the decannot serve as historic political points historic function to support the vanguard fence of the democratic rights of the masof support for the organisation of the of the American masses, to organise them ses and the policy which tends to the
unification of the blaok and white masclass because the policy which these in independent and class organisms.
Workers states are carrying out is conWith the development of the struggle ses. For this reason the independent party
ciliation wah world capitalism. But in of the mass~s in Vietnam, in Santo of the exploited masses, the independent
spite of this contradict;on, there is a van- Domingo and the struggle of the Chinese partY'-which to organis!'! itself must base
guard which mobilises; which is the sect- masses, even empricalIy, against the policy itself on the historic conditions of strugor which by its social conditions cau of alliance with capitalism which the gle and the tradition of struggle and
mobillse, escapiug the political control of Soviet Bureaucracy is carrying out, this organisation of the exploited masses of
capital:sm: they are the stndents, who process has influenced directly the van- the United States-is necessary. The. masshow that they are a sector which capital- guard of the American masses and has ses are strongly centralised in their trade
ism cannot control. This shows that in expressed itself directly in the mobilisat- unions. If Yankee imperailism had capitalevery way in spite of the. development of ions of the negroes, of the students, of is,t dominion over the consciousness of the
the economic power of American cap:tal- the intellectuals and in strikes, as in those American masses they would not be organised in their trade unions. Each one would
ist society, the inliuence of the world reby the auto workers.
volution penetrates where it. can, seeking
The declaration of Reuther condemning try to settle things as he could. The iron
the sens:tive wings which can receive it, the leadership of the AFL-CIO for its organisation of the masses in their trade
the students, the teachers, and part of the support of the war in Vietnam expresses unions, even in the most elevated developsector of the proletariat, of the intellect- in an indirect way the resis,tance to the ment df American capitalism, expresses the
uals, who are the vanguard of the Americ- Vietnam war which is in the proletarian class consciousness of the American masses and the awareness' of their differenan masses.
base, and this is the essential condition
Because, of this the political revolution
and the basis for the unification of the tiation from capitalism. For this reason
in China, the mobilisations of the masses struggles of the negroes and the whites to this declaration of Reuther which appears
in China, will increase the influence of
overthrow Yankee capitalism. The world at this particular moment has an importthe revolution upon all the American ex- revolution, the revolutionary struggles of ance. Starting from this traditional historploited masses. They will see in the mobil- the masses of the world are a support to ical organisation of the masses in their
isations of the Chinese masses what a the proletariat, to the radicalised petit trade unions, it is> necessary to organise
sector of the vanguard wants to do, that
bourgeoisie of the United States to help the WORKERS PARTY BASED ON THE
is to say to' oppose itself to the trade them to find the road of independent class ' TRADE UNIONS.
The form of organisation of independunion dictatorship, to impose the recognit- and revolutionary oragnisation. This is the
ent
trade unions of the exploited masses
ion of the rights of the negroes and to fundamental task of the next stage; the
struggle for an independent and class necessity for the independent organisation in the United States is the workers party
policy. The development of the political of the American masses, the Marxist Re- based on the trade unions. This was posed
by Trotsky to the American Trotskyists ill
revolution in China, in all of its extens- volutionary Party
the years 1936, 1937 and 1940 and it continues to be valid because for this task
THE ABSENCE OF THE INDEPENDANT MASS PARTY AND THE NECESSITY
neither the conditions nor the historic
TO ORGANISE IT
needs of the American masses have been
modified. In the U.S.A. there has existed
,American Jmper~alism .has succeeded dn
The essential,supPQrtof .capitalism, in
tens of Trotskyist 'groups anll parties, all
impeding the Workers Party, the independ- that the working class does not push forhave decomposed-begiuniug with the
ent party, of the American masses from
ward, is because the workers see the Soviet
Socialist Workers Party which is the oldest
organising itself. The masses do not have Union dointg the same thing as Yankee
of them aU, which no longer pretends nor
a party, nor a trade union life. The svstem imperialism; it sees the Soviet Union docontinues to represent Trotskyism but
. of gangsters in the United States e~tends ing the same thing as Yankee imperialism
which is a socialist liberal movement. The
frorp the grill factory to the steel' factory, in relation to China. It is the same, it sees
ignoring of, and the failure to organise the
to atomic arms, to the trade unions. The no differences. It does not see that the
task of the workers par~ based ontbe
American proletariat does not have ways trade unions in the United States are any
trade unions has led to disorganisation,
to organise its indepehdent public opinion. worse than those in the Soviet Union. In
capitulation, sectarianism, conservatism and
And in spite of everything, the influence the U.S.S.R. it doesn't see a workers asthe sect life of the groups who call themof the world revolution penetrates. As it sembly, it doesn't see meetings, it does not
selves Trotskyists. Their attitndes, their
cannot express itself in the proletariat, see demonstrations-it doesn't necessarily
policy towards the negroes is paternalist.
because it does not have liberty nor inde- have to see strikes-it doesn't see inprotectionist. They ignore the workers
pendence to speak, discuss. and express dependant trade union life, it does not
party based on the trade unions to bind,
itself, it is shown through these organs see the independant political life of the
to unite the struggles in the United States
of American society which have a certain
masses. What propaganda can the soviet
with the forms which the revolutionary
independence.
bureaucracy make with respect to the
struggle of the masses of the world are
It still does not have important elect· American masses? Comparing the United acquiring.
oral effects because the elections are not States with ~he U.S.S.R. can they say;
The revolution and the organisation of
democratic in the United States, as in any
"here we live ~better"? No! the American
the revolution have no forms. The reother capitalist country. The elections are proletariat lives better than the Soviet
volutionary struggle the rwolutionary antiall calculated, organised, faked. The fraud proletariat. It lives better, has a superior
capitalist objectives of the masses are prein the United States is not at the moment
standard of living.·
cise, .hut the formi of the development are
of putting the vote; it is before this, in
The superiority which the soviets
imprecise. The pOlicy of conciliation with
preventing people from voting, feeling, could uS.e in order to influence the Americcapitalism by the soviet bureaucracy and
because there is no political party, there an masses, is social superiority, in which
by the communist parties, the sabotage
they say "certainly, our economy has not.
is no political life, there is no exchange
by these of the revolutionary struggle of
of ideas. The mauner in which the public reached the level of the .American econthe masses, the conciliatory policy Of
opinion of the working class is formed omy, but socially we decide, we are free,
".Four Classes" which the Chinese had unour heads think, decide, and resolve. We
is very superficial.
til a little time ago, until this internal
It is necessary to feel the depth of the command!" It is the call of history which public fight, impedes the masses who want .
restlessness ()If the American masses. goes to the American masses. In economic
to struggle, who are progressing in their
One must not see the superficial appear- comparison, the American economy is labour of struggle, who are the 'immense
ance which makes it appear that the superior to th~ Soviet Workers state. But
majority of the masses of the world,
American masses are not interested. If the socially it is not_ And the American pro- thus it prevents them from having precise, .
American masses were not interested, im- letariat see this.
direct forms, direct independent revolutionThe true historic essential reason,
perialism would already have smashed
ary and class organisms. It impedes their
Vietnam, they would already have smash- which has prevented the organisation of
assimilating in an organic way, the exed it. Why don't they destroy everything the largest revolutionary tendency in the periences of the revolutionary struggles in
in Vietnam? Why don't they declare war U.S.A. is the absence of a world marxist order to apply them in an organic and
on Vietnam? Because then it would force centre of historic weight. None of the organised way in each country.
the American people to intervene. It is leaderships of the communist parties, of
The essential contradlction of this stage
frightened of the reaction of the masses. the workers states of the Soviet Union, of history is the profound and invincible
And moreover, the reaction of the soviet Czeckoslovakia, base themselves on Marxdesire of the masses of the world to demasses., because they would oblige the ism but on the policy of conciliation with stroy capitalism and the absence of leadersoviet bureaucracy to take up more of a capitalism. And even the Chinese during ships and of organisms of the masses which
the whole period until now have based
policy of direct confrontation.
lead them to this eud, which unify and
themselves on a hybrid partially Marxist
It is not economic, financial, military
organise them around the conscious propower of Yankee imperialism which has policy, but in the main, one that is opport- gramme. Because of this the development
prevented the organisation of Marxist re- unist and conciliatory, Consequently the of tire revolutionary struggles of the masvolutionary currents within the American AmerIcan masses, the worker and intellect- ses, of the leaderships which are organisproletariat, because Yankee imperialism ual vanguard of America, Jiving in thc ing themselves in the course' of this prohas not been able to prevent the influence country with the highest elevated econom- cess do not have the prccise forms, the
of the world revolution on the intellectuals ic development do not have solid points organic forms of a Marxist revolntionary
of support to develop the revolutionary
and worker' vanguard of the American
current. Now they have it and it is going
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
masses.
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party. But the masses, advance on the anticapitalist road as in Mali, Tanzania, over
coming on the way their own leadership,
to whom tbey were miited at the beginning. This is the case of Algeria, Mali, the
revolutionary movement 13th of November
of Guatemala, of the leaderships who reo
ceive the direct influence of the revolution
and who afterwards are partially blocked
as in the M.R. 13. Even in this case of
the 13th November movement, the direct
sabotage of the Communist Party, of Fidel
Castro and the liquidation of the political
leadership of the guerrillas, the assassination of David Aguilar, Eunice Campiran,
Francisco Amado, and Chinto has worked
in this partial obstruction. This is the es·
sential contradiction in this stage of
history.
In the ascendancy oIJ' their struggles,
the masses do nQt find an authority of
historical weight-to separate themsel'Ves
from the leaderships in the development
of the stru&gle, the leaderships who have
delayed, ,become conservative or fear development of the revolution-in the workers states in order to supPQrt and organise
the masses against the leading bureaucracy.
From this stems the historical importance
of the actual struggle in the political revolution in China. The failure of the socalled Trotskyist groups lies in their failure to understand this process and in refusing to understand, it, whether in China,
in Cuba, the movements which are, actually taking place.
The workers party based on the trade
unions in the U.S.A. is a historical necessity. It is necessary to organise it, it is
the essential policy which is going to
unify the whites and negroes for the
struggle for the socialist revolution. A
campaign must be made with the appeal
to unify the defence of the masses of
Vietnam, with the support for the political revolution
China, supporting proletarian democracy, workers control, the
socialist stimulus and the' appeal for the
onganisation of soviets in China. It is
necessary to appeal to. the revQlutionary
wi)J,g which approaches this programme
'without waiting for it to understand everything. It is necessary to expiajn this process to the American masses, to unite it
to the struggle for its demands in America: for the IEberty of the press, of speech,
and of ideas; for trade union democracy,
for the rights of trade union tendencies,
for the democratic election with revocability of representatives, for the raising
of &alaries so that all the increase of
production and productivity goes to the
benefit of the masses, for workers control
of production and finance, for a programme of social benefits to eliminate unemployment; for unconditional suport of the
masses in Vietnam, to discuss in the trade
unions and to support the political revolution in China, for racial equality
based on the struggle against capitalism,
for the direct election of delegates from
sections of the factories, for trade union
meetings, and discussions in each section
of the factory, so that their delegates defend the rights oi[ each section, to improve
the conditions of work in the factory, for
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better conditions of life for the masses;
for a plan of house building, of public
works to improve the c'onditions of houssing for the population; for the sliding
scale of wages and the sliding scale of
hours of work; {or a working week Qf
40 and 36 hours of work, which is to
generalise the conquest of the printing
workers for 36 hours of work.
It is necessary to make a campaign
for the workers party based on the trade
unions explaining that leaderships, groups,
delegates from the trade unions must be
appointed to organise the basis of this
party, to discuss within the workers movement. The enormous energies and social
weight of the American petit bourgeoisie
can be chanelled to the service of the
socialist revolution in America, and in
the world through the workers party based on the trade unions. The leadership of
this party mu~t be woIter, in the main
basing itself upon the support of the trade
unions and in the factories. Intellectuals,
university people can be integrated into
the party and its leadership but what
gives it its character and structure is the
programme of anti-capitaliStt struggle.
The objective of the struggle, the
workers and farmers government in the
United States, of unconditional support
to the struggle of the ,black masses for
social and racial equality is only possible
to achieve with the fight for socialism
and with the setting up of a workers arid
farmers government. This is the propagandist form of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
It is necessary to unite tbese activities
with the unconditional support for the
political revolution in China, with' the
unconditional defence of Vietnam and the
revolution in A~a, Latin America, Africa,
Europe and in the Workers states. It is
necessary to appeal for a discussion with
aU tbe workers, intellectuals university
movement, on the process of crisis of the
bureaucracy of the workers states, the
process of development of the political
revolution in China, to support the struggle of the wing in China trying' to impel the political revolution. At the same
time it is necessary to agitate and to make
appeals and not to delay oneself by the
limita.tions of' thi~ wing in China and to
call for the organisation of soviets, proletarian democracy, calling for the mobilisation and a fun discussion in the trade
unions, in tbe workers districts, in the
factories for everyone to' discuss all the
problems of the Cbinese and world revolution.
lit is necessary to agitate, to raise the
propaganda for the workers party based
on the trade unions without waiting for
it to be organised, and to "be based on

the trade unions, in the movement in
general to support aU the groups and
sectors who orientate themselves and defend the rights of the workers, the political; trade union and democratic rights,
their class demands, the democratic
right to decide and change leaders. It is
necessary to appeal Ifor unification and
to function as a tendency, to function
nationally. It is! necessary to orientate, to
discuss and to advance in the measures
for the workers party based on the trade
unions.

THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM
IN NORTH AMERICA
Imperialism prepares the nuclear war,
its action against the masses in Vietnam
is the direct preamble to this. They are
preparing the invasion of China. But in
spite of their economic and financial
'weight, American imperialism feels that
it cannot compete with the development
of the workers states and of the world
revolution. Socially the masses. have been
gained for communism. The peasant masses have already broken their isolation
and accept the construction of socialism.
China is the example which shows the
unconfined influence of the peasant masses of the world. It demonstrates the
creative capacity, the capacity for a COfrect historic vision of the exploited mas,ses of the world
Imperialism advances constantly in its
military and economic weigbt, but retreats
constantly 'in its authority and social
weight in the world. The disintegration
of capitalism increases and deepens.
European capitalism tries to benefit,
to dmw advantage at tlie cost of its competitor, Yankee imperialism, from the war
in Vietnam, the world crisis of imperialism, but above all tries
canalise in
its favour the . policy of peaceful coexistence,of alliance with capitalism,
from the conservative connter revolutionary interests of the leadership of the com·
munist parties, of the government of the
Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, of Poland
and the other workers states.
The soviet bureaucracy,
Kosyguin,
Podgorny in his tour through Europe and
in the interview with the Pope, tried to
convince capitalism .that the communist
parties and the government of the workers Sltates were disposed to unite with
European capitalism, guaranteeing them,
organising them to sabotage the revolution, using the communist parties and the
workers states as dikes of restraint and
of sabotage of the revolutionary struggles
of the masses. The· delfence of its conservative interests, bureaucratic and counter revolutionary, leads the soviet bureau-

to

cracy to this capitulationist, corrupted .and
miserable potcy. It is the only policy
which its miserable· conservative interests
can offer to try to restrain Yankee imperialism. The European bourgeoisie tries
to mai!;e use of this conservative necessity
of the &oviet bureaucracy and of the communist parties to increase their we:ght in
the competition with Yankee imperialism
and to block, to repress the revolutionary
struggle of the European proletariat
which seeks to overthrow capitalism. The
Spanish masses raise their struggle against
Franco, demonstrate that they are disposed .to overthrow it in a short time. Against
this is the fact that the soviet bureaucracy
seeks a pact with European capitalism.
To defend itself, to defend its conservative interests it has to ally itself with the
European 'bourgeoisie. For the same
reason it opposes and attacks the revolutionary wing and the political revolution
in China.
The more the activity in North America progresses, for the organisation of the
worker, intellectual, university current
which intervenes actively in tbe world
course of the revolution and particularly
tbe political revolution in China, in
Cuba the more it will favour the
organic
bases,
programmatic
bases
for tbe development of the revolut·
ionary current for tbe workers part)'
based
on
the
trade
unions,
for
tbe revolutionary leadership which org-'
anises tbe masses, before, during and'
after the nuclear war to take power and'
to construct socialism. Tbe more dynamic'
and profound tbis activity, tbe more"
bistoric time is gained. Imperialism is;
preparing tbe nuclear war as a reply to
tbe world development of tbe revolution
but it cannot prevent the masses in' tbe
United States gaining historic positions,
advancing the concrete, trade union and
political tasks, and lessening thus the effects and the criminal consequences of
the world war whicb American imperial.
ism prepares with world capitalism and
tbe counter reVOlutionary policy of the
soviet bureaucracy.
Without waiting for the organisation
and functioning of the workers party
based on the trade unions, it is necessary
to try to develop' activities which give
confidence to a sector, of the class whether
black or white. The development of the
struggles of the masses in Vietnam, in
Santo Domingo, the development of the
political revolution in China has already
influenced the North American wQrke~.
intellectual and university vanguard
ad~
vance on the road of struggle for the anti
capitalist, anti imperialist revolutionary
policy. This elevated course will help
them much more, But the fundamental
base to advance in dialectical leaps is the
organisation, the solid resolved team.
which learns from this process of hi~tory
and uses the world process of the revolution, understanding it as the basis for
the organisation of the revolutionary tasks
in the United States. This is. the fundamental task of the Trotskyists as a conscious vanguard, however shall among the
North American masses.

to
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OUT WITH'IMPERIALISM FROM ADEN
AND THE MIDDLE-EAST
The cri&es in Aden and Somalia show
that the colonial revolution whatever the
delays en route continues againSt imperialism with unabated vigour, despite the
aibsence of any revolutionary centre to
provide the masses with leadership. The
struggle of the masses in Aden and the
Yeman has undoubtedly had the effect of
influencing the masses in Somalia. The
electors in the latter country apparently
voted . to remain under French control.
We can dismiss this result utterly. The
elections were conducted under the terroristic pressure of French troops. Imperialism is delaying its departure from
this territory as long as possible but the
rioting when the results were announced
showed the true feeling of the masses.
The absence of a centre prevents greater
successes for the Somali masses but at
the same time the French gain nothing
in authority. If the revolution in these

areas had it centre, the struggle of the
Adeni and the Somali masses would have
brilliant success.
Under the pressure of the Adeni mass,es and the inability to carry the necessary burdens of military expenditure;
British imperialism is trying to cut down
its military responsibilities as far as possible. Nevertheless it intends to rule the
South Arabian Federation by indirect
means and the recent savage repression
carried out against the nationalist organisations show that imperialism however
weak it may be, fights back ferociously
to defend itself and weaken the revolution
as much as it can. The arrival of the UNO
mission was a means of trying to arc
ra,nge matters to the general advantage
of imperialism, and now UNO condemns
Britain!
Nasser has doubtless been stimulating
the intervention of the national masses

but although the fissures in the Arab al- states, the failure of the leadership of the
liance-that between the sector Arabia- Chinese wolters state despite the enormJordan attached to imperialism and the
ous advances of the political revolution
Egypt-Syria sector whose leadership is to pose a clear revolutionary programmore responsive to the revolution-deep- me-soviets, communes, land to the
en all the time, he is still incapa,ble of peasants, workers control, United Socialist
putting forward the programme for the States of Africa and the Middle East.
United Socialist Federation of Arab means that the whole of this rich process
States. His attitude remains one of pater- .is protracted, and made the more bloody
nalism towards the masses and his inter- for the masses. In the areas under. review,
ventions' are confined to military interNigeria, Aden, Somalia, the masses pay
vention. This is not to underrate the
all the time with their liyes for the abpositive aspects of Nassers respon&e to sence of a clear policy from the workers
the pressure df the masses but it remains . states.
limited.
We appeal for the intensification of
The crisis in Nigeria where imperialism the workers struggles in Great Britain as
intervenes indirectly, the intervention of
the best way to aid the Adeni revolution.
the army in the elections in Sierra Leone,
And we call upon the workers committees
the riots in Somalia, the struggle in Aden
and the trade unions to organise demon~.how the enormous instability of the Arwb
stratiorrs demanding the withdrawal 'of
and African worlds for imperialism and all British troops from ahroad and the
capitalism. The failure of the workers
dismantling of all bases.
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Spartacist and imperialism united
•
against Trotskyism
Continued from page 5

from whence comes Spartacist, developed
the campaign of the International together with Pablo, Germain and the
peding its influence in North America.
For this reason they are .against the vital
other capitulators that Peronism was
and decisive centres of the world re- Fascism. This was a direct necessity,
served directly American imperialism, to
volution.
The fundamental condition for the de- prevent the process of Peronista nationvelopment of Trotskyism in North alism influencing the North American
America is. the understanding, the at- petit bourgeoisie. This Spartacist group
tempt to understand the objective world together with Healy in England, with
Pablo, Pierre Frank, Livio and the other
development of the world revolution
particularly of the workers states' of capitulators' offer an elevated service to
China and Cuba and of Trotskyism as imperialism, to the capitalist system,
it is today, the JV International. Because slandering and impugning the political
these are the centres of the revolution.
revolution in China these people with
It is these that give and will give to the
this attitude show that nothing more can
revolutionary North American vanguard, be expected o[ them. This Spartacist
the ~curity to organise themselves under ,groups shows that our attempt to gain
it or influence it, has had no success.
the Marxist revolutionary programme.
Now again these groups who call They reject us. Their attacks on Us rethemselves Trotskyists slander and lie flect their profound irritation, the probecause they ::bre afraid to, see the truth, found reactionary irritation of this group
for this reason' they do not discuss, neither against us, ;because the policy, the redo they base themselves on reality, on volutionary objective of the IV Interthe positions which the IV International' national show their conservative and
hold and they do not 'base themselves conciliatory conception in struggle and
on the 14 sections, on the 14 newspapers their resistance and rejection of the
of the Latin American Marxist Review, Bolshevik role of organisation, their reof the International. If this Spartacist fusal to learn from the masses of the
group was honest, it would not be afraid IV International, to organise their life
of the truth, it would feel secure and in accord with the revolutionary neceswould want to advance on the road of sities of the centralised Bolshevik life
Marxism discussing our positions such as whose centre is to learn from the masses
they are. When we say that the nuclear of the world.
Their contempt for the political rewar is inevitable, we show that it is. As
our Masters Marx, Engels, Lenin and volution in Cuba and China and the
TrotS'ky we do not cause, do not provoke masses of the world is immense. In
the war. This is theinevitll!ble consequence December 1966 Sparfacist attacked the
'of the capitalist government and of the M.R.13. and also Posadas in an article:
"capitalist system against the workers "The M.R.13. and hysterical "Marxist"
:states and ::bgainst the revolution. We criticism" showing their contempt for the
CuJban masses, particularly the proletarprepare ourselves ifor this perspective.
This Spartacist group which accuses us iat declaring: "it is necessary to record
of being Guevarista and wanting a also the Cuban proletariat hl:bd no part
nuclear war lies and refuses to tell the in the triumph of the revolution". Fidel
trnth, Well What, is the policy against Castro also said this. Without the strikes
this? to say that the nuclear, war is not which the proletariat made, the constant
inevitable is to base oneself on the per- struggles of the proletariat and without
spectives of being aible to live with the the strike of iDecember, Fidel Castro and
capitalist regime of peaceful co-existence. the guerrillas would not' have triumphed.
This is the policy of imperialism, of the Their contempt for the political revolutsoviet bureaucmcy of the radicalised ion in China shows the immense influence
petit bourgeoisie incapable of understand- of the lack of confidence in the world
ing the Bolshevik party and the nuclear revolution.
We no longer intend to influence this
war as it is.
Spartacist is not a Marxist group, it group. It is an insignificant small group
is an arrogant group which despises ;both in number and activity. This group
Marxism, it does not base itself on ex- a few month ll!go published a defence of
perience, but offers impressionism and the comrades arrested in Mexico, which
panic fear in front of the nuclear war is in apparent contradiction with this attack, with these slanders on the Interas a substitute for Marxism.
As in 1945 the Socialist Workers Party, national and Posadas. There is rio such

contradiction. They will defend our
comrades arrested ln Mexico without
compromising themselves, which was a
way to gain authority :before the petit
bourgeoisie and included trying to show
as their activity, the activity of the comrades arrested in Mexico. Spartacist has
nothing in common with the IV International, soon there will be in North
America nuclei of Trotskyists who struggle for the programme of the IV International.
We reiterate that the leadership of
this group knows the articles in polemic
with the M.R 13 where in a persuasive
form, we tried to impel the M.R.13 to
function as a party and to defend and
to base itself on the proletariat for the
struggle for the socialist revolution, but
at the same time the social base, the
soical historic force is the peasantry on
which the proletarian must 'base itself
to take power. This in all the articles in
our life and this group knowing these
articles makes these slanderous criticcisms hiding our positions and they repeat as theirs without understanding the
case, the proletariat has to find a form
and a way to gain access to the peasantry, to organise and to base itself on the
struggles which are in agreement with the
possibilities and experiences
of
the
peasantry. This is the Trotskyism of today which these people refuse to learn
from.
They slander us saying that we abandon
the progr::bmme and the proletarian
organisation and refering to the programme of the socialist revolution of the
M.R.13., they say; "the programme of
the M.R. 13. promises nothing but a repetition of this type of revolution; a deformed bureaucracy for the workers;"
fjDecember 1966). These people as 'before
in the S.W.if'. as with Schachtman judges
the world on the line of their narrow rationalist petit bourge~is' nient~Iity that has
nothing to do with Marxism, ignoring
the specific forms of each country to
which the principles and forms of organisation must adapt themselves. Spartacist declares that we ab::bndon the organisation oIf the proletariat for the organisation of the peasantry. This is the declaration of an arrOlgant overbearing
type. Where is this? iIt does not give a
single line from where this is taken. It
is a slanderous mentality which has to
invent this, it is enough to see our newspapers, our activity, our pro,gramme, our
objective our struggle to see t.hat we do
not aJbandon any protelarian activity and

that we organise it in countries of
peasants struggles. It is sufficient to see
our articles and our texts on Guatemala.
When they attaok us publicly it is because they express the irritation of sectors
of the radicalised petit bourgeoisie who
feel themselves protective and a;dopt a
paternalis-t attitude towards the masses
of the world and feel themselves bypassed by them.
Every group which in the United
States fries to take the road of revolution and does not understand and assimilate the experience of the revolution in
China and in Cuba, every group which
does not base itsellf on the struggle of
the International rapidly decomposes.
This group has already taken the road
of decomposition and as an organisation
which seeks to develop itself as a revolutionary !group, it is dead.
In North America there is in process
the development of the influence of the
world revolution particularly of China
on very large strata of the radicalised
petit bourgeoisie and of the proletariat.
The recent declaration of Reuther against
A.F.L.C.I.C. shows this, because this
organisation supports the action of
American Imperialism in Vietnam. This
declaration of Reuther showS! that within
the heart of the petit bourgeoisie and
of the proletariat they are feeling the
beneficial effects of the political revolution in China',
This Sparticist group ignores what is
happening within the proletariat. They
repeat Trotsky and draw attention to
Trotsky; they wish to establish identical
parallels
between different
historical
situations and the necessity of difference
actionS!, ::bnd when it is convenient to
them, they Use the name of Trotsky believing to make use of him. To do this
they amputate Trotsky, the essential
element of Trotsky is thinking, was to
apply the methOd of scientific interpretation in each case, Marxism in each
ohjective situation. And today it is
necessary to ::bpply Marxism, dialectical
materialism, such as it is given today.
For this reason the,$e people have ceased
applying Trots~y in the United States,
the Trotsky who proposed to analyse and
demonstrated the necessity for the workers . party based on the trade unions.
Today this necessity is still valid but the
Spa;rtacist group ignores it, just like the
S.W.P. the father of this group ignored
it.

CASTRO'S SPEECH REFLECTS THE POLITICAL
REVOLUTION IN CUBA

In attacking, as he did recently, Soviet
aid and technical assistance to Latin Amer·
ican governments, Fidel Carstro is attacking the policy of peaceful coexistence. The bureaucratic leadership of the
Soviet Union continually sustains the
weak capitalist economies and bourgeois
governments of the Latin American Continent. In the same way as it aids, the
ailing capitalist economies of Europe
with contracts to build factories in the
Soviet Union.

Castro, in seeking to maintain his own
bureaucratic position, has, in the past, allied himself with the soviet bureaucracy
and followed the line of peaceful coexistence. Revolutionary tendencies within the Cuban workers state are, in fact,
suppressed by the Castro leadership. Che
Guevera, who represents the left tendency in the Cuban leadership, has disappeared and two comrades of the
Partido Obrero Revolutionario (Trotskyista) the Cuban section of the IVth International are, at this moment, imprisoned in Cuba.
However, Castro feels the pressure of
the world revolution, of the Latin
American revolution and of the revolutionary masses of Cuba. The policy ot
conciliation with Imperialism, which is
the policy of the soviet bureaucracy, can
no longer be maintained by Castro in
the fMe of the developing struggle of
the masses in Latin America, ,and the

impact of the political revolution in
China.
Castro, then, is forced to react to the
struggle of the masses of Mexico, of
Guatemala, of Bolivia and Peru. He
senses in a centrist fashion that the defence of the Cuban workers state, and
its development towards socialism, depends on the creation of workers states
in the whole of the Latin American continent. But, his attacks on the soviet
Ibureaucracy reflects the development of
the political revolution in Cuba. "Whoever helps these oligarchies who are
fighting the guerrillas," Castro stated in
a recent speech, "is also helping to sup:
press the revolution." Under the pressure of the Cuban masses, Castro zigzags to the left.
He has also pointed out that at the
same time as a soviet trade mi'ssion was
actually visiting Colombia, the leadership of the Communist Party was being
arrested, in Bogota, by the government.
In fact, virtually the whole of the polit>buro of the Colombian Communist
Party is in prison.
Castro supports the section of the
Venezuelan Communist Party who continue to wage an armed struggle despite
the fact that the Venezuelan Communist
Party have made an official decision to
abandon guerilla warfare.
Last year Castro said that Cuba

would have every reason to feel hurt if
"anybody" gave aid to the Fre] regime
in Chile. In fact, an agreement under
which the Soviet Union gave technical
aid to Chile was signed in January. Thus,
the soviet bureaucrats are supporting
President Frei who is a christian-democrat and intent on maintaining capitalism
in ChiI,e. Without the aid of the soviet
hureucracy Frei would have to lean
heavily on American imperialism and expose himself even more before the
Chilean masses. Soviet aid enables him
to Use the authority of the Soviet State
in holding back the struggle of the
Chilean masses for an end to capitalism,
for workers power and for socialism.
Far more violently than on any other
occasion, Castro has attaoked the counter
revolutionary actions
of
the soviet
ibureaucracy.
However, despite his attack on the
policy of peaceful coexistence, Castro
and the leadership of the Cuban Communist Party, continue to follow a policy
of suppression within Cuba. Che Guevera
has disappeared and is probably dead,
hut Castro says nothing! Freedom oT
tendency within the working class movement is still denied and the comrades
of the POR(T) are still in prison! If
Castro intends to develop the struggle
toward socialism it is necessary for him
to free the imprisoned revolutionaries

and to support genuine workers democracy in Cuba. It is not enough to make
verbal attacks on the, soviet bureaucracy, and it is not enough ,to, be photogarphed helping with the sugarcane
harvest.
The POR(T), the Cuban section of the
IVth International, have called for the
immediate application of the law 962
(1961), passed under the minister of
labour, which ensures opportunity for
full tmde union rights-for the right of
tendency within the Cuban workers movement. The programme of the Cuban comrades, the programme of the IVth International is: for the control of all aspects
of the Cuban workers state, sociaIeconomic-political, by committees of
workers and peasants (soviets), the right
of instant recall of all representatives,
the right of tendency within the workers
movement. It has again been reiterated by
the Cuban comrades in a, very comprehensive document (published in Frente
O'brero) sent to Premier Castro. This reflects the audacity of our comrades, despite political persecution and is an example of the power of Trotskyist ideas
despite the obstacles of bureaucratic pressures.
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British masses are feeling the influence of the world revolution. The
advance of the political revolution in China, the struggle of. the Vietnam
masses, the strikes and demonstrations by the masses of Aden against British
Imperialism and the coup d'etat by a section of the Greek ruling class to try to
contain the advance of the Greek workers and peasants are all events which
are influencing the cousciousness of the vanguard in this country. This influence
·compensates for the absence of a revolutionary leadership, encourages the
workers, the students, and the poor petit bourgeoisie to continue their struggles
in the face of all the opposition and treachery of their leaderships.
Because of the absence of a mass revolutionary party the workers cannot
express directly their opposition to Capitalism, but the recent. trade nnion conference of the A.E.U., D.A.T.A. (the Draughtmen and Technical Workers
Union) and U.S.D.A!W~ (!~"e~bopworkers)sbowed that withiu the base of
,these unions the basis for the organisation of a revolutionary current is present. And these conferences are only a distant retJection of what the rank
and file is thinking and discussing.
.

At the U.s.D.A.W. Conference there
were resolutions calling for the nationalisatlon of the banks, the buildings societies and the stock exchange as well as resolutions calling for the £15 minimum
wage. At the D.A.T.A. conference there
was a resolution (which was defeated),
wh'ch called for the breaking with the
Labour Party until it showed that it was
no longer carrying out pro-capitalist
poliC:es. The A.E.U. conference was of
enormous significance because the National Committee ~esolved. by a majority of
one, completely against the advice of
the Cbairman, Carron, to oppose 'the
Government's incomes policy. This shows
that the pressure from the base of the union
against this policy has been so great
that' even the top bureaucrats of the
union have been forced to pay attention
to it and· yield to it. The Jeadershipof
the A.R.U. is one of the most rotten of
aU tbe bureaucracies. At the A.E.U.
conference Sir William Carron the Chairman of the union made a speech
snp-porting the Government's policy and
attacking in a vicious racial!st way the
Immigrant wor'kers who he implied were·
a burden on the social services for which
they had paid nothing. This is a criminal
lie; the immigrant workers are the most
exp!o:fed sector of the proletariat, the
worst paid, and tbe worst housed, and
the'r children receive the worst educational faciHties.They are the most affected by the inability of capitaUsm in
this period of its decline and death
agony, to provide adequate honsing,
health services, transport, education, etc.
Carrons attack on the immigrant workers shows his complete degeneration; like
that of the other T.U.C. leaders who
who have been bought by the ruling
class with titles, money and privileges.
And when despite all this the A.E.U.
Conference demands such things as four
weeks holiday, more overtime, etc., at a
time when capitalism obviously cannot
afford to give anything, it is a very clear
indication of the will, determination and
spirit of the rank and file, which breaks
through aU the bureaucratic obstacles
and makes itself felt.

Even the T.U.C. has to make some
moves to try to contain the pre-occupation of the rank and file, to try to maintain some scrap of authority and for this
reason they have supported the demand
for a £15 a week minimum wage. This
demand wbich is correct (although insufficient) was put forward last year by
Cousins of the T.G.W.U., but he has not
waged the slightest struggle to win it.
Any concessions will only be squeezed
out of the ruling class by mlIitant action,
stri1res, occupations, demonstrations etc.
And it is these class methods which the
T.U. bureaucrats fear more than anything

Continued on page 2

SECOND EDITION
OF THE
'EUROPEAN MARXIST
REVIEW IN ITALIAN
The second edition of the EUROPEAN, MA~XIST REVIEW has just
been published.
The contents include the following
documents.
The Social Crisis of German
Capitalism,
the
SocialistChristlan Democrat Alliance
and the historic necessity of
the Unification of. Germany
J. Posad:as
The Struggle of the Spanish
masses, the Workers Party
based on tbe Trade Unions,
the political revolution in
China and the overthrow of
Franco
............ J. Posadas
The development of tile polit·
ical revolution in China • J. Posadas
Communes and Soviets , .. J. Posadas
On the revolut:onary morality
of the proletariat ... .. . J. Posadas
Stalinism or Bolshevism L. Trotsky
Also news of the campaign
for the liberation of the
Trotskyists imprisoned all
over the world. News of the
development and Jife of the
International.

I V
A
,extract,
l

J. POSADAS

.
FROM THE EUROPEAN MARXIST REVIEW

. The crisis in Italy retJects the world crisis of Capitalism and also the crisis in
China. The factors whicll have determined the breaks in the I.C.P. (Italian
Communist Party) do not come from that alone, these factors have existed for
a long time; but the Cultural Revolution' in China and the Red Guards have·
stimulated the. t~~dencies .totake the ofiensivenow. These tendencies which
have broken :with the Communist Party have done so with various interests: it
is a confused rupture. No movement has been prepared organically with a programme.· And they do not prepare themselves to fight ·(or a programme. In
this process of· fragmentation there is an expression of disatisfaction and of
loss of faith among one tendency: a loss of faith in communism, in communist
methods, and in communist objectives. Among other tendencies this is not
the case, it is possible that among the other tendencies may be fonnd the desire
to retake the road of communism; but to do this they must act immediatelv in
the struggle in the trade union field and in confronting the I.C.P. and Capitaiism
which will unite and who are uniting against the revolutionary tendencies.
Italian capitalism is preparing to meet
the crisis with a coup-d'etat mo.bilising
fascism, mobilising the army. There is
no other way out. Everything demonstrates this. The social crisis in Italy is increasang, increasing, increasing. This can
be measured simply in the number of
strikes. It~JY is the world champion in
strikes. The maturity, the development,
the world dynamism, the concentrated
and centralised process of the revolution
have an effect which is infinitely superior
to all the criminal attitudes of the miserable and capitalist leadership of the
Communist ;Party, the con9iliatory and
the capitulatory leadership of the PSIUP.
But at the same time the weight of these

leaderships does not allow the proletariat
to utilise the world dynamism of the
world revolution with all its force because there is no leadership, ,because
'there is no revolutionary party. And this
crisis of the I.C.P. is developing in this
phase of the 'Cultural Revolution', which
is the political revolution of 'Red Guards',
of the world crisis of the bureaucracy
of the workers states. This is not a
crisis which arises through specifically
Italian problems. The reason is Italian
but this crisis contains, as with the appearanceof the new communist parties,
all the force of the development oif the
world revolution.

ONLY THOSE POLITICAL TENDENCIES CAN EXIST AND DEVELOP
WHICH RESPOND TO THE REVOLUTIONARY WILL TO TAKE
POWER
In Italy it is no longer simply a, question of tendencies, it is a question
in reality of the struggle for power
in a very short period. This is the
significance of the crisis in the I.c.P., it
. is not simply the crisis of a group, it is
the social crisis which will burst forth
very shortly in the struggle for power.
And the revolutionary tendencies can
only develop themselveS! with this perspective. The proletarian vanguard will
not run to any other party: its experience has already shown it that they are
all careerist, conciliators, opportunists,
double dealers. They are not going towards these people, they are not going
to accept them. There exists a dialectical
relationship ,between the vanguard, the
middle sectors, and the 'broad masses.
The vanguard is not going to run behind
any party which sJmply presents to them
a programme. Mao Tse Tung can be
shown to them twenty times: but the
vanguard wishes to see what is the policy,
what is the programme and test it for

a certain period. It sees that aU these
tendencies, the pro-chinese parties are not
capahle of preparing the struggle for
power. For this reason all these tendencies which exist within the Italian Communis.t Party are only a distant reflection
of the revolutionary crisis which exists
in Italy. In Italy there is a true revolutionary crisis. But in each period it is
necessary to respond with the necessary
policy in such a way that the proletarian
vanguard can have access to the rest of
the masses; otherwise the vanguard feels
itself to be isolated. The vanguard is
disposed to intervene but sees that the
policy of the party does not bind it to
the rest of the proletariat imd cannot
attract it, does not succeed in unitm,g
it through its own will to struggle. Why'!
The programme does not unite it. The
combative will of the masses is superior to the wishes of these parties. The
objectives which the masses with their
CONTINUED ON PAGB 3
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The development of the struggle of the
workers and students in the U.S.A.
demands the 'workers party based
on the Trade Unions
American Imperialism has no authority
before the masses of the world, it can
only oppose the advance of the world
revolutionary process by terror. This is
what American Imperialism is doing in
Vietnam, it is seeking to block the advance of the revolution by terrorising the
population of Vietnam. Dr, Harvey, a
consultant physician who has recently
visited North Vietnam has stated that
"we saw examples of the exquisite
artistry of a technique in the annihilation of a whole population", he was referring to the anti-personnel bombs being
used by American Imperialism in Vietnam.
The masses of the whole world are recelvmg the inOuence of the war in
Vietnam. Thus the vice-preSident of the
United States is met by demonstrations
against American Imperialism in France,
Britain, and West Germany during his
recent visit to Europe.
The weakness. of world Imperialism
was reOected in its very centre-America-when
mass
demonstrations
against the war in Vietnam were held
recently. In New York and San Francisco
workers, students and inteUectuals, 200,000
in New York alone, marched through the
streets displaying slogans against Imperialism's war in Vietnam; draft cards and
an American flag were burnt during the
demonstrati~n.
This demQustration was
an expression of fhe rapid advance of
the revolution in the United States it·
self, while the fact that many of the
de~onstrators were negroes reOects the
militancy of this, most exploited,section
of the American masses.
When Martin Luther
who represents the most conservative element
among the American negroes, advises the
negroes to refuse to serve American Imperialism in Vietnam he is reacting to
the anti· imperialist struggle of the negro

masses. The same advice is given by
Stokely Carmichal, the militant stndent
leader, and his slogan of 'black power'
even though meant in a reformist parliamentary way, speaking about local elections, is interpreted by the masses in qnite
a different way. Carmichael at a meeting
in Fisk University. NaShville, Tennessee,
called on the students to take over the
administration of' their college. The following day a dot broke 'out at the
University, over. the arrest of a negro
stndent, during which about 800 stndents
fought with armed police. This is just
one example of the militant spirit of
the American negro masses.
It is the negroes who are tile great
majority of the, estimated, 34 million
people who live "below the poverty line"
in tile United States and 34 niillions is
necessarily, since it was made by the
Johnson administration, a conservative
estimate. While the war in Vietnam costs
£714 million, .each month; only £1,365
million has been spent by the Johnson
'administration, in two years, on aid' to
those living in poverty. The anti-poverty
campaign, launched by Johnson two years
ago, was a phoney attempt to meet the
demands of the negro masses, but the
expense of the preparations for war pre-·
vents American Imperialism from meeting eveu the most minimum demands of
the masses.
The American workers keep up a continual pressnre for improvement in their
living standard~ The Capitalist administration Ita'! just
forced to intervene
to hold i back, for 20 days,
national'
railway strike whiCh was to have ,began
011 April 13th. The pressnre of the mass
of American worlH~rs, at the base of the
trades unions, is felt by tbe particularly
rotten bureaucrats at the top. The action
of Reuther, the presIdent of the United
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ivity and no strikes. Already tbere have
been stoppages by crane drivers and ap. preutices, and in the last week came the
biggest strike of aU when. 5500 semi-skilled men walked off over a wage dispute.
So much for the agreemen(s of the
bureaucrats-the masses ignore them.
The . confidence of the working class
also showed itself in the high number
of abstentions in the Rrier,y· Hill byelection. Although it is hypothetically
possible that in a general election some
of the labour abstainers might centralise
tllemselves still around the Labour Party,
the large and growing number of abstentions shows tIlat a sector of the working
class-a seCtor which feels confident that
it can defend its class interests whether
the Labour Party' is in or not-is .making a political clloice by refusing to vote
for the pro-capitalist policillS of the
Labour Government. The rest of the
working class and a large sector of the
poor petit bonrgeoisie continue to vote
for the L.P. but this does not mean support for its policies but only they do
not wish to break the centralisation of
the class around the Labour Party.
Faced with the stagnation of the economy, the continuing opposition of the
workers to carry the expenses of Imperialism's preparation for the war, Wils'On,
hoping to give a shot in the arm to dying
British Capitalism, proposes to e~ter the
Common Market. This certainly would
be a stimulus to certain sectors of
British industry but not to others, (particularly agriculture would suffer) and so
we see a rift in the bourgeoisie on the
question of entry. In any case there is
no possibility of Britain entering the
Common Market because of the opposition of De Gaulle. The opposition of
French Imperialism, to U.S. Imperialism,
which. has shown itself in withdrawal from
NATO and which reflects the pessimism
of the French bourgeoisie and not a
fundamental disagreement with the aims
of American Imperialism, will not allow
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because they know that such workers
mobilisations will tend to quickly bypass
them. It is necessary for the unoffcial
committeess to fight for the demand of
the minimum wage without waiting for
Ii'rank Cousins & Co. to take ,action because all experience has shown that the
trade union bureaucrats by their very
namre are interested in preventing the
struggle. In the face of all the attacks
by the Government the trade union leaders have shown cowardice and class conciliation. Dur~ng the seamens strike the
T.U.C. played the role of. strike breakers
and now they are playing the same role
in relation to ~ the dispute , between
D.A.T.A. and the Ship building employers.The T.U.C. have postponed taking a
decision to help D.A.T.A. and until they
make up their mind, even a request for
simply financial aid from D.A.T.A. to
all the unions affiliated to the T.U.C. will
be held up. The D.A.T.A. leadership has
shown itself more open to the pressure
of the rank and file and has waged a
militant economic struggle but in this
present lockout it has also shown its reluctance
call. for the direct support of
other shipyard workers in the form of
strike action. To overcome this limitation of the .leadership, the ran'k and
file must organise work stoppages, strikes, occnpations of the sllipyards in support of the draughtmen without waiting
for tbe bureaucrats to organise them.
The class collaboration of the trade
union leaders has reached tile lunatic
heights of even investing the money of
tlleir members into the Fairfield shipyard
in Glasgow, in an alliance with the
Government an~ the Capitalists to keep
the yard open. The bureaucrats agreed
with tile employers· that there would be
no demarcation disputes, higher PI;odnct-
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Auto Workers Union (UAW), in withdrawing from all boards and! committees
of the AFL-CIO is a direct result of tIlis
pressure. The American AFL·CIO is the
equivalent of the roc in this country
and just as much a bureaucratic block
to the advance of the workers. TheUAW
is also preparing fairly heavy demands
to put to the employers-Fords, Chrysler,
General Motors etc.-when the existing
contracts end in September.
A ~6% wage increase, impr-ovements in
'fringe benefits' and a gnaranteed annual,
mlUlmum wage are some of the demands
to be put forward. The drop in car sales
and the general running down of tbe
American economy will make the employers reluctant to concede these demands
and . refusal will lead to militant action
011 tbe part of the Auto workers. In fact,
Motor Manufacturers will be particularly
reluctant to grant much higher wages
because' already their profit margin has
dropped even wben sales were rising.
The leaderShip of the UAW has not,
of conrse, pnt forward such demands ail
nationalisation, but the actual control of
the industry, by the workers, is the logical result of present demands. A minimum.
wage can only be ensured by the natlonalisation of the industry, under workers
control.
The American workers have gained
many uotable victories in .tbe last period.
The New York transport workers, airline
engineers, nurses, dockers and many other
sections of workers have all gained wage
iricreases.1.'hesc·gains /, have 'bee.., made
despite the lackl of a workers centre, or
a wor!{ers party.
The masses in the United States are
inlluenced by the revolutionary struggle
of the masses in Latin American and by
the existence of the Cuban Workers State.

the strengthening of Yankee influence in
the European Common' Market which
Britains joining would mean, De Gaulle
has already ~aid it will· take a long time
to study Britain's application. Nevertheless
Wils.on will go through the motions of
trYing to join and will be repulsed and
in this way will lose even more antllority
before the petit bourgeoisie. The crisis
of British Imperialism at this stage is
shown by the fact that it is planning to
bring troops home from the Far East,
Aden, and from Germany, This does not
mean it Ilas changed its imperialist nature
but it can no longer afford tile upkeep
of its military apparatus abroad. The
masses of a place eveu as small as Aden
lU'e .forcing it to get out, because all the
world conditions are against Imperialism.
Yankee Imperialism is preparing the

American Imperi:dis~ is conscious of
this and seeks to strengthen the Capitalist
governments of I.atin America. This wa....
the purpose of the inter-American CODference at Punta Del Este, Uruguay. At
this conference Johnson talked of 'social
reform'" in Latin America, but, as in the
United States, American Imperialism is·
not interested in social reform. Even a"f,
the conference was being held American
Imperialism
was
'urgently' ' training
Bolivian government troops for actioR
against the miners movement in Bolivia~
The objective sitnation in the United
States demands a Workers Party with all
anti-capitalist programme, based on the
trade unions. Trade Union bureaucrats
like Reuther, and bourgeois negro leaders
like Luther King react to the pressures
of the masses, but at the same time, act
as agents of capitalism in blocking the
struggie of the masses.
These gentlemen do not put forward
an anti-capitalist programme around which
the American masses can organise. The
anti-capitalist programme is essential to
the development of the struggle in the
United Stat~s and it is more than tearingnp draft cards, or burning the flag of
American Imperialism. It is the nationalisation of all major industries under
workers control! It is the control of aU
housing by committees of tenants and
the formation of defence committees etc.
The' anti-capitalist programme demands
equal pay for men, women and youths
~mployed on the same work, and that all
Of.3.utomation go directly to the
workers! It is a· programme fbrworkers
powet for a Workers
based on the
Trade Unions. It is for a workers governmell.tin the United States and the United
Socialist' States of the American continent.

J

war wititin a short time. AU its actions
show it, from the intensification of the
war in Vietnam to the C.I.A. backing of
tbe military coup in Greece which
has imprisoned 10,006 workers, petit
bourgeoisie and intellectuals. That Wilson
supports these plans can be seen by the
speedy recognit\on of the new Greek
military regime. Imperialism is losing
more and more support; now it has only
one means of defence--its nuclear arms.
More military coups and more anti·work,
ing class repression are being prepared in
Europe, and the leaders of the COm!!lUnist Parties, the Socialist Parties and the
trade unions lU'e doing nothing to oppose it. In spite of the weakness of the
bourgeoisie, in spite of the inability of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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The' disintegr.ation:of 'the"'Co01munistan'd Socialist parties:
and of Capitalism "in, Europe; ,the; ;"C:ulturaIRevolution'
and the struggle,fo,r, Socialism
(Continued from page 1)
anti-capitalist struggles put forward, are
beyond the proposals of this party. For
this reason the vanguard feels itself to
be isolated and remains where it is. The
conditions have been mature in Italy for
overthrowing Capitalism for twenty years.
Four times the proletariat wished to take
power. But the moment P!lssed. It wished
to take power but the Communist Party
. USe its power ,to prevent the proletariat
taking power, acting as, an obstacle to
it. There are bureaucratic interests which
coincide with Capitalism. But they have
not taken power because the proletariat
was not mature: for twenty 'years it
has been mature. Immediately after the
war the Communist Party developed as
one of the largest in the world. And the
proletariat tried to take power in 1948,
in 1952 and in 1960.'
For this reason it is necessary to expect in a short stage the ex!,ression of

thisstrugg!.e :' !but not' in the Communist
Party, outside the Communist Party. In
the Communist Party there is no political
life in which the politicalma:turity of
the proletarian vanguard can express its~lf. This, will be expressed outside the
Communist ;Party in the f<\Ctory struggles.
It is not poss~ble to speak of the movement and of maturity without speating
of the industrial sphere. It is 'here that
the proletariat· feels itself most secure
to express' itself: and here it is expressed,
through strikes made against the leadership and independently of the leadership.
And for the organisation ofa new revolutionary party, it is necessary to find
support· immediately in the struggle in
the factories which is where the class
wiil unify itself. The activity of the new
revolutionary party to, tbe able to establish
connections with and organise the revolutionary will of the masses, to prepare a' decision within a few years, must
respond to this necessity of struggle.

THE INABILITY OF mE I.C.P.TO FIND A ROAD OF CONCILIATION
WITH CAPITALISM, ACCEPTABLE TO THE MASSES

the Finnish' Communi~t Party in the communist deputies are people without
bourgeois ministry. For the first time the , spirit. One has only. to look at their
Communist Party' enters into the govern- photographs or their activities, 'they are
ment .of Finl~nd in' alliance with the without spirit. They are completely ener·social democracy. But the policy of .the vated. They h:we ceased to exist.
FinnIsh Communist Party is that of the Amendola has more dynamism than most
right. In Finland the·· Communist Party of them :because Amendola is for 'a right
gained many votes !but the votes which wing policy of direct. alliance with Capitit gained were not due' to the fact ' that alism. \He has more dynamism than the
it had maintained a policy of opposition others because he has a perspective. But
to Capitalism and of support for de- the members of the leaders~ip of the
mands of the masses. No, it had con- Italian Communist Party are all dead,
ducted . a right wing national policy, it they are aU speaking corpses, nothing
was not a nationalist policy against im- more.
perialism, they were Finnish before being
In the· conditions in Italy, where there
communist. The votes which they obtain- are strikes every day, mobilisations, facted were those of the small capitalists.
ory occupations, conflicts of the masses
The policy of Amendola in Italy is with the police, l;tconstant tendency tonot different from that of the Communist wards the general strit.e, there are enormParty In Finland. Amendola is the knight ous dynamic and vigorous conditions to
errant of this policy. They have seen stimulate .the leaders of the parties to' be
and felt that they could not take power, alive, to feel themselves stimulated to
could not eliminate Capitalism through struggle. But since they feel that all
the parliamentary road; so they embark- this leads to the fall of capitalism and
ed on simple carrerism because they have they do not feel the necessity of strugglno other way forwar4;l. They have no ing to overthrow Capitalism-they do not
intention that the struggle overthrows only not understand it, they are ,oppos·'
C~pita1ism; none of them has any comed-their mind is outside aU these questmunist idea or sentiment. Longo is a
ions, they are foreign to it. iIn their' inirid,
corpse or walking corpse, a man without there neither exists· a communist programsoul, without ideas. The majority of the me or communist perspective.

the most impqrtant event in Italy. This
crisis of the Communist Party. reflects
its inability to find any way of conciliation with Capitalism which can be accepted, which can be at the same time
THE SOVIET BUREAUCRACY TO RESIST TIIE PROCESS SUSTAINS
a means of maintaining its own base
CAPITALISM WHICH IS COLLAPSING
without problem~ without .crisis. The
possibilities for this of the Communist
Italian Capitalism has felt, to sustain peasant$ masses? The millions of dollars
PartY are exhaust~d. In saying that these
possibilities are exhausted we do not itself as capitalism, that is has need of 'which this factory will cost in . the
wish· to say that. all possibilities· are· entir- th~ world support of Capitalism; it has U.s.S.R. are for the benefit of the bureauely finished; theposstbility of .conciliating· no •. otller ,~J:§p~tive. Italian.Capitalism cracy;
This agreement does not have the ·obwith . Capitalism without important reper- feels, the necessity; sees the possibility and
cussions within the party is exhausted. launches itself· with all its own forces to ject of human progress. The private motor
But it continues' to manoeuver· and to seek· to collllJborate on a world scale with car of the (bureaucrat adds nothing to· the
make a series of cdnciIiations· and it is the Comrrmnist ,Party, with the workers progress of the masses. It is not c6nnot absolute1y excluded that Capitalism states. It 'feels, understands that it can venient for' transport neither does it promay be a;ble eventually to acCept the seek such collaboration ibecause Italian duce a development in the speed of comWe repeat the Communist 'Party is seek- possibility of communist ministers in the Capitalism, the soviet bureaucracy and munication. iIt has the object of satisfying
ing to substitute itself for Capitalism. government. It is not completely excluded. the leadership of the communist parties. the desire for private property, the privilLongo arid Amendola are seeking to do What' we say and have said is tha,t there are all three experiencing the :blows of eges of the soviet bureaucracy. .."
This agr~ment is a double' blow·
this . if they can through parliamentary exists no perspective fot a government the world development of the revolution.
majority. Nenni would do this if he in which there are communist ministers For this reason the soviet ,bureaucracy against the Italian revolution, against the
could. But Nenni is convinced that it is which is quite a different thing: they has made the agreement with Fiat, an Italian masses. On the one hand it'stabilnot possible to mab a substitution for might sustain a Iilinistrybut crisis would agreement which means a: point of direct ises 'Italian Capitalism and offers the
Capitalism and· for this reason he has follow very shortly after. The bourge- support to seek to stabilise Italian Capit- perspective of sustaining it; and on the
other hand in front of the Italian masseS,
taken the path of alliance with Capital- iosie is trying to support themseh:,es, may alism.
The duty of the Communist Party is .to the workers state appears compromised
ism. Amendola and Longo persist in even run to the acceptance of communist
their role of conciliation with Capitalism, ministers in the government. It will seek profit from the conditions of Capitalist with Italian· Capitalism. It· is a blow from
because they have no other perspective; to sustain itself in what ever way pIJS- crisis to sma$ it, not to sustain it. This which Italian Capitalism benefits, to say
is what can be done when communist to the masses: look! you are struggling
'because their base of support, and their sible. 'But what we comlbat is the id~a
point of support is the revolution. In that the Communist Party gives as a perspectives and objectives exist. There for communism, !but loolc at the Soviet
consequence they cannot make the same perspective for its participation in the is no reason to make this agreement. Union. This is an enormous crime. In
policy as Nenni. They are subjected in- government j,e. the ability to influence it., For .the development of the soviet econ- our documents a constant denunciation
evitlllbly to their. Ibase which wants the This is completely imposshble. The govern- omy, a car is not necessary for the petit of this must appear. It is one of the
Trucks and railcars are bases of the world alliance of the soviet
revolution and which feels the necessity ment will allow the entrance of commun- bOUrgeoisie.
for revolutionary struggle. If Amendola ists, to take in the masses, to contain necessary. These cars are aimed at bureaucracy, of 'the leadership of the
and Longo could sust1;lin Capitalism with, and deceive them. But that fact alone, satisfying the individual needs of the Communist Party with world Capitalism,
parliament through dialogue they would iby allowing them to enter will mean soviet Ibureaucracy; individual needs, not It is the way in which with a clean and
do so; this is what they are seeking to an enormous crisis. And if the Commun- the needs Qf the development of trade concrete language of historic social relations, the bureaucracy says to capitaldo. But they cannot act in the same way ist· Party remains in the ,government, and and the economy.
Why do they not help China? why ism: we are rea.dy for a long alliance.
as Nenni, that is integrate themselves the masses as it IS logical f;or them, carry
fully with Capitalism because their base forward a revolutionary struggle, it is have they not installed factories in China? This is the concrete language: it 18 not
would not allow it. Nenni has been able capitalism which loses: 'it is the revolut- Why do they not help the development words and declarations but the concrete
to do sp because in! great majority his ionary . struggle for power. What the of Vietnam? why do they not advance economic fact which is the deternljnin~
social Ibase of support is composed of ibouregoisie can allow is the appearance the living conditions of the worker and factor.
petit-bourgeois who sought via means of in the government of a right wing tendconciliation via means of' economic. de- ency of the iI.C.P. in order ,to break it;
velopment, to improve their own economic that is Amendola; Amendola and Longo
mE MASSES IN EUROPE HAVE DECIDED TO OVERTHROW
conditions arguing over the profits of to enter the government as prisonen.
CAPITALISM
Capitalism. And he has attracted a proletarian sector; !but he has attracted it
What the Communist Party is hoping
, not !by his line, but !because this proletar- for is to be able to determine with its
It is necessary to make an appeal to opposition of .the workers and communian sector does not see either in the own entry into the government a demo- unite the crisis of the communist parties ist masses, against the communist and
Communist iparty or the P.s.iI.U.P. a cratic development of the economy. But of Europe, to the crisis of the I.C.P. The socialist trade union leadership. In other
great difference in relation to Nenni. It this is completely impossible. It is ex- essential characteristic whether in Italy conditions, it would have done so. If
sees the same line and the same object- cluded that this can be successful, be- or the rest of Europe is that the masses there did not exist such a social crisis,
ives and conclusions as the Communist cause the policy of <betrayal for the ad- strike and mobilise against the will of capitalism would have found a way
Party. The worker base, of Nenni's party vantage of Capitalism on the part (If the communist and socialist leaders, attract them. Why has it not attracted
which is important, composed of privileg- members of the ,communist parties can- against the will of the leaders of these them? In ,Belgiuin the Socialist Party . is
ed sectors .of the proletariat and some not have a long term, important etfect, parties. They call strikes, demonstrations, against strikes; the masses can strikes
very backward sectors continue to sup- 'because the world process of the re- occupy factories against the will of the and occupy the factories; the demonport Nenni !because they nof see any volution compensates for and surpasses, communist and socialist leaders. But they stratioh on the occasion of the strike of
great difference in the policy of the pushes aside all the betrayals which the vote for the communist and socialist the women of Gersi:adt was against the
I.C.P. or the P.S.iI.U.P. compared with Communist Party is capable of. Ther~ parties
wish~s of the socialist leader.ship; in
. Nenni. Con~quently they have no great are already other examples of bourgeols
The bourgeoisie has .no social force,
spite of this the ,bourgeoisie has not colgovernments who are running to the c.)m-· has no social capacity and in consequence Iected the vote of these workers. The
reason to be attracted.
,It is necessary to understand that the munist parties.
does not possess the political capacity to
A . notable 'fact is the representation of sustain and attract the dissatisfaction, the
crisis of the Italian Commuriist Party is
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
Am;ndola is· the victor in this struggle
of tendencies, he does not represent the
centrist policy the· conciliatory policy of
Longo; for· this reason. Longo grappied
With . Amendola and now Afnendola has
suCceeded in winning. There' is no other
line. When .Tog!.iattl died we said 'he
died in time because there is no more
room for "Togliatti'. The Communist
Party has not got the policy which
answers the situation' of the social· crisis
of capitalism in Italy,· because the only
correct policy whiCh can reply with success to the interest of the masses is revolutionary policy; they are not· able to
do this. iForthis reason they are in
crisis.
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crisis .of .capitiulsm,.~~omes; ·more .acute··
and the principle capitalist party· loses
votes. This is the direct indisputable expresSion of - the, social crisis of Capital- ,
ism, the same goes for Great Britain;
the masses vote for the Labour Party
and make strikes against the leadership
of the Labour Party. This shows that in
their social cQnsciQusness, they are disposed to advance against Capitalism. In
.Spain the worker masses have already necessity, there is, no need for the deconquered legality with their democratic velopment of the Soviet Union, to send
trade unions. Although the workers com- the ballet to Franco, or the football team,
missions have not developed ill every which is ;going to play in Spain. What
way their role, the intention of the mas- advantage does the U.S.s.R. receive from
ses and development of the action of the this? Nothing. It has no need to do this.
masses to give themselves their own It has an enormous strength without
leadership constantly progresses. Even needing to depend on Spain; on: tlie
here the Spanish Communist Party, the other hand it gives authority to Franco
soviet bureaucracy, the Communist Party so that he can demonstrate that he is
of the Soviet Union run to the de- capable of finding a new road; And it
fence of Franco, helping to sustain him is the way with which he seeks an indirectly! /
fluence on the petit ,bourgeoisie, to have
The trip of the Soviet Ballet to Madrid a point of social support and to block
is -accompanied ,by the policy of peaceful the influence of the proietatiat on the
co-existence and of the conciliation of petit bourgeoisie which seeks to overthe Communist Party with the government throw it. Hence the attitude of the
of Franco, with the policy made to im- .spanish Communist Party which opposes
pede the struggle of the masses to overthe fall of the government of Franco and
throw, Franco. The' attitude of the soviet on the contrary supports some 'positive'
bureaucracy in Spain is a dir~t aid to aspects of the Franco regime as it state.s
Franco. There is no reason. there is no in its declaration.

The dis'integration 'of the
Communist and Socialist

parties ..

THE ROLE OF THE RED GUARD HAS PLACED THE CHINESE
MASSES IN COMMUNICATION wrm THE WORLD AND REFLECTS
THE UNANIMOUS WILL Of THE MASSES OF THE WORLD
This crisis' of 'the Italian Communist
Party has an enormous importance because ,it is a question of crisis which recurs in this phase of the development of
the class struggle. They are not little
crises. And they arise when there is the
same situation throughout Europe. These
are the expressions of the development
,of the Sino Soviet crisis, of the development 'of' the political revolution and of
the Red Guard.
'.,
'
The political revolution in China does
'not' . mean an uninterrupted progress;
there is a furious struggle of tendencies,
one has only to read the speeches. It
is sufficient to read that in the last Committee of the 1st of October, at the
celebrations of the 17th anniversary of
the .Chinese revolution, the portrait of
Sun Yat Sen, who has nothing to do with
the revolutionary progress of China, was
shown. And on the other hand they show
portraits of Marx and of revolutionaries,
and then they show the portrait of Sun
Yat Sen; the latter reflects the wing
which conciliates with Capitalism. Hence
the portratit of Sun Yat Sen. And
Stalin's portrait was also in evidence not
only because they seek to conciliate with
a wing of the army an.d with the soviet
bureaucracy, but because they do not
'understand the process and they use him
because they have no other understanding of history. They ,have not had' any
political life; but despite this, the declarations of Chen Yi are important, they
are Trotskyist declarations from top to
bOttom on the final encounter of the inevitable' war.

The Red Guards undoubtedly can be
utilised 'by tendencies to conciliate; and
thus as now they attack those who lead
a bourgeois life and at the same time
attack the revolutionary tendencies. But
this cannot last very long. It is not possible to mobilise the masses against
privilege, against the bureaucracy to restrain it from a revolutionary policy. It
is not excluded that the conservative
tendency may form their own red guards
and that with the writings of Mao Tse
Tung, some of them; basing . themselves
on the works of Mao Tse Tung will follow this struggle. Even this will last only
a short time. They have neither programme or policy, for this reason they use
Mao Tse· Tung. What is the policy of
Mao Tse Tung now? It is not sufficient
to say 'Paper Tigers'. It is necessary to
to know the policy for Vietnam. 'It is
necessary to· know the policy for the
European proletariat, the policy to face
imperialism in Asia. 'What are their
positions on the world situation? For
these questions Mao Tse Tung has neither
programme or policy; for fifteen or twenty
years Mao· Tse Tung has written nothing.
The 'Cultural Revolution' is influencing aU Europe and the world. Why?
Because the conditions are mature, because what unites the 'Cultural Revolution' with the masses, of the world and
of Italy in particular, is the will of the
masses to suppress privileges, to eliminate anything which means differentiation
of social layers, everything which means
usurpation.

.THE. DISINTEGRATION OF THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY AND
OF 'tHE SOCIALIST PARTY IS THE CONSEQUENCE, OF THE WORLD
,
DEVELOPMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
The crisis of the Italian Communist
Party is part of the world crisis. It is
notpossj:ble to evaluate the crisis of the
Italian Communist Party separatCly; it
is part of this crisis; and it does not
have its own solution. It is necessary in
Italy to adopt the measures to develop
the .revolutionary tendency :but this is
part of the process throughout Europe.
It is necessary to unite the activity within
Italy, for· the organisation of the revolutionary tendency, basing itself on' this
criSis, with what is advancing in the rest
of Europe with a EUropean leadership,
. a leadership of the European proletariat,

for a programme of the United Socialist'
States of Europe, for a single centre in
Europe, for a United Front in Europe
whIch the European proletariat understands. There· is not an Italian solution,
the solution must be in this form; these
are concrete facts which it is necessary
to resolve in Italy 'but to organise the
revolutionary leadership, it is necessary
t{) do so with this cons~iousness and this
perspective. And at the same time with
theconsicousness and the perspective of
the final encounter of the. events in China
and the significance of the events in
China. This is the necessary measure for
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the progressive solution of the cnSlS of
the Italian Communist Party. The crises
are inevitable; and they do not i mean
weakness. Divisions do not mean weakness. When there is a division and ' a
break to reorganise and advance it is

not

a:

diyision, it is, a

separati~n,of

forces

neces~aryt() 're()rganis~ ana find a new

o.rientation. These splits in Italy, the
separation of tendencies from the I.C.P.
means iJl some', cases the attempt, the
intention to carry forward a revolutionary policy, but it is not the same in all
cases. One of the risks as we have said
'before, is. that some sectors break in a
demoralised way, discouraged, losing
faith in the communist future and in
communist policy. ~emaining within the
ambience of the policy of conciliation,
they fmish Iby adapting themselves to the
Capitalist system and 'by pursuing a game
based on personal interests.

THERE IS NO HISTORIC TIME FOR A NEW ORGANISATION
OF THE MASSES IN ITALY
The formation of this new Communist
Without putting on the agenda, the
Party in Italy, the various breaks, are struggle. for power in a short stage, withthe expression of internal disintegration out putting on the agenda the united
because. there ary at the same time breaks front of the masses, with' the anti-capitalfrom left and right. It is the internal is~ programme, there is no possibility of
disintegration of the Italian Communist exercising an influence on the Italian
,Party in two different ways. There is no masses. The present phase shows that
importance-and perhaps 'of all the move- the disintegra~ion is reaching a very adment, it has least importance-in the vanced level. Within a short stage there
formation of this Pro-Chinese party. This will be breaks of groups and tendencies
Pro-Chinese party. does not possess a continuously, but which will not attract
programme for the revolution in Italy. the Italian masses. The most serious
business are these recent strikes, Because
It will be able to survive and live only
these breaks' have an, echo, it is necessary
if it adapts itself to the development and
the fight for the programme for the re- that our Italian comrades try to enter
volution in Italy. But to do this it must into a relationship with the tendency
understand the Italian masses. And from which seeks to carry forward the rethe beginning it has shown a .sectarian yolutionary policy, try to a'rrive at an
attitude in front of the masses, who re- agreement with it, understanding that it
main in the I.C.,P. The leadership of the is necessary to expect a certain period
I.C.P. is one thing, quite another are the of time for their maturity, understanding
communist masses. It is necessary to turn that this policy is possible and necessary,
to them,to understand them and to feel , and that it is necessary to lean on the
that the Italian masses are there in the crisis ef the Chinese. It is' necessary that
[.C.P., not to support the policy of al- they don't only support themselv.es on
liance with Capitalism but because in the the· crisis in Italy ibut on the crisis in
Communist Party, they find a unifying China, on th~ development of tlie politic;class centre. For / this reason despite 'the al revolution in China and also, the repolicy' of 'betrayal, 'of -conciliation, and volution in Italy, and also on the crisis
adaptation to capitalism, of blacklegging, in. the SQviet Union, en tl)e crisis of ~he
of political delation, despite the fact that soviet bureaucracy. It must not only base
the leadership of the I.C,P. acts in this itself on the events in Italy. The masses
way, the communist masses do nQt vote of, the w~rld feel thatihe moment of
for the bourgeoisie. This is enough to the final settlement of accounts is comunderstand ,that the masses have their ing, they (eel. it; ,they do, not understand
it .in a progr!tmmatic form. The masses
centre and try to remain there.
The attitude of these Pro-Chinese part- feel the nece~ity ()f being united in one
ies 'consists in the belief that the name centre: a Communist 'Party. They see it
of Mao Tse Tung is aU powerfull; Mao as a centre. They have developed themTse Tung has no programme. Our re- r;elyes· there, thr-ougQ it, they have waged
spect for Mao Tse Tung is due to the great struggles, they still '4ope to impel
it and they will pnly leave it, to take
fact that he is an honest revolutionary;
but he has no programme. What is the power. It is ingenuous to believe in the
programme' of Mao Tse Tung for Italy? possibility of an electoral competition
What is the programme of the Chinese with the iI.C.P. It is necessary confort the world revolution? We give a sequently to await world events, to deprogramme. It is not enoUJgh to call one- velop a: team which is capable ,of underself a party and to say "Down with,the standing how to support itself on world
leadership of the I,C.P." or to insult it events and to impeU the It,alian revolutor accuse it correctly. H is not sufficient. ion. And within the frame work of world
What programme· does he ,give for Italy? events, lies the process in China, The
What is the policy to put forward? They permanent ,revolution is a unity. The
world is harmoniously united in the class
have no programme.
And the policy to carry forward is the struggle. For this reason. there is the
development.
united front. It is necessary to enter the unequal and combined
I.C.P., it is necessary to feel that the From here lies the con"entration ,and
Italian masses will not follow any organ- centralisation of the world revolution.
isation and any leadership, but will pass The unequal and combined development
from the I.C;P. directly to power. -But allows these breaks in Italy but does
for this reason, it is ne<;essary and pos- not anow the independent development
sible to construct an organisation which of the mas~es. But with the help of the
can influence the I.C.P. from' outside. crisis in China, with the help of the
But this organisation can also work in- crisis Qf the soviet :bureaucracyin the
ternally-it is necessary to say this world, of the ,crisis of the soviet ,burell.uquite dearlY-'-within the I.C.P., in such cracy in Vietnam, of the development of
a way to be able to break, to Ibe a:ble the, struggle in Vietnam, the conditions
to develop groups ,and tendencies which would be prepared because in the new
phase and in the historic conditions which
can impel an interllal life and allow an
advance in the next phase of the struggle are progressing, it will be possible to
fight for power.
for power.

THERE IS NO mSTORIC TIME FOR A SUBSTITUTE BUREAUCRACY.
THE MASSES WILL GO FROM THE COMMUNIST PAllTY TO POWER
Political careerism in Italy is finished.
The Italian bourgeoisie feels that it has
no further perspective in the parliamentary game with the socialist and communist tendencies. The· Nenni,and
Saragat unification has an historic ·finaIity: It has not been determined by the
fact that capitalism has to impose it as
a means' of conciliation; they are conciliatory without Capitalism having' to
tell them. It is their fear of the final
, encouIiter which has united them. It is
their. consciousness that the fall' of Capitalism approaches. They feel the necessity to unite their forces to! confront the
masses; it is for this reason they have
united. This if:\ the essential reason.

Through this union Capitalism benefits
from them and utilises them. It is through
this weapon within the masses that Capitalism is alble to sustain itself. And the '
Nenni Saragat unification must be taken
as a warning of the 'approach of great
,crises in Italy~ They have not united to /
divide out the variQus posts 'because they
have bureaucratic careerist interests; if
they unite, it is because -_they feel that
the crisis is a deep one and they have
united to increase their forces to confront the crisis. Thus in the same period
there is, the unification ibetween Saragat
and Nenni and on, the other· hand the
crisis Of the I.C.P. And it is at the same
CONTINUED ON PAGE S.
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moment that these two facts occur and
show the enormity of the crisis.
For all these-and among these the
Trotskyist capitulators like Livio ~aitan
and others-who speak of the "Italian
Miracle" ,who see, who dream of a perllpective of 30 years of Capitalist development, here is the result which they
find in front of them after only four
years. In 1962 we put forward the view
",Italian Capitalism already enters into
CrISIS,
the Christian Democracy enters
already a period of disintegration", In
1962! And all these people, finding an
echo in the petit bourgeoisie, orientated
themselves on the basis of a perspective
of the economic miracle. Here it is" the
economic miracle! None of them forsaw
the crisis either in the LC.P. or in the
P.S.I.U.P. but even so although none of
them had orientated the masses to understand this process, the masses have

The disintegration of the
Communis~

parties
neither been discouraged or disorientated.
If the masses had !been disorientated and

discouraged !by the process in front of
them, they would have voted for the
Christian Democracy, they would not
have remained concentrated in the I.C.P.
in the .P.S.I.U.lP. or in the trade unions.
Thus the masses have received the in. fluence of the world revolution. And
this is poss1ble because in their mind,
there can be found already the desire
and the will to smash Capitalism.

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE PARTY AND OF THE GROUP WHICH ARE
FORMING IN ITALY IS TO ORGANISE THE REVOLUTIONARY
TENDENCY
The objective of the party and of the in intervention, in knowing how to coordinate, organise and to. have a dynamic
groups which are forming in Italy is
that of organising the revolutionary tend- activity, intervening in all the problems
ency. The deeper that this is so, the of the country.
'The proletarian vanguard, the revolutmore it can influence the sectors and
currents in the I.C.P. in the expectancy ionary Italian intellectual vanguard is
of this historic phase of great mobilisat- expecting, awaiting orientation.
It is necessary to intervene in all the
ions which can lead them directly to
power. There is no jump in voting; the problems, not in a separate and isolated
way, but as part of a central objective:
communist mas"es and this leadership
are maturing; and in this historic phase, . Italy is approaching a decision, it is go. this tendency arjses because the masses
ing toward civil war: It is necessary to
of themselves decide to break the chains prepare for this. To prepare does not
mean to intervene tomorrow, nor to
of their leadership; and they are able
cease from intervening in minimum proconsequently to launch themselves into
the struggle for power. The configuration
blems of the trade union strugglc. But
of this historic phase is united to the. .it is necessary to be prepared taking acdevelopment of the revolutionary crisis count of the fact that these struggles will
in China. of the revolutionary crisis in lead in a short stage to the civil war,
the Soviet Union, in Cuba and in the :because Italian Capitalism is in no construggle of the European proletariat.
dition to meet the necessities' of the
That is to say, it is necessary to know Italia:n masses. And the Italian masses
how to meet this phase; it is necessary are not disposed to support it. Hence
to have flexibility in the perspective of all these crises, constant strikes, crises
'being able to stand at the head of the and !breaks from the parties etc.
masses.
Numbers are not important, what is
important is the decision· to carry forThe smallness of our party, of the ward activity mid to have the correct
Revolutionary Communist Party of Italy programme to carry forward this a<:tivity.
(Trotskyist) and of the commnnist· groups With the correct programme, the perwho hav~ broken from the I.C.P. in- spective is determined and this is to detimidates the leaderships of the groups v~lope a revolutionary tendency which
and prevents, them from carrying fortogether with the development of the
ward a: dynamic activity; it makes them struggles in the world and particularly
feel small and encloses. them in a small in China, Europe, Africa and Asia tolocal activity and on secondary, circum- gether with the struggle in the woIters
stantial or local problems. They believe- states will influence Italy.
Then the favourable, historical conditbecause they are intimidated or because
they are under the enormous pressure ions will mature ibecause the enormous
of the apparatus of the I.C.P.-that they majority of the .nalian masses are listenwill not have success, that they will not ing for this. But from here until then,
be listened to and that their action will which is a short period, they must see
have little importance. One must not that this party is disposed to realise this
measure the force, the capacity, the im- task.
portance, the authority, on a numerical
,And they must see proof of this. It
basis. ft is necessary to judge it on the does not mean that they are going to 'be
base of the possibility of the programme gained little by little. Within the I.C.P.
and the capacity for action of the party.
itself, the masses will advance increasing
The possibility of the programme de- their decision. Thus. as now a: sector
pends directly on the precision and cor- ceases to vote for the I.C.tP. hoping thus
rectness of the programme and on the to exert a pressure, thus tomorrow this
capacity of the party, on its dynamism decision will. go beyond the party.

THERE IS NO POSSmILITY TO FORM A PARTY WHICH CAN
COMPETE WITH THE I.C.P.
A great party is not necessary to compete with the LC,P.: what is, necessary
is a secure· and firm nucleus. But it must
show its decision, it must show that it
lives in the class struggle in Italy, and
its· capacity for action. It is for this
reason, that the Revolutionary Communist Party (Trotskyist) Italian Section of
the IV International, must undertake the
task of persuading these groups in a
united front with them, to carry forward
a dynamic activity on aU the problems
of revolutionary Italian ativity, with the
objective of preparing and developing
the team which carries forward the task,
whether in the trade union or political
field, the struggle for the anti-Imperialist
and anti-Capitalist programme which
will advance, always gathering more
authority and organising groups which
tomorrow will exert their pressure within the Il.C)P. itself.
Within the I.CP. does not mean in
meetings of the I.C.P. but in tbe c{)ntact and the life of the communist milit-

and Socialist

ants. The internal life of the I.C.P. <ioes
not mean meetings in the section of the
I.c.P., but a method so that the communist base accepts and follow this
authority; it means that a communist
militant who maintains his authority on
a number of elements in his, area will
attract them without gOillg to the party
centre; it is not necessary that he should
go to the locale (local party offices) to
discuss and hold meetfngs. He will at·
tract them! He can also call formal
meetings but it is not necessary. ;rn revolutionary conditions it is not necessary
to call formal meetings in the centres of
the LC}P. The revolutionary militant can
attract at the base without the need of
formal meetings. When he can make this
activity through meetings and discussions,
this is undoubtedly better and it is possible that a proportionally large part
will decide to adopt this form.
But authority means to gain ascendancy
over the base, showing it the necessity
for this, policy even without the life of

• • • • •
the party. And on the other hand the
I.C.P. will not allow such a lire· to
exist. They must be opposed forcibly.
But this perspective must be precise clear
and present in the groups which are
formed and in the revolutionary tendency which exists in the P.SJ.U.P. The
I.CP. will not allow the formation of a
revolutionary tendency. U will expell it.
If a group exists which developes as a
revolutionary tendency it will be a centre
of organisation. Inevitarbly in a short
stage many more people will abandon
the I.C.P., and they will be expelled. And
the development of thi& current is necessary for the programme of the Italian
and world revolution. To attract the rest
of the people, preparing themselves for
successive favourable conditions to attract the enormous mass of the I.C.P.
There is no possrbility of forming a
new party which competes with the I.C.P.
One of the most serious aspects of the
failure of the P.S.I.U,P. was that it
did not feel itself capable of developing
within itself a tendency, a current, whicH
could elevat.t( itself to the understanding
of the necessity to organise a revolutionary tendency. Then it would have been
a pole of attraction which instead of
allowing the process of fragmentation
which is showing itself, would have
known how to organise it. The' last
election with the significant number of
a1bstentions-which even if the number
is fa:irly small l\as a very 'great importance-shows that there is already a vanguard which is seeking to exert a pressure on the I.C.P. This abstention is: a
. way of exerting pressure. The existence
of new groups and tendencies will not
attract these sectors to Jom with them,
because such sectors wish to exert pressure on the I.C ..P.
This vanguard must feel and see the
revolutionary attitude of these new
groups; and they must give to the vanguard the confidence to be able to attract the res.t within the I.CP. In this
lies the importance of the trade union
struggle, because it is here that they feel
themselves to be most secure and firm,
it is the environment in which they act,
in which they have security and confidence and in which they find a direct relation. with the class; then they can feel
and organise it. For this; reason the
trade union activity is the environment
in which to influence and to organise

the current; it is not within the I.C.P.
This. is the centre ,but not the environment of action. To ;be able to gain the
mass of the I.C.P. it is necessary that
this can influence the I.C.P. .but the· basis
in the ·trade union work; it is here that
the :base and the vanguard can be found.
The vanguard is there.
There is no revolutionary tendency at
the summit of the I.C.P. neither Ingrao
nor Occhetto and none of the other
bureaucrats,. The proof is, that they have
a tremendous fear of the revolution and
that now if they proceed to oppose
Longo and Amendola, it is ,because they
feel that everything is going to hell. They
feel that they are losing votes and they
seek to gain positions, to gain historic
time to make a career, nothing more.
Now they are making a careerism of the
left. It
necessary to evaluate the attitude of these people on the basis of
where· the massees are actually going:
the masses are disposed to take power
and these people conduct an opposition
to propose an activity independent of
capitalism and nothing more. The splits
from the I.C.,P., the Nenni Saragat unification show tpe depth of the social crisis
of Capitalism.· And they reply simply
with small criti<:,ism, with small _opposition, to the right, to Longo and
Amendola. One can expect nothing from
these people, one cannot expect that they
will form currents and tendencies. They
have no historic time to develop themselves.· There is no historic time for
right centrists as these. are rights centrists
who are more connected with Capitalism
than I the masses, because they are afraid
of the revolution. There is no historic
time for· their development. This tendency of Ingra:o would have a magnificent
opportunity to propose now the general
strike and to appeal for the united struggle of all the masses for example, for
political Hberties. They allowed the
mobilisations of the fascists in Rome.
They allowed it.
Why did they not
mo;bilise the communist masses!
The
conditions are ripe for the taking of
power, Capitalism has shown that it does
not feel secure if the masses mobilise.
They have no confidence in Capitalism
itself; they have faith in the Communist
Party and in the fact that the policy ~f
Communist Party will not allow. will
oppose the masses. taking power.
It is not Italian Capitalism which allows the existence and the role of the
J.C;P.;there is no other way out which
it can accept. But Italian Capitalism profits from and uses the conciliatory policy
with Capitalism of the I.C.P. And as
there, are no intermediate roads. there
is no peaceful road, the I.C.P. has no'
other way out-in this fundamental
phase of the history of Italian Capitalism-than to serve as a support of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Teachers must link. their own demands
to the anti-capitalist programme
Like most of the conferences of theindustrial worker~ unions the conference of
the NUT is a ritualistic affair in which
the presiding bureaucrats moan and make
dema:gogic speeches and then sit down and
do nothing. This year is no exception. A
very big wage claim is on the agenda involving in fact a thirty per cent increase
on the basic salary. In fact no real struggle is proposed for this at all. It is sheer
wind and the knighted bureaucrat Sir. ·R.
Gould has in a long career of manoeuvre
given convincing proof that he is not prepared to mobilise the teachers movement.
He leans on those reactionary sectors who
would like to abolish suibsidies for school
meals. This type of stupidity isolates teachers from the workers struggle.
The most dynamic sector of the teachers movement is the young teachers. After
special
professional
training
young
teachers can get as low as £12
a week-an impossible wage in present living conditions. Already committees of action have appeared among
them. It is of the greatest importance that
these committees organise actions independant totally of the various unions
and link their demands with those of the
industrial workers and the students. The
grievances of the teachers are well
known-low pay, bad conditions, too
many pupils in relation to the available

staff, an enormous range of other duties·
added onto a full teaching programme,
the attempted dilution by auxiliaries etc.
But no programme of action to transform the education system is offered.
Capitalism has nothing to offer bar the
most trivia:! concessions to· the teachers.
Crosland acts as a dictatorial bureaucrat.
To ohtain the demands for good conditions for teachers, nothing less than the
overthrow of capitaliS;l11 is required and
this involves combined actions with students and workers The basic programme
of demands involves teacher student worker control of education-to hell with the
bureaucracy of the Ministry of Education.
Why should the fate of teachers depend
on the official bureaucrats none of whom
are involved in teaching? For a teachers
union where the union officials are immediately revocable! Out with the representatives of busines& interests on the
hoards of governors of colleges and universities. There should be no differences
between the pay of the primary school
teacher and the university teachers. And
we appeal to the teachers to support not
only their. specific professional demands but
the whole anti capitalist programme meaning nationalisation5 under workers control,
equal pay for women, all wages to rise
with the cost of living. no worker to be
dismissed, or factory closed, factory occupations.
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is actually submitted to Capitalism be- . of six months, to link up with the rest Calabria, the groups in different places
cause it has its own interests as a bureauof the groups, of the tendencies which which are organising. They must interItalian Capitalism. When it opposes the cracy. But to defend itself and to live, exist in Italy, with the Pro-Chinese, with vene and discuss publicly with them.
policy and the struggle of the masses it feels that if it leans on the masses the group in Parma, the' group in This is more than ever necessary.
for the improvement of their conditions it must answer to what they wish, that
of life, for an increase in salary for is the general strike and the general
DISCUSS PUBLICLY WITH THE MASSES THE CRISIS
security in work, it is because they, are. strike means direct independent class
OF CAPITALISM AND THE WORKERS PROGRAMME
afraid, because this means the struggle struggle which leads the masses to see
It is necessary to have a public disthe workers, expropriation of the church
I for
power.
Capitalism cannot support that it can overthrow Capitalism. Bethis For this reason th I.C.P. seeks to cause of this they are afraid. There is cussion on the crisis of Italian Capital- lands, democratic liberty of the press,
fragment this struggle, to push it back, no poss~bility of an intermediate posit- ism within the Italian working class, the word, idea, organisation, freedom for all
to contain it. !Its terms are apparently ion. There is neither .time possibility Or petit bourgeoisie and the peasants. It political prisoners. Out with Imperialis necessary to appeal for massive public
ism! Unconditional support to Vietnam!
class terms against Capitalism but it is environment for an intermediate position:
really a polemiCal language of one they must support Capitalism. The lead- discussions with thousands of people. It Public discussion of events in China, of
bourgeois. against another. The speech of ership of the I.CP. will mask its sub- is necessary to discuss and to argue in the crisis of the Soviet Union, of the
the streets and in the squares; socialists,
crisis with the Soviet Union, of the crisis
Longo is capitalist; when he makes de· mission to capitalist policy and its alclarations in 'Der Spiegel' they are liance with Capitalism by critical phrases, communists, pro-chinese, trotskyist~ every- of Cuba, of Vietnam. For the discussion
body; and they must discuss in the univ- on the pmgramme of the struggle of
.Capitalist declarations of conciliation and but criticisms which are not accompanied
ersities in the streets, the workers quartthe masses in Europe; public discussion
alliance With Capitalism. Increasingly as by any action against Capitalism.
ers, the trade union centres. '. This will on the European United Front, for the
this crisis develops the leadership of the
For this reason the P's.I.U.·P. which. encourage and stimulate the enormous United Front of the European Masses,
I.C.P. feels itself more connected with
appears
as an expression of a phase of
creative capacity of the masses who will for the worker, peasant, student centre.
Capitalism; this does not mean that it
the revolutionary crisis like this, is not see that tIley are unified. The masses are For the United Socialist States of
to make appeals, to have the decision to
united in Italy as in the rest of the world
Europe. For the worker and peasant aldo this, and to prepare itself in a period giving a revolutionary programme, in not
developing a revolutionary tendency, has and unified.
liance, for the worker and peasant
been simply ~n electoral competitor with
government, with the programme of land
It is necessary to call for the United
the I.C.P. The revolutionary conditions Front with all the pro-Chinese groups, to the peasant, collectivisation of the
create themselves constantly, Ibut'they do
the new groups in the P.C.!.; a United great landed estates.
not last indefinitely. If at the right time,
A new historic situation has arisen
Front to discuss the policy of tile United
the right moment, the leadership, the Front, whose essential centre is the act- accompanied by the qrisis of the Chinese
revolutionary party, does not respond to
1. A 35 hour week in all industries.
ivity in the factory front. It is necessary revolution, and this will influence the
the necessity of the struggle for power,
2. Three weeks paid holiday in all into publish a journal of the United Front, whole world. The spirit of the Italian
dustries, leading to 4 weeks paid holi- tIlis phase .passes and the proletarian in which to make an appeal for the masses is alive' in the class struggle. In
day.
vanguard consequently takes a step back- struggle for the programme of the slid- the next phase tIlis spirit and this action
3. An all-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum liv- ward. It does not mean that Capitalism ing scale of wages, for secure employ- will ibe accompanied by the crisis in
ing wage. All wages to rise with the can recover what it has lost. In the ment; for the !basic minimum wage, for China and ,by the progress of the world
cost of living. Commissions of workers preceeding phase .in 1945, th~n yes, it the sliding scale of hours; no one to be revolution.
and housewives to decide the contents recovered what it had lost, because the
unemployed, giving of the land to the 23. 11. 66
of tbe cost of living index.
revolutionary conditions which exist to- peasants, equal pay to the peasants and
J. POSADAS
4. Equal pay for men and women.
ApPl'elltices doing the work of an adult day, did not then exist. But today it
worker to be paid as such.
cannot recover, because in front of the
5. Profits of automation to go to the :blows. which the Italian proletariat reions have shown. The workers vanguard
workers in the form of higher wages ceives, in front of the alliance of the
in the factories, in the trade union and in
and shorter hours.
tbe workers districts must organise re6 Pensions to equal the average wage, I.C.P. with the bourgeoisie, which alCONTINUED PROM PAGE 2
volutionary currents and tendencies on
and to rise with the' cost of living. lows the blows of Capitalism against the
Lowering of the age of retirement to proletariat, the world revolution, the re- Capitalism to respond to any of the the basis of the anti-capitalist program60 for men and 55 for women,
volution in Vietnam, the development of problems of tbe masses, the trade union me, gaining confidence from the success
7. Compulsory day release for an worbureaucrats do nothing to organise the of tbe masses of the wbole world the
kers for industrial training and further tile crisis in China is a compensation
struggle
for the defence of workers defeats of U.S. Imperialism in Vietnam,
for
all
this
and
prevents
the
stabilisation
education.
S. Studeuts to be maintained on the on . a world scale of Capitalism. And it rights, for the !lconomic and political de- the expUlsion of British Imperialism from
wage of the average worker, which is this which counts in the last instance.
mands of the workIng class. This struggle Aden, and the attacks on the ~drqinistr!lt
will increase with the cost of living.
must be organised by the .rank and file, ors and ,conciliators like Liu.shao-Chi,
For
this
reason
the
attitude
of·
the
9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luthe
unofficial and shop steward commit- in the poiltical revolntion in China.
P.S.I.U.,P.
has
led
to
a
stagnation
of
the
xury properties and unoccupied dweltees, organiSing themselves on a national
It is necessary to link the demands for
party.'!t has gained votes but this does
lings to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees not mean that it has any more authority basis (with. tbe perspective' of making a basic minimum wage to rise with the
to protect against landlords' thugs. over the class, neither does it mean a contact with European workers organis- cost of lIving, longer holidays, nationaleviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants com- progress in the struggle against Capital- ations) on tbe basis of the anti-capitalist isations and workers control etc. with demands for the withdrawal of troops from
mittees to have the right to assess and ism. The revolutionary tendency of the programme.
Tbe basis exists for the organisation Aden and from the Far East and Germfix rates and rents.
P.S.I.U.P. which wishes to survive, must
10. Factories about to be closed to be feel, must understand this analysis and of revolutionary currents in the \ base of any, and support. for the Spanish masses
placed under workers management, leathe trade unions, as the last T.U. confer- against Franco and the Greek masses
ding .to nationalisation under workers throw itself into organising the revolutionences and the abstentions in tbe by-elect- against the military coup_
management. A sliding scale of hours ary tendency to confront the leadership,
and reductions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
jobs are threatened by automatiou.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work or given fun, maintenauce.
11. N ationalisatsion of all key industries without compensation including
banks, insurance, steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor manufacturers and road transport services,
arms and the building and building
SUPPORT
THE
supply industries. Nationalised industries to be placed under workers
The military take over in Greece was pose of· the Papandreon government and the army, the army will disintegrate.
control.
The military coup in Greece has of
12. State monopoly of foreign trade. quite clearly on the agenda for ~a con- the original cause arose from the so calNationalisation of big wholesale and siderable time. As the Greek masses had led Aspida plot which significantly in- course a European significance-the proretail enterprises.
no revolutionary workers centre around volved Greek army officers who 'were cess towards a direct repression of th"
13. Workers control of all industries.
centralise themselves, tbe accused of plotting against the govern- masses is obvious throughout Europe. In
'No commercial secrets. Workers com- which to
mittees to examine the accounts of aU initiative has remained for the time being ment. Since that crisis the threat of a Germany we have the emergency laws.
in the hands of the army, but under military conp has been continuous and In Belgium aud Holland there are imindustries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farunfavourable conditions compared with the existing 'left' parties have refused to posed incomes policies. In Spain there
mers. Large farms must be brought
lead a genuine struggle against Capital- is continuous conflict between the masinto state owuership, and small farms the period 1950 to 1960. Particularly
federated and run on collective lines since tbe faU of Karamanlis in 1963 the ism and the monarchy, merely campaign- ses and the forces of repression. In
by committees of farmers and agricul- mobilisation of the Greek masses has ingduring tbe last period for a new Southern Ireland the government threattural workers' who would organise continued unabated. Strikes and demon- election, wben it was perfectly clear that ens the farmers organisations that it can·
direct marketing of produce and cut strations have punctuated the whole the rigbt wing was preparing a military not tolerate its defiance of the governout middle men.
15. Industrial unions on a militant period. Tbe attitude of the Centre Union coup. The Greek communists did not ment.
party led by Papandreou and the EDA, call for auy mobilisation in the form of
anti-capitalist programme.
16. Fo"mation of factory committees on' a front for the Communist Party had a general strike, they bave simply called
The military coup in Greece demands
each job and workers councils in each been one of using the electoral support for a "democratic solution". The strike the mobmsation of the workers states in
locality on an anti-capitalist programof the masses for electoral manoeuvers. of tbe building workers against arrests full support of the repressed Greek
me.
18. For a single European Trade Union Such a policy was doomed to failure. of their members and the struggles of masses.
centre on an anti.Imperialist, pro- Sooner or later the right wing had to the Salonica students showed .the maturgramme.
For .tbe preparation of the European
striICle because the pressure of tbe masses ing towards a new major crisis.
19. Struggle against Imperialism! DeGeneral StrIke to smash the fascist mil!twas
persistant and growing-and apfence of t he colonial revolution by
What is particularly significant is tbat ,ary coup.
every means including stl'ikes, boycott . parently the coup was precipitated by
and sabota!l'e. and the despatch of the fears of the results of Papandreous the forces of Capitalism act uncertainly.
arws to' colonial workers. .
The split in the bourgeoisie was shown
For the United Socialist States of
proJ)osed meeting in Salonica.
20. Withdrawal f rom aU Imperialist
by the fact that at first the coup did not Enrope.
aUi*"nces, such as NATO, CENTO,
Greece has been in continous crisis for have the support of the king. The king
SEATO, etc., directed against the workers states and tile colonlal revolution. several years and this has been shown only gave his support aiter the coup could
AJliance and solidarity with the wor- by the acts of terrorism committed by be seen to be successfull. The sokers states and the colonial revolution the Greek bourgeoisie against the masses. called ''left wing" officers plot revealed Published by Revolutionary Workers'
Party, Fourth International Publications
against Imperialism. Liquidation of the
Polaris and rocket bases and their The most characteristic was tbe assas- tbat forces exist in the aimy who do not 24 Cranbourn Street London, W.C.2.
slnation of Lambrakis, a Greek deputy accept the leadership of the right wing
means of supply
21. For the United Socialist states of by Greek fascists with the obvious con- fascist fanatics. And in fact we can ac- Printed by St. Martin's Printers (TU)
Europe as part of a world front of nivance of tbe police.
cept quite certaInly that in the final en- 86d Lillie Rd, S,W.6. Tel. FUL 8637
socialist states.
counter 'shortly between the masses and 30. 1. 1967,
In
1965
the
monarchy
resolved
to
dis22. For a workers government.
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The process. leading to the third world war has been obviously abbreviated
in the most recent events. Yankee, Imperialism has pow bombed the centre
of Hanoi and invaded the "nentral" zone between North and South Vietnam.
Westmorelands call for more troops was part of the preparation for the coming
attack on-North Vietnam and all the groundwork for this was prepared at
the Guam conference. The attack has caused Chou en Lai who represents
the conciliatory wing of the Chinese leadership to affirm that China will send
in troops if North Vietnam is attacked. But he also said that China would not
attack first and repudiated the conception of the preventative war. This
speech of Chou eu lai shows the way in which the leadership of the Chinese
workers state lags far behind the level of matnrity of the Chinese masses.
The pressure of the Chinese masses, their desire to link the political revolution
in China. with the advance of the whole world revolution has been demonstrat·
eel again with the riots_of the workers in Hong Kong. Yet again owing to
their lack of an overall revolutionary world strategy with a coherent pro~m~~tlt~,ChineseJead~r~hip instead of building upon this fearlessly,march.
"mg'intoH&ngKo~,.appealing totlie CDinesemllSSes of Hong Kong arid
the world masses, resorts to diplomatic protests. But clearly the pressure of
the. Chinese masses is enormous and we appeal to the British workers in their
factory committees to express solidarity with: the workers of Hong Kong with
strikes,
demonstrations etc.
.
\

The world revolutionary process has
aU the features. of unequal and combined
development. It has an overall direction
which reflects itself in the inability of
Imperialism anywhere to guarantee itself periods of stability and the inability
of the soviet Ibureaucracy to control the
process. But within this there are different levels of mobilisation of the masses.
In the unheavals of the revolution war
revolution such differences will disappear, but at this stage they can be marked. For example at the moment in Spain,
the level of combativity of the masses
is extremely high. Strikes and conflicts
with the police and army point to the
development of civil war. In Greece the
Capitalists have been forced to resort to
dictatorship; in Italy the army and the
poEtician~ worry over the timing of the
military coup; in France ten million
workers support a general strike and
show to the world the centralisation of
the French masses against Capitalism. On
the other. hand in Great Britain and
Germany, the process is apparently slower and more complex. This does not
mean that the process is going to be any
less explosive-the accumulation of class
fury continues-but the forms are different and the process is more protracted
and tortuous. But the degree of interinfiuence at this stage of world history is
unprecedented even in countries where
the revoultionary process is less marked,
the accumulation of influence from the
world revolution is enormous.
In Great Britain the crumbling of
Cap:talist sO'cial authority cO'ntinues. Imperialism shO'WS itself to' be in a total
impasse. Incapable O'f cO'ntaining tbe masses of Aden and Soutb Arabia, British

Imperiali~m

bas nO' histO'ric perspective
O'f integrating itself with EurO'pean Capital·
Ism and lacks the ability to' acquire new
sO'cial bases. The only realistic perspect·
ive for Capitalism is a reductiO'n of the
labour force, intensificatiO'n O'f expl6itati6n sbarply rising prices and a lowering
O'f the standard of life. This stimulates

the great social crisis which was expressed in the political defeat 6f the TO'ries
in the last general electiO'ns. The ChancelIO'r may repO'rt tbat the balance 0'1' payments is 6ut O'f crisis, but this is 6nly
achieved by tbe complete stagnation of
productiO'n. The internal market f6r
Capitalism has been relatively saturated·
fO'r years but n6W ecO'nomic paralysis
is the rule and this again ero.des Cap:talist authO'rity even am6ng its supporters.
The Tories may jibe at WilsO'ns elabO'rate
manoeuvres which lead n6where but they
also have nO' otber perspective.
It has been clear for some time despite
importanr actions by the class ah<1 the
threatened national strikes on the railways for example, that the workers have
yet to find their ways' to forms of organisation which will centralise their activity and overcome the diSSipation of
strug;gles induced by the co-operation of
the trade union bureaucracy with the
government. For many years the workers in Great Britain have developed the
shop stewards committees and the unofficial strike as a means of expressing
themselves . against the union bureaucracy, in general impervious to their

in France:

wishes. However, such organisation as
exists does not meet the demands of the
new historic phase of struggle. It is
essential to overcome the localisation of
stru.oole and the isolation of struggles in
one industry from those in another. And
this can only be overcome by adopting
the perSpective of a national unification
of factory committees with a full anti
Capitalist programme of struggle.
The trade union apparatus shows only
a monumental obstructiveness. ift bends
over backwards to accomodate the employers. Recently in the shipbuilding industry the employers agreed to "respect"
shop stewards in exchange for the
"elimination" of wild cat strikes. All
this is as farcical as the attemp.t to prevent strikes in Fairfields ibut it reveals
that the union apparatus is totally incapable of leading the workers struggle
and wishes positively to prevent it. In
the coal industry Paynter the "communist"
Secretary attacks the miners for absenteeism and refuses to wage more than
verbal attacks on the governments policy
of pit closures.

Continued on page 2

The elections
the votes obtained by
the Revolutionary Communist Party (Trotskyist)
and the organisation of the Revolutionary
Vang~ard for the fight for power
~ J.Posadas
The French Section of the Fourth International put forward a candidate
in the elections on the 5th March in the constituency of Saint-Denis, bastion
of the CQmmunist Party. Out of 38,000 votes we obtained 407, the official
figuremrnished by the electoral commission. But on a table for counting
the votes the comrades saw that in one envelope there were 7 communist
bulletins and the programme of the Trotskyists. On another table the com~
rades saw the party slogans on spoiled or annulled voting cards. The comrades
were only able to see this in a very few places, but the little that they saw
allowed them to judge that they obtained many more votes than those attributed to them by the electoral commission. The comrades estimated tbeir
total vote at 600 and we share this opinion.
The votes for the party, both those
recorded and those not, show that there
exists a current disposed to support the
socialist revolution, to fight for it and
to utilise all the centres which it can
find to demonstrate this wilL
These 407 votes have an enormous
silgnificance; in this small constituency
they represent 1 % of the votes. It is the
only area where we have been alble to

make this evaluation directly. But in all
the other proletarian areas in France it
is the same thing. But as important as
the 407 or the 600 party votes, are the
votes, of the communist militants who
placed their votes together with the
Trotskyist programme. In putting into
the 'ballot box their communist bulletin
in this way, this sector wished to express
the fact that it felt that the Communist

16. 3. 67
Party is the centre of centralisation of
the working' class, that it does not wish
to leave it because it feels itself united
organisationally to the rest of the working class, but at the same time it shows
its will to struggle for the programme
of the socialist revolution. These are the
sectors which are to be found in the
Communist Party who wish to exert
pressure, within the Communist Party and
who will find the way to do so in one
way or another. There is a proletarian
and revolutionary vanguard of workers,
students, peasants, who only await the
opportunity to' show in struggle, the way
to smash Capitalism. Already before the
elections, the proletariat and a great
sector of the petit bourgeoisie had shown
CONTINUED ON' PAGE 3

The VIII World Congress antl the first World Cadre School of the
IV InternatioRal has taken place. The next issue of BEB FLAG mill
contain the -"all nuy -"a"ifesto from the ,VIII World Congress
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Statement from the European Bur au
.
on the Coup d.fEtat In Greece
The recent conp D'etat in Greece is
the desperate response which a sector of
Greek Capitalism, as agents of Yankee
Imperialism through the C.I.A. gives to
the anti-capitalist struggle of the masses,
to the growiug mobilisation of the masses, to the social crisis of Greek Capitalism. Capitalism can no longer govern
with the support of the masses and not
even of the petit bonrgeoisie. The Greek
situation showed clearly, from two years
ago, that the solution was either Social.
ist revolution or military coup d'etat.
There is no possibility of a third way.
Because of this comes the failure of
Papandreou. Papandreou represents a
sector of Greek Capitalism which is interested in the development of the internal market and which seeks to maintain
Capitalism by making certain democratic
bourgeois concessions to the masses and
carrying on a policy not completely dependent on Yankee Imperialism. But
Greek Capitalism can no longer tolerate
a Papandreou; be it because of the weakness of the Capitalist sector interested in
tbe internal market, be it because of the
growing intervention of the Yankee
monopolies, but above all because of the
social crisis of Capitalism of the country,
where whatever concessions Papandreou
might have made to the masses would
have been taken by the masses as an
impulse to go further forward, passing
over Papandreou and passing over the
li~its of bourgeois and Capitalist 'democracy'. Through the absence of any other
centre (the C.P, and the IDA. are no
longer identified as the centre) a sector
of
the
masses
channelled
behind
Papandreou are in reality fighting for
go
further
than
objectives
which
Papandreou, with a process of mobilisat·
ions and of maturing' of the masses to·
wa.rds revolutionary, anti-capitalist objectives, programme, and methods of -struggle.
Moreover, Greek Capitalism has to confront the European Common Market
(ECM) and because of this-as with the
rest of Capitalism and particularly the
weakest sector such as Spain and Italyit has to concentrate, eliminating a series of weak industries, to modernise, but
above all to increase the super-exploit. ation of the masses, refusing increases in
wages, worsening the conditions of work,
increasing the pace; and at the same time
sacking etc. In order' to apply all this
they must have a 'strong' government;
because of this it is impossible for Greek
Capitalism to maintain Papandreou; because of this the first coup of July 1965.
They removed Papandreon bnt for the
moment they were not able to impose
a directly military coup. At the same
time that they intended and showed the
necessity of a coup they showed the
weakness with which they were going to
do it. For nearly two years they have
carried on making do witb governments
of transition while at the ,same time increasing the repression against the workers, but without being a-ble to stop the
mobilisation of the masses. Because of
this the moment arrived when the alternatives were posed clearly: revolutionary
mobilisation of the masses to impose aU
their demands and the objective of the
socialist republic, or coup d'etat. Because
of this came first the coup of Cannellopulos and afterwards, above all in the
face of tbe capitulatory reaction of the
IDA, the CP and the Centre, came the
military coup d'etat. It has been tbe attitude of the EDA, of the CP and of
the Centre which has impelled the militaryto give the coup. These leaderships
faced with Cannellopulos protested bnt
showed that they were not disposed to
do anything to overthrow bim. Because
to overthrow him would. have meant re,sorting to the revolutionary mobilisation
of the masses, and this would have meant
the civil war, the revolution and with
this also the death not only of the king
and CanneUopulos, but also the death
of aU of them. And they have preferred
the coup d'etat to the revolntionary
mobilisation of the masses. And this
animated the military to launch the coup.
But in spite of this one sees at the
same time the weakness with which they

have made this coup. According to the
latest news not all the military were with
the coup aud the king himself seemed
to have doubts, not because they were
not in agreement with the need for a
coup, but because they were frightened
of the consequences, they feared consequences unfavourable to them and they
wanted a sorter form of coup. It is tbeir
fear of the response of tbe maSSes which
will not be long in showing itself. This
does not mean days or a few weeks,
although it is possible that it will be
immediate. Bnt the fundamental thing is
that there is no perspective of stability
for the coup. tI is the same as Posadas
has analysed about the other military
coups which have occurred in the last
tbree years, from that of Brazil to this
one in Greeee: there are no historic
conditions, there are no world relation
of forces wbich permit the stability of
such coups. Fascism is not possible in
Greece. Because of this it is necessary
to reject the attitude of the CPs of
Europe which wail about fascism in
'Greece with the attitude of someone trying to convince the masses that one must
now expect and endure a long period of
fascism in Grece. No fascism is possible
in this stage of history either iu Greece
or in any other place. Independently of
the intentions of those who carried out
the coup, there is not a favourable relation of forces to do the thing which
characterises fascism; the destruction of
the organisation of the masses. It can
deliver blows, can imprison, and kill.
But it cannot destroy the organisations
of the masses. It does not have the
strength to do it. The Greek masses are
neither ' destroyed nor disorganised, nor
defeated. They have taken a blow but
they have not been defeated because they
have not I/een in "combat. At the moment
of combat they were abandoned by'
their official leadership. But they have had
an enormous experience in these last days
and weeks, and not only the base of
the EDA and the cP, but also a very
important part of the petit-bourgeois base
of the Centre, which has seen tbat there
is no possibility of a 'centre' policy but
that it is necessary to fight for the overthrow of Capitalism, its King and Imperialism which supports them both and
whicb intervenes here because of tbe
danger which the situation in Greece
means for tbe revolutionary development
in the rest of Europe, and in order to
carry forward its world policy of the
preparation of the atomic war. The masses have made this experience and they
only have to provide the revolutionary
leadership. They do not feel defeated,
they do not feel disorganised, they are
intact, the only tbing tbey lack is the
revolutionary leadership and the experience of the these weesk will impulse
them to prepare themselves for the
overthrow of tbe cou9 and Capitalism, constructing their revolutionary leadership.
And in this the Greek section mnst play
a determinant role, it must build itself
as the organising centre of the united
front which it is necessary to make
between the base, the groups, tbe revolutionary tendencies of the CP, of the
EDA, of the pro-Chinese, of tbe trade
unions, and also of the group 'Workers
Democracy'. The role of Trotskyism in
this process will be of immense importance.
The coup d'etat in Greece will have
very important repercussions in all of
Enrope. The result of the coup in reality is going to be the acceleration of
the final settlement of accounts. European Capitalism has reacted with enormous
fear to the coup d'etat in Greece because
it understands that this signifies the civil
war in a very short period. And the
civil war 'in Greece is going to bave
enormons repercussions in all the rest
of Europe, and will accelerate the civil
war in other countries of Europe. At
the same time this coup wilt stimulate
sectors of the armies of other European
countries, particularly in Italy, Belgium,
in Spain to do a simiiar thing to what
the military in Greece have done. The
military coup d'etat is on the agenda in

all of Europe, and particularly in thest'
three countries. Also in Spain, to resto..e
fascism within the skeleton of what remains of fascism. No longer being able
to count upon the petit bourgeoisie,
Capitalism has more and more to base
itself on military force, on military repression. This is already now a necessity
for Capitalism. If it still has not done
this it is because of the fear of the r,·action of the masses. What Comrade
Posadas foresaw nearly four years ago
now one can see clearly: in Italy tbe
C.P. itself everyday feels obliged to
speak up against ' the coup d'etat which
sectors of tbe army are preparing: while
one year ago the bureancrats said that
Posads and the Trotskyists were mad because they foresaw this problem. But the
C.P. even though it is beginning to denounce that a coup is being prepared
does nothing to defeat it. It is preparing
to take the same attitude as ill Greece.
But already there is the development of
the revolutionary current which is going

to pass over the bnreaucracy but Capita! ..
ism continues to hope for the opportunity and prepares itself for the opportun·,
ity to strike a blow.
Because of this it is necessary to )ink
closely the mobilisations for Greece whit
the strnggle in each country in Europe.
In the leaflets of the party, of groups
of tendencies etc. it is necessary to sbow
in the agitation and propaganda, the link
which exists between tbis and the struggle
in each country for workers power, starting with immediate demands and tbe
struggle against the attempts which will
be made by other coups. It is nece~sary
to discuss with the revolutionary grollps
and tendencies which are maturing in ,a:
united front with the party in order to
prepare for these perspectives in order
to respond to the coups which Capitalism
intends to give, with the revolutionary
struggle
by-passing
the
bureaucratic
Ieaderships which will remain paralysed.
Revolutionary greetings for the
European Bureau

EDITORIAL
Out with imperialism from

Hong Kong and Aden
Continued from page 1
The trade unions by and large
have assisted the government to hold
down wages and the masses have
been unable to find the leaderShip corresponding to the level of their centralisation as expressed in the voting strength
for the L31bour 'Party (shown in the elections). The viciousness of the aPP<;l:ratus
was " shown' yet "again - in the recent expulsion of two militants from the woodworkers union because of the unofficial
activity at the Barbican site. In France
however treacherous the trade unions apparatus can be they are ,at least forced
to call a general strike; in Great Britain
the degree of integration of the TU apparatus with Capitalist interests' presents
an especially serious block to the advance
of the masses.
Nevertheless the continuous even if
fragmented nature of the struggles in
Great Britain and the militant spirit increasingly evident among the most ad·
vanced sectors of the student movement
and expressed in recent noises about
strike action by teachers, plus tbe abstentions among sectors of the vanguard
in the elections, shows convincingly that
conditions are preparing for a great leap
forward. All the momentum of the political revolution in China, the advance of
the world revolution, tbe resistance of
the European masses to the policies of
Capitalism lead us to say that the apparent slowness of the mobilisation of

the masses in Great Britain is only a
transitory, stage. The masses are feeling
more and more the full weight of the
process -leading to the final encounter.
We see only the calms before the storm.
The specific obstacles before the British
masses, the integration of its traditional
leaderships with the Capitalist class, the
treachery of tbe Communist Party, the
~trtlngth of the more,c~llSer~at!ve ar~sto~,
cracy of labour' dimiriishinpow~r as'
the whole world process develops. The
objective necessity is for a new workerS
leadership which will have to find' its
source of influence witbin the shop
stewards committees, the factories, where
the workers feel their own power; and
the logic of tbe process dictates the
emergence of this leadership.
The world bourgeoisie more and more
moves to repressive action; de Gaulle
has to rule by decree. Parliament in
Great Britain is more and more remote
from the real struggles. The rapidly developing situation in Europe demands the
preparation of the European General
Strike, full support to the Frencb;
Spanish, Italian and Greek workers etc
in the struggle to .overthrow Capitalism.
The masses must prepare to push forward their struggles for a 3S bour week;
workers control, all wages to rise
with the cost of living, equal pay for
equal work etc. with calls for strikes
and demonstrations demanding the withdrawal of all British troops from Hong
Kong and Aden.

WORlD TROTSKYIST PRISS
ALGERIA: Revolution Socialiste, organ of
the Fourth
International
Group
(Trotskyist). Clandestine.
ARGENTINA: Voz Proletaria, organ of
the Workers' Party. (Trotskyist). Clandestine.
BELGIUM: La Lutte Ouvriere, organ of
the Revolutionary Workers' Party
(Trotskyist).
Die Arbeidertrijd, organ in Flemish
of the Belgian Section, C. Polet RP. 73.
Charleroi, Sud. Belgium.
BOLIVIA: Lucha Obrera, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). Amadeo Vargas Ace, Casilla
de Correo 644, Oruro, Bolivia.
BRAZIL: Frente Operaria, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). Clandestine.
CHILE: Lucha Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
J. Segundo Caceres, Casilla 704,8,
Santiago, Chile.
CUBA: V oz Proletaria, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
Monte No. 12, Esq., Zulueta Ap. 11,
Piso 2, ,Havana.
ITA.LY': Lotta Operaia, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist.
Casella Postale 5059, Roma Ostiense.

FRANCE: Lutte Communiste, organ of
the Revolutionary Communist Party
(Trotskyist). 'Roc'hcongar, 21 avenue
du President Wilson, La Plaine Saint
Denis, Paris.
MEXICO: VOl Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotyskyist.
Apdo Postal 7-1039, Admon No.7,
Mexico D.F.
PERU: Voz Obrera, organ of the Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
A.partado 5044, C. Central Lima.
SPAIN: Lucha Obrera, organ of the Revolntionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist).
URUGUAY: FrenteObrero, organ of the
Revolutionary Workers' Party (Trotskyist). General Flores 2515, Montevideo.
Il'i'TERNATIONAL: Cuarta lnternacional,
organ of the International Executive
Committee of the IVth International.
Revista Marxista Latino Americana.
organ of the Latin American Bureau.
Casilla Correo 1204, Correo Central,
Montevideo, Uruguay.
Rivista Marxista Europea, organ (in
Italian) of the European Bureau of the
International Secretariat.
P. Leone,
Casella Postale 5059. Roma Ostiense.
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The elections in France, the votes obtained by the
Revol utionary Communist Party (Trotskyist) and
the organisation of the Revolutionary Vanguard
for the fight for power
(Continned from page 1)
their desire to conquer Capitalism, their
will to smash it. The loss of votes registered by De Gaulle and the right show
this. In their struggles, strikes, occupations of factories, meetings and demonstrations the proletariat has led and influenced the petit bourgeoisie attracting
it and concentrating it under its own
leadership. This is its response to the
social and economic crisis of French
Capitalism, to the increase in the cost
of living; it concentrates its social forces, and does it in spite of the saJbotage of
the Communist Party and the Socialist
Party. On the one hand there is the
concentration of capital the logical objective of which is the preparation and the
realisation of the nuclear war to try to
resolve the social crisis of Capitalism,
which causes the absorption and the
liquidation of the small and medium industrialists, traders, an.d landed proprietors. On the other hand the petit bourgeoisie has seen the working class as the
leaders and the organisers to combat this
social crisis. It is for this reason that it
has expressed itself as it has during the
elections. It is not the policy of the
Communist Party or the Socialist Party
which has attracted the petit bourgeoisie.
The policy of these parties has consisted in containing, blocking, sa>'botaging
the unified struggles of the proletariat.
They have atomised the struggles fought
against the enormous will of the workers to resort to revolutionary methoqs.
The leadership of the Communist Party
and of the Socialist Party have. repressed,
denounced, persecuted and handed . over
to the management and the police those
militants and members of the Communist iParty who rejecting the slogans of
the Communist and Socialist parties have
organised strikes and demonstrations givingto these leaderships a lesson in
struggle, combativity, and. class security.
The policy of the Communist 'Party and
of the Socialist Party tends to intimidate,
to paralyse, to smash the combative will
of the working class. Such a policy cannot attract the petit bourgeoisie. What
has attracted it is the combative will of
the proletariat, its unanimous strikes, its
resolute struggle for the right to work,
its meetings., factory occupations and occupations of mines which demonstrate a
powerful will to struggle and triumph.
This was shown dUring the elections. But
fundamentally it is the layer of the new
young electors which voted for the Communist and Socialist parties. About
7,000,000 votes correspond to this new
generation of electors. This has an immense and decisive importance, that is
to say the youth incorporate themselves
in political struggles, seeking to exert a
pressure and to decide against Capitalism. These are the same young men who
in an intransigeant fashion have organised, led and given victory to strikes
The worker vanguard which a!bstained
from the preceding presidential elections
where De Gaulle was elected, has shown
in the result its will to struggle in strikes,
factory occupations,· and meetings. Now
it has concentrated its will in voting and
in atracting a sector of the petit bourgeOISie, influencing the petit bourgeoisie
on the path of radicalisation. Altogether
it has assembled about between 45 to
4<8 % of the votes. It is master of the
country.
These elections were accompanied by
uninterrupted strikes by the proletarian
masses in France. The elections are a
verdict a political and historic demonstration of the masses who have affirmed
in voting for the Communist Party and
the Socialist Party that they want power.
They have already shown this will during
elections, during strikes, meetings, demonstrations. The elections have only confirmed the conscious will of the revolutionary class concentrated in the
workers parties and in the trade unions

and workers centres seeking to push forward the centralisation to impell the
struggle to defend the right to work,
against unemployment, against the increase in the cost of living, for democratic ·rights but at the same time it shows
the will of the class to obtain its objectives to smash Capitalism. There is in
France a I!lreat concentration and a great
polarisation of forces: the elections are
a major proof of this. The leadership
of the Communist iParty and that of the
Socialist Party have no interest, are
against this manifestation of the French
working class, 'but the masses will know
well how to find the means for the
organisation of the leadership which responds to this will of anti-Capitalist struggle. Great events, the great struggles are
in process of preparing themselves in
France not for tomorrow but for a very
near future. As throughout Europe there
is a polarisation and a progress in the
struggle of the masses an elevation, a
dynamism, a rapid. rhythm in the advance
towards the most elevated struggle of

the masses. Spain is the most important
example of this process, because of the
conditions of repression under which the
proletariat still has to live. The Pro'
Chinese groups
have failed.
Their
political publicity, their role as propagandists and journalists of events which
lie outside France, as commentators on
the 'Cultural Revolution' which they do
not understand as the political revolution
and without appealing for the socialist
revolution, have shown themselves useless in France. While the revolution adthe
Pro-Chinese
vances
in
France,
vegetate. The world revolution has influenced and continues to influence the
masses in France as in all Europe. In
particular the political revolution in China
has 'played an immense role and exercised
an immense influence on the French masses. With their class spirit and their
class decision, the masses have applied
themselves in these elections to. what is
the vital centre of the progress of the
political revolution in China: The will
of the masses to intervene and to decide.

THE POLITICAL REVOLTION IN CHINA AND THE
ORGANISATION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY VANGUARD
In China the masses, a fundamental
sector of the workers, of the students, of
the peasantry, have 'been those with the
initiative with the capacity to impel the
activity, the mobilisations to create the
organisms which express the will and
furnish the means of applying their will
to develop the socialist revolution. The
Ieaderships are only a reflection of this
will of the Chinese masses. In France
the betrayed and repressed proletarian
vanguard repressed by the leaderships of
the Communist and Socialist parties has
not 'been discouraged or allowed itself
to be demoralised. In ibasing themselves
and strengthening themselves on the influence of the world revolution and in
particular of the political revolution in
China, the proletarian vanguard has had
to meet with the sabotage of the Communist and Socialist parties. Its attitude
is dynamic, its combative initiative and
resolution have gained the confidence of
the masscs, have led them in strikes and
elections. It is in this process of the preparation and organisation of the re-

volutionary proletarian vanguard that the
French Section of the IV International
has intervened. Our Party, the French
Section of the IV International, the Revolutionary Communist Party (Trotskyist)
and its newspaper 'Lutte Communiste'
have experienced a hundred times more
pressure, intimidation, sabotage, police
attacks than the proletarian vanguard has
had to undergo. Our comrades have been
attacked, repressed by the Communist
Party; veritable groups of gangsters have
been thrown a·gainst our comrades, to
take their material from them, to beat
them up, to stop them from speaking, to
hinder them from pursuing their activity.
Our comrades have resisted with decision,
energy and revolutionary security. And
they have continued their electoral and
revolutionary propaganda, confronting the
physical and material attacks of the gangsters of the Communist Party. And our
comrades have not allowed themselves
to Ibe intimidated: they have not hesitated, they have continued their activities
in one of the bastions of the Communist

Publications on Sale
THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS BY Leon Trotsky, and J.
Posadas may be obtained from: IV International Publications,
24 Cranbourn St., London, W.C.2. Please add 10% to the price quoted
to cover postage and packing.
TROTSKY
STALINISM AND BOLSHEVISM
6d.
I STAKE MY LIFE
6d.
LEON SEDOFF, SON, FRIEND, FIGHTER
6d.
IN DEFENCE OF OCTOBER
The Copenhagen Speech of 1932 ...
Is. Od.
TRADE UNIONS IN THE EPOCH OF
IMPERIALIST DECAY
Is. Od.
THE PROGRAMME OF PEACE
Is. Od.
THEIR MORALS AND OURS ...
Is. 6d.
THE TURN IN THE C.I. AND THE
GERMAN SITUATION 1930
Is. 6d.
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
The ILP and the IV International 1935
Is. 6d.
GERMANY THE KEY TO THE
INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 1931
2s. 6d.
THE NEW COURSE
3s. 6d.
THE DEATH AGONY OF CAPITALISM AND THE TASKS
OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL "THE TRANSITIONAL
PROGRAMME"
4s.0d.
THE ONLY ROAD FOR GERMANY 1932
4s. 6d.
WHITHER FRANCE
5s.0d.
WHERE IS BRITAIN GOING ...
7s. 6d.
ISs. Od.
PERMANENT REVOLUTION
17s. 6d.
THE REVOLUTION BETRAYED
J. POSADAS
SOBRE LA REVOLUCION SOCIALISTA IN CUBA
48. Od.
(in Spanish) ...
4s.0d.
RIVISTA MARXISTA EUROPEA (in Italian)
REVISTA MARXISTA LATINOAMERICANA (in Spanish) 48.0d.

Party and can Ibe compared to the interventions of the proletarian vanguard in
the Communist and Socialist 'Party in
pushing forward the revolutionary and
class will, appealing for the organisation
of the struggle for the socialist revolution.
The 407 votes collected by the Revolutionary Communist Party (Trotskyist) at Saint Denis, are an expression of
a current of the Communist Party and
the Socialist ,ParlY which wishes to struggle for the programme of the socialist
revolution. These votes, the intervention
of our party, the audacity, and the resolution of our small party-small numerically, :but immense in capacity, political
decision, militant and combative willhave served to stimulate the vanguard
to pursue its struggle, to affirm its decision, to push forward its struggle for a:.
revolutionary and class programme, for
the recall of officials, for the political
and democratic rights of the working:
class, for the revolutionary and class
policy in order to liquidate French
Capitalism. Our French section by its interventions in the elections, has shown
that it influences,. stimulates and orientates sections of the vanguard and receives itself the combative influence of
this vanguard.
The security of our French section in
the programme, the policy and the objectives of the IV International were not
sufficient to allow it to confront the gangsters of the Communist Party; the effective support, sympathy, solidarity of the
population of Saint-Denis in relation to
our party have served to establish the
inter influence even on a limited scale
between the political security of our
French Section and of the IV International and the will to struggle of the proletarian French revolutionary vanguard. It
is one of the expressions of the inter
influence Ibefltween the [IV International
and the sectors of the revolutionary vanguard who are those who are going to
decide and to lead the struggles for
power in Europe in the very near future.
The political programmatic and organisational security of our section have been
affirmed by the support received by this
vanguard and it is this which has stimulated our own section. The electoral
triumph of the Communist Party and the
Socialist Party, the electoral triumph of
the left, must strengthen itself in the
struggle for the transitional programme
of economic, political demands and the
conscious development and preparation
of the conscious and revolutionary leadership for the struggle for power in France.
The essential task in the whole of
Europe, as in the entire world, is the
organisation of the revolutionary leadership which acts, not as a simple opposition to the leadership of the CP and
the SP, but which sets itself up as an
effective leadership to organise and extend, to progressively enlarge the organisation of the proletarian vanguard,
creating the leadership which struggles
for the programme of the Socialist Revolution. The stages, the periods, and
the tagtic are determined oy the general
course of the class struggle in .France
and in the entire world.
These elections in France and the votes
received by our party demonstrate that
Trotskyism is not a small numiber of
people. The party can be numerically
small, but it has an a.bility, an authority
infinitely superior
to
its numerical
strength, becasue there is a whole proletarian, peasant, intellectual, student vanguard which like our French Section,
like the Revolutionary Communist Party
(Trotskyist) is fighting for power. The
Trotskyists, the French Section with its
organ "Lutte Communist" must act, not
with the feeling of being a small group,
but feeling itself to be the centre which
responds to the necessity, to the will to
fight of groups who are becoming larger
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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SP IN:

The F. U.D.E. puts forward a programme of the
worli.er - student anti-capitalist alliance

The University Federation of the democratic students of Spain which has pJayed
an important role in the worker and
student struggles of February in Madrid,
Barcelona, Saragossa, Valencia and the
other cities of Spain, has adopted an anti
Capitalist programme of the student
worker alliance which has been approved
w:th unanimity in various parts of the
country.

ON THE POPULAR UNIVERSITY
- Grants for all those whose economic
situation demand it.
- Secularisation and state control of
education at all levels.
- No private corporation can fulfill
the function of teaching to cover all the
necessities of the country.
- Subordination of the groups of
students and professors to the political,
economic and military objectives of the
worker's state.
- Mobilisation of stndents and teachers in the constructive tasks which the.
workers state determine of an economic
and military order.
- Vigilance ~f students and teachers
so tllat the education imparted in the
university should be of a popular
character.
- The union of teachers and students
determines the programme of teaching.

This programme contains an analysis
of the sitoat:on in Spain, of the weakness
of Capitalism to solve the most elementary problems of teaching in the schools,
in the universities and organise the struggle to construct a worker student alliance
with the support of the peasants to overthrow Capitalism and institute a workers
state in Sva:n.
We synthesise the principal points of
this programme.

OUR PROGRAMME
1. A 35 hour week in all industries.
%. Three weeks paid holiday in all industries, leading to 4 weeks paid holiday.
3. An aU-round 30% increase in wages.
Establishment of a basic minimum living wage. All wages to rise with tbe
tlost of living. Commissions of workers
and housewives to decide. the contents
of the cost of living index.
4. Equal pay for men and women.
AllPt'elltices doing the work of an adult
wOl"ker to be paid as such.
5. Profits of automation to go to the
workers in the form of higher wages
and shol'ter hours,
ti. Pensions to equal the average wage,
and to rise with the cost· of living.
Lowering of the age of retirement to
60 for men and 55 for women.
. 7. Compulsory day release for all workel's for industrial training and further
education.
S. Students to be maiutained on the
wage of the average worker, which
will increase with the cost of living•
.9. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury properties and unoccupied dwellings to meet the housing shortage.
Establishment of defence committees
40 protect against, landlords' thugs.
eviction by bailiffs and harrassment by
police. Organisations of tenants committees to have the right to assess and
fix rates and rents.
10. Factories about to be closed to be
placed nnder workers management, lea«ing to nationalisation under .workers
management. A sliding scale of honrs
and rednctions in work time without
loss of pay to absorb workers whose
jobs are threatened by automation.
Workers now unemployed to be found
work or given fnll maintenance.
11. N ationalisatsion of all key indnstries without compensation inclnding
banks, insurance, steel, engineering.
shipbuilding, chemicals, motor m~nn
facturers and road transport serVIces,
arms and the building and building
supply indnstries. N ationaIised industries to be placed nnder workers
control.
12. State monopoly of foreign trade,
Nationalisation of big wholesale and
retail enterprises.
13. Workers control of all industries.
No commercial secrets. Workers committees to examine the acconnts of all
industries.
14. Expropriation of the wealthy farmers. Large farms must be brought
into state ownership, and small farms
federated and run on collective lines
by committees of farmers and agric!lltural workers who wonld orgamse
direct marketing of prodnce and cnt
out middle men.
15. Indnstrial unions on a militant
anti-capitalist programme.
16. Formation of factory committees on
each ;job and workers C?on~cils in each
locality on an anti-capItal1st programme.
17. For a single European Trade Union
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme.
18. Struggle against Imperialism!
Defence of t he' colonial revolution by
every means including strikes, boycott
and sabotal!e. and the despatch of
arms til colonial workers.
19. Withdrawal
from
all
Imneria1i~t
aIUl1nces, such as NATO. CENTO,
SEATO. etc., directed against the workers states and tlJe colonial revolution.
Alliance and solidarity with the workers states and the colonial revolution
against Imperialism. Liquidation of tl!e
Polaris and rocket bases and theIr
means of supDly
20. For the United Socialist states of
Europe as part of a world front of
socialist states.
21. For a workers government.

The elections
•
In France • •••
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
all the time and who, are only waiting
for the opportunity to advance even more
in strikes, demonstrations, meetings, for
the development of the revolutionary
leadership, which fights for power in
France The ascendancy of the world
revolution, of the political revolution in
China and Cuba, is permanent, and is
becoming a more important support for
this struggle in France.
In this. electoral campaign-which was
only electoral in its form basically, the
elections have been a trial of strength
which prepare for others infinitely bigger........,Jn this action of our French section, comrades of other sections of
EUrope intervened: Belgium, Italy, Spain,
England, under the organisation of the
European Ibureau of the IV International, which shows the centralised capacity,
the discipline, the combative will of our
cadres and of the European Bureau of
the IV International, which are in their
turn the expression of the capacity, of
the discipline and of the combativity of
the working class in France, in Europe
and in the world. These elections are a
step towards much more profound struggles in which the proletariat is going to
try to impose its anticapitalist actions;

- It is of the maximum interest for
the socialist republic that the popular
masses intervene fully in the educational
and cultural tasks. The socialist republ!c
will promote thns as a fundamental objective.
ON THE INTERNAL POLICY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
- Politlcal power will be exercised
directly by the committees of workers
and peasants and. soldiers. Such commit·
tees will send· their delegates to the sup·
reme organ of the workers state: the
Supreme Committee.
- The economic decisions taken by the
Communes win be carried out by the
Snpreme Council on an economic plane
thronghout the country.
ON EXTERNAL POLICY
The Socialist Republic will break unilater-

ally aU the political, economic,
and cultural agreements signed
dictatorship with any imperialist
whatsoever and in particular with
Imperialism and tbe VatiCan.

military
by the
country
Yankee

The workers state will conduct a policy
fraternal collaboration witb aU the
other workers states and the popular
masses of the world including themselves
unconditionally in the WORLD ANTI
CAPITALIST AND ANTI IMPERIALIST
FRONT.
I.t will apply constantly the principle
of proletarian internationalism supporting
materially and morally aU the movements
of popular liberation throughout the
world.
All the decisions, negotiation" political,
'economic etc will be discussed and sanctioned by the committees of the workers,
peasants, students and soldiers.
of

and it is this ne<:essity of history which
the elections have shown the development of the polarisation of forces. One permits this success of our party and of
the proletarian vanguard. But this necesmust count on these perspectives in
sity of history expresses itself in the
order to organise the struggle for the
united front with the revolutionary tendcombative will, in the political security
of our comrades of the 'Parti Revolutionencies and sectors which can go WOtnaire Trotskyste and of the proletarian
ward by raising their ability and their
radius of action to include bigger sectors vanguard in France. The Communist
Party has been powerless to prevent the
of the exploited masses.
The leaderships of the Communist development of our French· section and
'Party and the Socialist Party are going , its influence. It is equally powerless to
prevent the development of the proletarto react in alliance with Capitalism, deian vanguard, and it will be less and less
nouncing our comrades and the communist militants, handing them over to the aNe to prevent it in future. By basing
itself on these historic and concrete conpolice, trying to get them sacked from
clusions, our section. must dynamicalIy
the factorie~ in order to try to put a
undertake the task, the activity of the
brake on the development of the revolutionary tendency and the develop- organisation of the struggle for power
ment of the class struggle. But the ability in France. .
of the Communist Party to denounce is
J. POSADAS
16. 3. 67
powerless before the necessity of history,
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The strike at Fairfields isa blow against the
conciliation of the Trade Union leaders with the bosses
The two week strike by 538 semiskilled
and unskilled shipbuilding workers at the
Fairfield shipyard, on the Clyde, has ended in victory for the workers. A pay
increase of 6d on bour has been gained,
but it is only a partial victory. Partial,
in tbe sense that an agreement has been
made which provides for the run down,
by 100 men of the labour force by
'natural wastage'. The agreement also
states tbat any· member of the National
Union of General and Municipal Workers Union (NUGMW) will be prepared to
do the work of any other member of
the NUGMW. However, 6d an hour represents a 10% pay increase for the many
wqrkers who are earn;ng 6/- an hour.
This victory at Fairfields will have a
great effect on the workers of otber
Clydeside shipyardS.
The strike at Fairfields is very significant because tbe shipyard is part owned
by some trade unions and has a 'no
strike' agreement. At the end of 1965
tbe Fairfield shipyard owned by the
Lithgow family, went broke. It was 'saved'
by the formation of a new company
wh:cb was supported by the government,
by some trade union bureaucrats, and
by private investment. Unions like the
N.U.G~M.W. sunk large sums of their
funds into the new company.
Tbis was a prime example of the completely pro-Capitalist nature of the trade
union bureaucracies. When Ii Cap1talist
enterprise fails, in tbe way Fairfields did
in 1965, the trade nnion bUreancrats do

not demand nationalisation under workers control. No! they hasten to use union
funds to prop up a failing Capitalist
enterprise!
In the reorganisation of Fairfields the
official union leadership played their full
part as agents of Capitalism. A "no
strlie" agreement was made and pledges
of workers co-operation, in attempts to
get higher productivity, were obtained.
No eD'ord was spared
gIve· tbe . impression that Fairfields was different from
all other Capitalist enterprises. Shop
stewards were given their own office in
an attempt to make them into bureaucrats. Workers at the yard~ however,
were not impressed and the '''no strike"
agreement was soon broken. The traditionally militant boiler makers struck first
and gained 9d. an hour increase. The apprentices and maintenance men have also
struck at different times. Most recently
the lower paid workers demanded 6d.
an hour but this was refused unless there
was a cut in the labour force and the
workers refused to accept redundancies
in the yard and came out on strike. The
"official" leadership of the N.U.G.M.W.
true to form, instructed the workers to
return to work, but these instructions
were ignored by the workers. The
Scottisb organiser of the N.U.G.M.W.
wbo attempted to adress a meeting at the
yard had a job to make bimself heard.
His argument that "union members had
no dispute with the company" was as
unsuccessful as it was stupid and only

to

served to completely expose the proCapitalist role of tbe union bureaucrat_
The collapse of the Fairfield company
was yet anotber symptom of the deepening crisis of Capitalism. At this stage
of the world revolutionary process the
demand for natlonalisation under workers control and without any compensat·
ion to the former owners of failing
Capitalist enterprises is the only correct
demand. It is also necessary for workers
in ship building, and all other industries
to strengthen their own shop Hoor organisation around the anti-Capitalist programme.
FOR THE NATIONALISATION OF
ALL MAJOR INDUSTRIES UNDER
WORKERS CONTROL AND WITHOUT
COMPENSATION
TO
THE
FORMER OWNERS.
FOR WORKERS OCCUPATION AND
RUNNING OF .AlJL FAILING ENTERPRISES.
FOR A TRADE UNION CENTRE
BASED ON THE ANTI·CAPITALIST
PROGRAMME.
FOR THE GENERAL STRIKE ON
THE ANTI-CAPITALIST PROGRAM·
ME AS THE FIRST STEP TO WORKERS POWER.
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